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15BAbstract 
The aim of this project is to perform an experimental study on the influence of the 
thermal feedback on the burning behavior of well ventilated pre-flashover fires. 
For the purpose an experimental method has been developed. Here the same 
identical objects are tested under free burn conditions and in two different rooms, 
which only are varied by linings of significantly different thermal inertia. As all 
linings were non-combustible the heat release rate could be found without the 
influence of thermal feedback and for two different levels of thermal feedback. 
The ISO 9705 Room Corner Test facility was chosen as the same measuring 
equipment could be used for all the tests. Using this method, 10 experiments were 
performed with three different sizes of heptane pools and three experiments were 
carried out with a block of flexible polyurethane foam. In addition to these 13 
experiments, 16 experiments carried out by Carleton University and NRC-IRC 
performed on seven different types of fire loads representing commercial 
premises, comprise the tests used for the study.  

The results show that for some of the room test the thermal feedback occurring in 
the room tests did increase the heat release rate compared to free burn test for pre-
flashover fires. Two phenomena were observed, that relate well to theory was 
found. In an incipient phase the heat release rate rose with the temperature of the 
smoke layer/enclosure boundaries, and the magnitude of the increase was found to 
depend on the flammability properties of the burning object. This can be 
described by a simple model. 

A rapid increase of the heat release rate commenced after the incipient phase. This 
is seen as a thermal runaway caused by the energy gain in the smoke layer 
exceeding the energy that can be lost through the boundaries. The onset point of 
thermal runaway was found to depend on the thermal inertia of the linings as well 
as the flammability parameters of the burning object. This correlates well with 
theory. At the onset point of thermal runaway the smoke layer temperature was 
found to be as low as 300 °C for linings with very low thermal inertia, which 
makes the onset point significantly below the traditional flashover criterion for the 
smoke layer of 5-600°C. This indicates that caution should be used when using 
this criterion for rooms with very low thermal inertia. The increase of the heat 
release rate after the onset of thermal feedback did not seem to be dominated by 
either temperature of the smoke layer/enclosure boundaries or the type of 
materials of the burning object.  

Given the profound difference between room burn conditions and free burn, the 
results show that free burn results should also be used with caution for prediction 
of pre-flashover design fires in rooms. 
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16BResumé 
Dette projekts formål er ved forsøg at undersøge ændringen af brandeffekten som 
følge af tilbagestråling fra rummet for en velventileret brand før overtænding. Til 
formålet er der uviklet en eksperimentel metode, hvor der for det samme objekt 
udføres ét forsøg i det fri (kørt under et emfang) og to forsøg i rum, der varieres i 
form af beklædningens termiske inerti. Da alle beklædninger er ubrændbare, kan 
brandeffekten for det samme objekt dermed bestemme uden tilbagestråling samt 
ved to forskellige niveauer af tilbagestråling. Det blev valgt at benytte ISO 9705 
Room Corner prøvnings-metoden til at udføre forsøgene, da alle prøvningerne her 
kan udføres med samme måleudstyr. Ved brug af denne metode, er der udført 10 
forsøg med 3 størrelser af kar med heptan og 3 forøg med én størrelse 
polyuretanskum til møbler. Hertil kommer data fra 16 forsøg foretaget af Carlton 
University og NRC fra forsøg med 7 forskellige oplag svarende til butikker. 

Resultaterne viser, at tilbagestålingen vil forøge brandeffekten før overtænding, 
og dermed vil en brand kunne udvikle sig hurtigere, end hvad der bestemmes, hvis 
denne effekt ikke tage i betragtningen. Forsøgene viser, at der opstår to 
fænomener, der begge kan forklares via teorien. Det første er en indledende fase, 
hvor brandeffekten gradvist forøges som funktion af temperaturer i 
røglag/beklædninger samt de brandtekniske egenskaber af det brændende objekt. I 
denne fase viser forsøgene, at den forøgede brandeffekt kan estimeres ud fra en 
simpel model. Estimater på materiale data til brug for modellen foreligger i 
litteraturen. 

Efter den indledende fase opstår en meget hurtig stigning af brandeffekten. Dette 
ses som en termisk instabilitet som følge af, at energien der tilføres røglaget 
overstiger energien, der kan bortledes via beklædninger og åbninger. Efter den 
termiske instabilitet er indtruffet, viser forsøgene, at ændringen i brandeffekt ikke 
længere er domineret af temperaturen i røglag/beklædninger, ligesom ændringen i 
brandeffekten heller ikke kan relateres til typen af materialer, der brænder. 
Forsøgene viser dog, at startpunktet for den termiske instabilitet er afhængig af 
beklædningernes termiske inerti og de brandtekniske egenskaber af det brændbare 
objekt. Dette kan forklares af teorien. For beklædninger med lav termisk inerti 
opstod den termiske instabilitet for røglagstemperaturer ned til 300 °C. Dette er 
specielt interessant da temperaturen er væsentlig under røglagskriteriet for 
overtænding på 5-600 °C. Det indikere at dette kriterium bør benyttes varsomt for 
beklædninger med lav termisk inerti. 

På grund at den grundlæggende forskel mellem brandforsøg kørt i det fri og 
forsøg kørt i rum viser resultaterne tillige at man skal være varsom med at bruge 
forsøg fra det fri til at estimere design brande i rum. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 18BBackground 

Many countries around the world favor the adoption of performance-based 
building codes due to the well-documented benefits in fire safety, design 
flexibility, cost, and quality that can be achieved. A performance-based approach 
to fire safety evaluation and design of buildings is an elaborate process consisting 
of many steps and requires the use of decision-making tools based on analytical 
and computational methods [1]. The selection of the design fire is one of the most 
important steps in this process [1], as it represents the basis for the prediction of 
the safety of the occupants in the building, the structural stability, fire brigade 
intervention, property protection etc. Thus, the understanding and modeling of the 
design fire are important engineering tools in order to make a robust and cost 
effective building design.  

How to select a design fire is an engineering task that has been described in 
several guidelines around the world. This study uses the ISO/TS 16733 guideline 
on “Selection of design fire scenarios and design fires” [2] as a general approach. 
This guideline has general descriptions without national choices, as well as it has 
been used as a background document for many national guidelines.  

1.2 19BThe concept of the design fires 

The design fire represents the development of a fire course in terms of heat release 
rate, temperature, toxic yields and fire load density [2] for a given design fire 
scenario. Besides the design fire, a design fire scenario includes a description of 
the building or a part of the building, means of fire protection, occupancy and 
interaction between these parameters [2]. Typically design fire scenarios are also 
selected in relation to relevant fire safety objectives, which could be life safety of 
the occupants, avoiding structural collapse or ensuring safe fire brigade 
intervention as described in national regulations [3]. In addition, design fire 
scenarios should also address possible change in a lifetime of the building. 
Therefore it is often needed to investigate several design fire scenarios and design 
fires in order to make a robust performance based design of a building. 

A design fire is typically divided into several phases including: the initial phase, 
the growth phases, flashover, the fully developed fire, decay and extinction. In the 
incipient phase the fire is small and in most cases located to one item. The 
duration will depend on the ignition source and type of combustibles. When the 
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fire is large enough, the fire may start propagating and thus go into the growth 
phase characterized by an increasing but still localized fire [2]. During this stage 
the fire may gradually spread to other objects. As the fire builds up it will at some 
point become a threat to the occupants. Eventually the fire may reach flashover, 
which is a short transition stage under which most combustibles will ignite and 
the fire is no longer restricted to a localized fire [4]. At this stage, the rate of heat 
release, temperature, smoke production and smoke toxicity increase rapidly, until 
a further increase is restricted by ventilation or fuel [4]. Flashover also represents 
a point in the fire course where: a) occupants have no chance of survival in the 
room of fire origin b) the time when tenability conditions in adjacent spaces will 
be threatened, c) the beginning of the thermal assault on the structure due to 
elevated temperatures, and d) a point when fire service intervention in the fire 
room is considerably limited.  

After flashover has occurred the fire will be fully developed (also called post-
flashover), which is a stage where a substantial steady burning rate takes place 
and the fire usually is controlled by ventilation or in more rare cases by the 
amount of fuel [2]. This stage of the design fire scenario will mostly aim at 
investigating structural failures. Eventually as the fuel has burned out the fire will 
decay and be extinguished.  

1.3 20BSelection of design fires 

Given the design fire scenarios, the design fires are selected based on information 
on the type and position of the actual combustibles, but also information on the 
room such as size, ventilation or different means of fire protection should be taken 
into consideration when the design fire is selected [2]. Therefore the design fire 
should reflect the phenomena occurring during the fire course related to the room 
and means of fire protection. 

In order to define the design fire an appropriate model has to be found. Generally 
fire models are often divided into the two regimes depending on whether they are 
fuel controlled or ventilation controlled.  

The fuel controlled design fire (also called the well ventilated fire) is defined by 
the type of combustibles in the room. Here the fuel is both inventory and building 
products [2]. In Europe the building products are subject to legislation with 
regards to fire safety enforced by The Construction Products Directive (Council 
Directive 89/106/EEC), this is seldom the case for normal inventory; therefore 
inventory generally cannot be related to classes. The ISO guideline [2] suggests 
that pre-flashover design fires often can be selected based on engineering 
judgments of the heat release rate from the possible combustible objects in the 
room (inventory and linings). 
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For the inventory, data on the heat release rates are available from tests with 
mainly single objects and can be found in handbooks [5]. These data are mostly 
found by the use of measuring the oxygen consumption [6] for free burn 
condition, which could be conducted under the exhaust hood of the ISO 9705 
Room Corner test [7] or the furniture calorimeter [8]. Lately, room fire results 
have also been published for single items representative of domestic premises [9] 
and fire loads representing different types of commercial premises [10]. In the 
literature there are also examples, where reasonable results have been obtained on 
modeling the fire development of an object by CFD based on experimental results 
[11]. 

Choosing a design fire based on specific information on the type of combustible 
items in a room is not a simple process. An a-priori investigation found that for 
well described inventory, engineering judgments among well qualified fire safety 
engineers there was a considerable scatter in the modeled design fires. 
Furthermore, predictions of test results were poor [12]. Therefore, the 
uncertainties of the engineering choices are obvious and in practice it also requires 
good ethics of the designer. 

Many guidelines similar to the ISO guideline [2] use of the t-squared fires, where 
the heat release rate is found as:  

 2
FQ t�� � 2
FQ tF  (1.1)

Where α is a constant and t is the time.  

The t-squared is often defined by the rate at which the fire grows as slow, 
medium, fast and ultra fast. Values of α and examples are given in Table 1.1  

Table 1.1 Values of growth rates and examples of inventory [2]  
Growth rate α (kW/s2)  Example  

Slow 0.003 Floor covering 
Medium 0.012 Shop Counters 

Fast  0.047 Bedding 
Ultra-fast 0.19 Upholstered furniture 

 

The t-squared fire has been found to be a fair representation of the burning 
characteristic of the growth phase of several free burning items [13]. Some 
countries also have guidelines [14, 15] that suggest α-values, which may be 
applied for specific uses in building design as a representation of the inventory 
whereas linings are generally not included. This may be a practical approach to 
ensure a given set of input data for modeling and thus limiting the uncertainties 
due to engineering judgment, but the t-squared fire only relates to the burning 
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object and does not take either risk or room effects as thermal feedback into 
consideration [16]. 

The growth of the fuel controlled fire may continue into flashover, but it may also 
be limited by the amount of fuel present in the room or by ventilation before 
flashover. 

The ventilation controlled fire is characterized by the amount of oxygen that can 
enter the room, which is also described by the ventilation factor OO AH � where 

AO is the area of the openings and HO is the height of the openings [17]. As it is 
found that one kg O2 by an average will release 13.1 MJ [18] the heat release in 
the room can be estimated, giving a simple approach for defining the ventilation 
controlled fire. This approach also decouples the fire model from the precise type 
of combustibles, as a fire model can be defined based on the ventilation factor and 
the fire load density representative of the fire that gives the duration of the fire. 
For fully developed fires, this approach together with simple assessments of the 
heat lost via boundaries and openings is the basis of the parametric time 
temperature as can be found in the Eurocodes [19].  

It is also important to be able to predict the onset of flashover, as it represents a 
significant change in the fire behavior. Flashover is, however, not a single 
physical event that can be precisely described [4], but it can be seen as a transition 
phase covering several processes such as: Fire spread caused by sudden increase 
in the fire size due to the radiant ignition of adjacent combustibles [20], rapid 
surface flame spread on an object [21], thermal runaway (sometimes referred to as 
burning instability) caused by the thermal feedback from the warm enclosure and 
smoke layer [21], spontaneous ignition of unburned gases in the hot smoke layer 
due to direct contact with the fire plume [20], and an increase of the oxygen 
supply for under-ventilated rooms [21].  

Traditionally, it has been found that a rapid fire spread to adjacent objects is the 
dominant process in causing flashover [21]. Based on this assumption, criteria for 
the onset of flashover have been established as uniform temperatures in the smoke 
layer of 5-600°C or an incident heat flux to the floor of 20kW/m

2
 [2, 22]. For the 

assessment of fire tests, ignition of crumpled paper on the floor or flames exiting 
the opening has also commonly been used as indicators [22]. 

The mentioned smoke layer temperature criterion is also used as basis for 
predicting flashover by respected fire models such as Thomas’ model [23], 
Babrauskas’ model [24] and the model developed by McCaffrey, Quintiere and 
Harkleroad (MQH) [25]. These models predict the critical heat release rate needed 
to cause flashover based on energy balance considerations. None of the three 
models, however, handles the actual development of the heat release rate in the 
room, which has to be decided on by the fire engineer.  
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1.4 21BThe influence of thermal feedback 

The ISO guideline [2] also specifies that free burn experimental data should be 
used with caution for prediction of room burn fires, as preheating and thermal 
feedback may enhance the burning rate, and thus lead to more severe fires. More 
detailed information is, however, not given on this matter. 

In fire safety design it has, at least in Denmark, become common practice to use 
free burn fire tests for the assessment of the pre-flashover design fire, perhaps 
because no other guidance is available to do otherwise. In this context it should be 
mentioned that both Thomas [23] and Babrauskas [24] argued that heat release 
rates from free burn fire tests could be used at input values for their models. This 
could justify the practice of using free burn values.  

Further information on thermal feedback in relation to the development of the heat 
release rate can; however be found in the literature. Fundamentally the thermal 
feedback is the net heat flux to the surface of a burning object origin from hot 
gasses and hot room boundaries. To describe the influence of the thermal 
feedback on the heat release rate, the heat release rate must be defined. In general, 
the pre-flashover fire the heat release rate of the fire FQFQF  can be found as [26]: 

 
F F eff FQ A H m��� �� �F FQ AF FFAAFFF FmFF��  (1.2)

where FQ� is the total heat release rate, AF is the area of the burning object, Heff is 
the effective heat of combustion and Fm��Fm�� is the fuel mass loss rate per unit area. 
Any change of the heat release rate may take place as a consequence of changes of 
the burning area or change of the fuel mass loss rate, whereas the heat of 
combustion can be taken as a constant [26].  

For a well-ventilated fire the fuel mass loss rate changes with the heat flux to the 
burning surface. The heat flux may increase due to higher flame emission, as it is 
generally seen for pool fires with increasing diameter [24], or the heat flux may 
also increase due to thermal feedback related to the heat flux from the smoke layer 
and enclosure boundaries [27]. Therefore thermal feedback may increase the 
burning rate of the ignited area. The burning area may change due to surface 
flame spread, ignition of other object or burnout. As thermal feedback may 
increase the surface temperature by preheating surfaces not jet ignited an 
increased flame spread rate can be expected [27], and thus the ignited area may 
also increase due to thermal feedback. It can therefore be seen that the heat release 
rate is a compounded variable that in more ways are dependent on the thermal 
feedback.  

An experimental investigation [28] on upholstered furniture has shown that an 
effect of thermal feedback can be expected for pre-flashover room burns. It was 
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found that the heat release rates increased in room tests (ISO Room corner test 
facility) compared to free burn heat release rates, if the free burn peak was above 
450 - 600 kW. As this test facility generally is found not to lead to flashover at 
levels below 1000 kW [29], the test also indicates that thermal feedback will 
increase the heat release rate even before flashover. That thermal feedback is 
important for upholstered furniture or mattresses are of specific interest as these 
are often found to be the first ignited object in fatal fires [30]. Therefore it implies 
that it may be a problem to ignore the effect of thermal feedback for pre-flashover 
fires.  

Furthermore, Thomas et al. [31] showed by theory how thermal feedback can 
increase the burning rate, and how this effect can lead to a thermal runaway as the 
heat gained in the room exceeded the heat that could be lost. At the onset of 
thermal runaway the burning rate would increase rapidly and create a “jump” that 
is also associated with flashover. Their initial analyses showed that thermal 
runaway in theory could happen at smoke layer temperatures in the range of 300 
°C to 650 °C. Their analyses also showed that the burning rate at the onset of 
thermal runaway may have increased by approximately 50 % compared to free 
burn conditions. Thomas [23] also argued that an increase of 50 % of the heat 
release rate per unit area makes thermal feedback less important compared to fire 
spread when flashover is investigated. Therefore, he found that heat release rates 
from free burn tests could be used for the assessment of flashover. 

Similar theoretic models assessing thermal runaway have been developed [32, 
33], and by parameter studies they have shown that the onset of thermal runaway 
is dependent on thermal inertia [34, 35], assumed discharge coefficients [36] and 
aspect ratio [37]. On the other hand, a request for experimental validation has also 
been expressed [27, 35]. 

As thermal runaway, as mentioned earlier, also is associated with flashover it is 
interesting to relate the models for thermal runaway to the traditional flashover 
models. It is obvious that the models for thermal runaway take more parameters 
into consideration when assessing the heat balance, as the impact of thermal 
feedback (fuel response) is included. As the onset of thermal runaway is indicated 
to occur at room temperatures as low as 300 °C, it could be questioned whether 
using a flashover criterion of a smoke layer temperature 5-600 °C is a robust 
choice covering most building designs.  

Finally it should be mentioned that it has been attempted to reproduce the results 
of fire tests where thermal feedback was present by CFD modeling [38-40]. This 
was done without any success. 

The impact of the thermal feedback on the burning rate has been investigated for 
fully developed fires at a stable burning rate by Utiskul [41]. He found a 
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reasonable correlation between theoretic models and small scale experiments 
taking both oxygen reduction and thermal feedback into consideration.  

Besides increasing the heat release rate, thermal feedback can also preheat 
surfaces still not ignited, and thus the flame spread rate may increase. This has in 
principal been explained by Quintiere [27], as he shows how flame spread will 
increase for concurrent and opposed flow due to decreasing difference between 
the surface temperature and the ignition temperature. He also explains how this 
may lead to a thermal runaway as the increased burning area will increase the 
gained heat compared to a free burn situation.  

1.5 22BResearch objectives 

The previous sections argued that the common practice of using free burn heat 
release as a basis for selection of pre-flashover design fire can be questioned, as 
thermal feedback can increase the heat release rate, as well as flame spread rates 
may be increased due to pre-heating. Also, it was found that onset of thermal 
runaway caused by the thermal feedback may occur before traditional flashover 
criteria would predict.  

It is therefore evident that the practice of using free burn values as a basis for a 
prediction of a design fire may to some point influence the fire safety of a 
building, because a faster fire development may possibly lead to the situation that 
tenability criteria are met earlier in the fire course, as well as flashover may occur 
sooner than expected. 

One of the parameters mentioned is that the onset of thermal runaway is 
dependent on the thermal inertia of the linings of the enclosure. Lately there has 
been increasing requirement for thermal insulation of buildings in order to reduce 
the energy losses from buildings. This will typical lower the thermal inertia of the 
building, especially if the insulation is applied directly on walls or ceiling. This 
might, according to theory, affect the onset of thermal runaway.  

It is therefore identified that thermal feedback may influence the fire safety of a 
building. Principal models are available, but these require experimental validation. 
Also it is found that CFD models have not been able to reproduce the effect of 
thermal feedback. 

Therefore, the research objectives are by use of experiments to investigate the 
influence of thermal feedback on the burning behavior of pre-flashover well-
ventilated fires. This will be carried out in relation to: 

� the change of the heat release rate,  
� the influence of changing linings on the onset point of thermal runaway 

and 
� secondarily, the changes in flame spread on a horizontal surface. 
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In addition, the results will be compared to existing theory on thermal feedback. 

As limitation of oxygen may reduce the effect of thermal feedback only well 
ventilated fires are considered. Also, only non-combustible linings are considered. 

1.6  Outline of the thesis 

Part I is this introduction. 

Part II presents the experimental investigations, including selecting of the test 
method for assessing thermal feedback and results of the individual experiment. 

Part III summarizes the experimental results in general and relates the findings to 
design fires. Finally, conclusions are made and future work is proposed. 

Part IV presents appended papers, research report and poster. It should be noted 
that the contents of the appended papers and report are included in part II and III. 
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2 Experimental investigation 
As mentioned in the introduction, the aim of the experimental investigation is to 
determine the influence of the thermal feedback from the room on the burning 
behavior of an object in a well-ventilated pre-flashover room fire. 

Before the experiments can be performed an experimental setup should be 
designed with a view to generate thermal feedback and the onset of thermal 
runaway, and measurement should be made to document the phenomena and if 
possible the causes. 

2.1 24BSelection of the experimental setup 

A new experimental setup was developed in order to determine the effect of the 
thermal feedback. But before the experimental setup is selected, the theory on heat 
release rate in room fires is shortly reviewed to select an appropriate experimental 
setup. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the heat release rate can be found as described 
by equation (1.2): 

 
F F eff FQ A H m��� �� �F FQ AF FFAAFFF FmFF��  (1.2)

As also mentioned in the introduction, the heat release rate is a compounded 
variable which is among others dependent on the size of the burning area and the 
mass loss rate per unit area, and any changes of either parameter will affect the 
heat release rate. 

In relation to mass loss rate, this can be expressed as a function of the net heat 
flux netq��netq�� to the surface and the heat of gasification Lg [26] as: 
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(2.1)

For a burning object under the influence of external heating from a room, the net 
heat flux to the burning object can be found as the sum of the radiative and 
convective heat flux from the flame and the external heating from hot room 
boundaries and hot gasses. For a well-ventilated fire, it has been suggested (see 
equation 2.2) that the fuel mass loss rate in a room fire can be estimated as the 
free burn mass loss rate related the heat flux from the flame plus a contribution 
from the external heat flux from the room [41]: 
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Here ,0 F m��,0 F m�� is the free burn mass loss rate per unit area and ext q��ext q��is the total external 

heat flux per unit area to the burning surface from the smoke and the compartment 
walls. Data on Lg and ,0 F m��,0 F m��can for liquids and selected material be found from the 

literature as the SFPE handbook [42]. For other types of materials these 
information can also be obtained from small scale tests as the cone calorimeter 
[43].  

The total external heat flux to the burning object depends on temperatures of 
smoke layer and boundaries as well as appropriate view factors and the absorption 
of external flux by the flames and unburned fuel gases [32]. This project is limited 
to pre-flashover well-ventilated fires. As described later in this section, this was 
experimentally achieved by ensuring that a two zone situation was present during 
the experiments. For a two zone model the external radiation from the smoke 
layer and boundaries can be assessed as: 
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where Tg is the average smoke layer temperature, Tw is an average temperature of 
the upper hot boundaries, Ts is the surface temperature of the burning object, σ is 
Stefan Boltzmann’s constant and εg is the emissivity of the smoke layer. It should 
be noted that equation (2.3) assumes black body boundaries and fuel and that 
there is no blockage from unburned gases or absorption from the flames. The view 
factors are also assumed to be 1 which will apply for a horizontal surface, whereas 
vertical surfaces will have reduced view factors. As such, it can be seen that 
horizontal surfaces are more subjective to thermal feedback from the room. 

Combining equation (2.1) and (2.3) the fuel heat release rate under the influence 
of thermal feedback could be estimated as: 
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(2.4) 

Here F Q�is the total heat release rate from the burning object, 0, F Q�is the total heat 

release rate from the free burning object 

In order to evaluate experimental results, it is found reasonably to estimate the 
total heat release as [32]: 
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Here, α is a factor between 0 and 1 including view factor and a lumped value 
emissivity/absorption for linings, fuel, and gas. T is the room temperature, which 
has to be selected based on information on the emissivity of the smoke layer. 
From equation (2.3) it can be seen that if the emissivity of the smoke layer is 
small, most of the radiation will be related to the wall temperature. If the 
emissivity is large most of the heat flux will come from the smoke layer.  

Equation (2.5) is a central equation in the selection of the experimental setup. The 
equation shows explicitly that the room heat release rate is a strong function of the 
room temperatures, and that the room burn heat release rate can be found as the 
free burn heat release rate plus a contribution from the room.  

Therefore the experimental setup has been chosen as follows: 

� A two-zone division of the room should be reached, which represents a 
pre-flashover non-ventilation controlled fire. 

� Equation (2.5) states that the influence of the thermal feedback can be 
found as the heat release rate for a burning object under free burn 
conditions plus a contribution from the external heat flux from linings and 
smoke layer. Therefore, both free burn and room burn conditions are 
investigated, and the free burn is used as a benchmark for the room burn 
conditions.  

� Room burn tests are performed with different linings with substantial 
different thermal inertia. By lowering the thermal inertia, the room 
temperature will increase, as linings with lower thermal inertia will 
accumulate less energy. Thereby the thermal feedback is changed without 
changing any other parameters, and any change in the burning behavior 
can be related to the thermal feedback. This will also allow to see if 
matching room temperatures gives equal heat release rates, as it should be 
according to equation (2.5). This way the free burn heat release rate can 
also be decupled from equation (2.5) and in principles an investigation of 
the effect of the thermal feedback can be done without free burn tests. 

� Performing test on similar objects in rooms with linings of substantial 
different thermal inertia also allows investigating if and when a thermal 
runaway may occur as well as the dependency of the thermal inertia on the 
onset of thermal runaway (flashover) can be investigated. 

� Non-combustible linings are chosen to avoid additional heat release rate 
from the linings. Combustible linings may also change the heat loss, as the 
same heat loss cannot be expected for an ignited surface [23]. 
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� The room temperature may also be changed by changing ventilation 
conditions of the room as done by Pierce et al. [40], but this was not 
chosen as it may influence the emissivity of the smoke layer and the 
position of the smoke layer for the same heat release rate of the fires. 

� Full scale tests were preferred to avoid scaling.  
� The burning object is chosen to have a horizontal position to maximize the 

view factor between fuel and the smoke layer/enclosure boundaries. Also 
precautions should be taken to ensure that the view factor is not changed 
considerably during the experiment. 

� The burning object should, if possible, be positioned in the middle of the 
room to limit asymmetric thermal feedback caused by differences in wall 
temperatures as found by other experimental investigations [38, 39], where 
the effect of position in the room was studied. This way plume 
entrainment for the room burn would also be less affected by walls and 
thereby giving the best basis for a comparison to the free burn plume. 

� It should be possible to identify the burning area to ensure that the heat 
release rates can be related to the same burning areas. 

� Measurements should be made of the burning behavior that allows for a 
comparison between room burn behavior and free burn behavior. Also it 
should be investigated if a jump in the development of the heat release rate 
would occur, which could indicate that an onset of thermal runaway is 
taking place. Preferably measurement of the different scenario under 
which the same object burns should be made by the use of the same 
instrumentation in order to limit uncertainties related to reproducibility. 
Also measurements should be made of lining temperatures as well as 
smoke layer temperatures in order to estimate the external heat flux. 

Based on these considerations the ISO Room Corner Test [7] was chosen as an 
experimental setup. A principal sketch can be seen from Figure 2.1. The test 
facility was originally developed to investigate the burning behavior of linings 
products by measuring the heat release rate until flashover. The test facility is well 
established and has commonly been used in the research community to investigate 
room fires as e.g. in the CBUF project [44]. Also the uncertainties of the 
measuring equipment are well described and calibration procedures are available 
from the standard. 

In relation to this study, the ISO Room Corner test facility [7] can provide data on 
the heat release rate for both room burn conditions and free burn conditions if the 
burning object is positioned under the hood by use of the same equipment. The 
locations for the burning objects are marked on the sketch in Figure 2.1. 

The burning behavior can, according to equation (2.5), be found as the heat 
release rate, but also mass loss rate can also supply the information as the two 
values only differ by the heat of combustion, which is a value that in many cases 
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can be found by small scale test such as the cone calorimeter [43]. Therefore it is 
preferred to measure both, if possible. However, in rooms it can be difficult to 
measure the mass loss rate as scales may have to be protected against the heat.  

In the Room Corner test facility the heat release rate is found by the use of oxygen 
consumption [6]. Here, the concentrations of O2, CO2 and CO (optimal) are 
measured in the measuring section in the duct (see Figure 2.1) and used for 
calculation of the heat release rate. Generally the uncertainty of oxygen 
consumption is found to be 5-10 % [6].  

 
Figure 2.1.  Principal sketch of the experimental setup. 

According to equation (2.5) the external heat flux can be found as a function of a 
room temperature which can be either the temperature of the hot surfaces in the 
upper layer or the smoke layer depending on smoke layer emissivity. Temperature 
recordings are performed by the use of thermocouple trees and measurements of 
lining temperatures. Generally two thermocouple trees are used and positioned in 
opposite corners as room temperatures may differ across the room. More 
information on the precise type and location of thermocouples can be found in the 
sections about the specific experiments.  

Heat fluxes are measured to support the temperature measurements. Due to the 
position of the fuel it is not possible to measure the heat flux to the center of the 
floor, which would have been ideal in order to measure to the thermal feedback. 

Video recordings of the burning behavior, such as smoke layer height, flame 
shapes and ignition of crumpled paper on the floor, are made to support to 
measurement. 
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2.2 25BThe experimental series 

Two series of experiments are designed and performed to investigate the influence 
of thermal feedback.  

The first test series was performed on heptane pools contained in different sizes of 
steel pans. This way different fixed areas could be tested and give information on 
the heat release rate per unit area as well as thermal runaway. It is realized that 
heptane does not represent a common piece of inventory, but as heptane is a well-
defined liquid, for which a lot of data are available, and it will serve as a good 
benchmark to show the influence of thermal feedback. More detailed information 
can be found in Chapter 3. The tests are also presented and analyzed in appended 
paper#1 and poster#1. 

The second test series was performed on flexible polyurethane. As mentioned in 
the introduction, flexible polyurethane is an important material to investigate, as 
furniture and mattresses are often found to be the first ignited object in many fatal 
fires [30]. Also, previous experiments have shown that upholstered furniture is 
sensitive to thermal feedback for pre-flashover fires [28]. In this test series 
horizontal positioned blocks are ignited in one end of the block. This way flame 
spread can be observed as well as heat release rate per unit area once flame spread 
is completed. More detailed information can be found in Chapter 5. The 
experimental results are also presented in the appended NRC-IRC research-report. 

Carleton University and National Research Council, Canada, NRC-IRC had 
previously carried out the test programs Design Fires of Commercial Premises 
Phase 1 and 2 (DFCP1 and DFCP2) in order to investigate design fires for 
commercial premises [45-47]. These tests were all performed in room size test 
facilities and varied in fire loads (representing commercial fire loads) as well as 
thermal inertia of the linings. Some of the test went to flashover. Therefore these 
tests serve as a basis for studying the influence of linings and type of materials at 
the onset of thermal runaway. More information can be found in Chapter 4 and 
the analysis of flashover is also presented in the appended paper#2. 

The tests and their contribution to the experimental investigations are shown in 
Table 2.1  

Table 2.1. Experimental investigations 

Test HRR/m
2
 Flame spread  Thermal runaway 

Heptane + - + 

Polyurethane + + - 

DFCP1 and DFCP2 (+) (+) + 
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steel pans. This way different fixed areas could be tested and give information on 
the heat release rate per unit area as well as thermal runaway. It is realized that 
heptane does not represent a common piece of inventory, but as heptane is a well-
defined liquid, for which a lot of data are available, and it will serve as a good 
benchmark to show the influence of thermal feedback. More detailed information 
can be found in Chapter 3. The tests are also presented and analyzed in appended 
paper#1 and poster#1. 

The second test series was performed on flexible polyurethane. As mentioned in 
the introduction, flexible polyurethane is an important material to investigate, as 
furniture and mattresses are often found to be the first ignited object in many fatal 
fires [30]. Also, previous experiments have shown that upholstered furniture is 
sensitive to thermal feedback for pre-flashover fires [28]. In this test series 
horizontal positioned blocks are ignited in one end of the block. This way flame 
spread can be observed as well as heat release rate per unit area once flame spread 
is completed. More detailed information can be found in Chapter 5. The 
experimental results are also presented in the appended NRC-IRC research-report. 

Carleton University and National Research Council, Canada, NRC-IRC had 
previously carried out the test programs Design Fires of Commercial Premises 
Phase 1 and 2 (DFCP1 and DFCP2) in order to investigate design fires for 
commercial premises [45-47]. These tests were all performed in room size test 
facilities and varied in fire loads (representing commercial fire loads) as well as 
thermal inertia of the linings. Some of the test went to flashover. Therefore these 
tests serve as a basis for studying the influence of linings and type of materials at 
the onset of thermal runaway. More information can be found in Chapter 4 and 
the analysis of flashover is also presented in the appended paper#2. 

The tests and their contribution to the experimental investigations are shown in 
Table 2.1  

Table 2.1. Experimental investigations 

Test HRR/m2 Flame spread  Thermal runaway 

Heptane + - + 

Polyurethane + + - 

DFCP1 and DFCP2 (+) (+) + 
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3 Heptane experiments 
The aim of these heptane experiments is to provide information on the effect of 
thermal feedback in a pre-flashover well ventilated room fire with a fixed burning 
area, to avoid influence of changing area. Also the experiments should provide 
information on the influence of changing lining materials in relation to the onset 
of thermal runaway.  

The experiments were carried out at the EFIC-laboratories. The laboratories are 
accredited by The Danish Accreditation and Metrology Fund – DANAK to 
perform fire tests according to ISO 9705 [7] and the test facility has been 
evaluated in round robin tests.  

3.1 26BExperimental setup 

As discussed in Chapter 2 the experimental setup should fulfill the following 
criteria: 

� The facility should comply with the ISO 9705 Room Corner test facility 
[7]. 

� For the same burning object, free burn tests should be performed under the 
hood, and two room tests should be carried out with linings varied in terms 
of substantially different thermal inertia. 

� Measurement should include heat release rate, mass loss rate, lining 
temperatures, smoke layer temperature and heat flux. 

Two different linings were used. Lining 1 was non-combustible mineral wool with 
density, thermal conductivity and heat capacity of approximately 90 kg/m3, 0.05 
W/mK and 0.8 kJ/kgK, respectively, giving a thermal inertia ( ck �� � ) of 
approximately 0.0036 kW2s/m4K2. This material was chosen as it would remain 
stable during the test irrespectively of room temperatures, has a low thermal 
inertia that quickly can lead to high room temperatures and has a limited 
contribution to the heat release in the room. Lining 2, also non-combustible, was 
light weight concrete blocks covered with a thin plaster (the walls of the test 
room), which was dry as it had gone through heating in past tests. Lining 2 was 
estimated to have a density of 600 kg, a thermal conductivity of 0.15 W/mK [48] 
and a heat capacity of 1.0 kJ/kgK, yielding a thermal inertia for lining 2 of     
0.090 kW2s/m4K2. 

The heat release rates were based on measurements in the duct and calculated 
according to ISO 9705 [7] with a corrected E-value of heptane (12.6 MJ/kg O2) 
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[50]. Mass loss rate was recorded using a scale with a maximum capacity of 80 kg 
and an uncertainty of 50 g. During the free burn tests the scale was positioned 
underneath the pan and protected by a substrate. The room was lifted 0.55 m 
above the main floor, which allowed for a hole to be drilled in the test room floor 
and, as a result, the scale could be positioned underneath the room and as such be 
protected from the heating in the room, see Figure 3.1. 

The room temperatures were recorded by two thermocouple trees in opposite 
corners of the room at a distance of 0.4 m from the walls, see Figure 3.2. The 
vertical spacing between the thermocouples was 200 mm throughout the entire 
height of the room, see Figure 3.1. Surface temperatures were measured at the 
back wall by thermocouples located 1.0 m and 2.0 m above the floor. All 
thermocouples were type K with an uncertainty of less than 1 K. 

A heat flux meter (HF 1) was positioned 5 cm from the object pan facing upwards 
towards the smoke layer, as shown in Figure 3.2. Vertically, the heat flux meter 
was positioned 3 cm below to top of the outer pan. In the room tests the heat flux 
to the back wall (HF 2) was measured facing the fire in a horizontal direction at 
1.2 m above the floor, see Figure 3.1. The heat fluxes were measured with a 
Gardon gage model no. 64-5-18 from Medtherm Corporation with an absorbance 
of 0.92 and a maximum range of 50 kW/m

2
 with an uncertainty of less than 3 %. 

All measurements were recorded every 5 seconds. 

All test equipments were calibrated prior to the experiments. 

 

 
Figure 3.1.  Room burn test setup, section, HF is heat flux gauge, TC is 

thermocouple and TCT is thermocouple tree. Units are in mm. 
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Figure 3.2.  Free burn, plan (upper panel) and room burn, plan (lower panel) 

HF is heat flux gauge, TC is thermocouple and TCT is thermocouple 
tree. Units are in mm. 

The type of heptane used for these tests was an isomeric mixture, which allowed 
for minor impurity of the heptane. This was considered less important, as the 
burning object is a pool fire repeated under different conditions and no specific 
material data should be derived from the tests. 

In order to select pool sizes, threshold values of flame height and room 
temperatures were used. Previous fire tests [39] have indicated that an increase of 
the heat release rate could be expected when flames impinge the ceiling. The ISO 
9705 room has a ceiling height of 2.4 m. As the pans were placed on a scaffold as 
a part of the measurements of mass loss rate, the height from the initial surface of 
the liquid to the ceiling was approximately 2 m. Therefore 2 m is used as a 
threshold for mean flame height. 

Parameter analysis using simple models for prediction of the onset of a thermal 
runaway showed that thermal runaway could happen for a pool fire at room 
temperatures as low as 350 °C [31]. Therefore, this temperature is used as 
threshold for the room temperature. 
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runaway showed that thermal runaway could happen for a pool fire at room 
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threshold for the room temperature. 
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In order to predicts orders of magnitudes of the expected flame heights and room 
temperatures preliminary estimates of these values were made by the use of 
simple approximations.  

Mass loss rates were estimated by equation (3.1) to be able to predict the free burn 
heat release rate. The equation is based on free burn fires using data and models as 
presented by Babrauskas [24]: 

 (1)
kD

mme
� 

� ���� � (1
kD

mm(1
DD

� m ���� m(1 (3.1) 

Where m��� m��� is an empirical factor (corresponding to the mass loss rate for a pool 
diameter of 0.2 m) depending on the type of liquid, k is the absorption extinction 
coefficient for the flame, β is the “mean beam-length corrector” and D is the 
diameter of the pool. For heptane m��� m��� is found to be 0.101 kg/m

2
s and kβ found to 

be 1.1 m
-1

[24]. Equation (3.1) is based on the theory that increasing pool sizes 
will have larger burning rates due to larger heat flux from the flames. The method 
is an approximation for this purpose as it does not reflect room effects or lip 
effects that may occur during the tests. 

The mean flame height Lf was estimated based on Heskestad’s [50] method as: 
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Equation (3.1) and (3.2) are only valid for free burn conditions. No correlations 
are, however available for room burn conditions. In the absence of better 
correlation, the free burn correlations are used for the preliminary estimates. 

Finally the increase of the smoke layer temperatures is found using the MQH 
correlation [25]: 
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Here AT is the interior surface area of the room, A0 is the area of the openings, H0 
is the height of the opening and hk is the effective heat transfer coefficient found 
as: 
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(3.4) 

In relation to the estimates done here, it is noted that hk should be found as an 
average for all surfaces including the floor for this particular model, and that the 
model is only valid up to 600 °C [25]. 
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In order to find the room temperature, time is set to 10 or 15 minutes, as these 
were the expected burning periods that were used for the assessment of the 
amount of heptane (see below). Also, it is realised that by using free burn values 
as input for the model, the temperatures can be seen as a lower level as higher 
temperatures can be expected if there is an effect of the thermal feedback. 

The estimated values can be seen from Table 3.1 for the three pool sizes (0.35 m, 
0.50 m and 0.70 m diameter). By using the two thresholds it can be seen that 
flame are not expected to reach the ceiling for the small and medium pool size, 
whereas the large pool size is expected to have flames impinging the ceiling. The 
table also show that both the small pool sizes are expected to have room 
temperatures significantly below the threshold of 350 °C regardless of the type of 
lining. For the medium pool size, the temperature for lining 1 is slightly above the 
threshold, whereas the room temperature for lining 2 is slightly below the 
threshold. For the large pool size the room temperature is above the threshold for 
both linings. Therefore an effect of thermal feedback could be expected for the 
large pool in both room test and for the medium pool for lining 1, but not for 
lining 2. No effect was expected for the small pan.  

The experimental test series comprised 10 experiments with varying pool sizes, 
lining materials and amounts of liquid burning under free burn and room burn 
conditions, as shown in Table 3.1.  

Table 3.1 Experimental matrix with expected temperature results  

Test 
no. 

Pan 
Diameter 

(m) 

Amount 
of 

heptane 

(l) 

Mean 
flame 
Height 

(m) 

Mass 
Loss 
Rate) 

(kg/m2s) 

Temperature 
lining 1 
(Mineral 

wool)  

(°C) 

Temperature 
lining 2 

(Light weight 
Concrete) 

(°C) 

1 0.70 25 2.75 0.054 Free burn Free burn 

2 0.70 25 2.75 0.054 (720) - 

3 0.70 25 2.75 0.054 - 560 

4 0.50 10 1.70 0.043 Free burn Free burn 

5 0.50 10 1.70 0.043 390 - 

6 0.50 10 1.70 0.043 - 310 

7 0.50 15 1.70 0.043 - 330 

8 0.35 4 1.25 0.032 Free burn Free burn 

9 0.35 4.2 1.25 0.032 200 - 

10 0.35 4.2 1.25 0.032 - 160 

The pans were made of carbon steel with a thickness of 3 mm and had lip heights 
of 152 mm for the small pan and 200 mm for the rest of the pans. The amount of 
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The pans were made of carbon steel with a thickness of 3 mm and had lip heights 
of 152 mm for the small pan and 200 mm for the rest of the pans. The amount of 
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liquid was chosen to allow for approximately 10 minutes duration of burning, 
except for one experiment where an additional 50 % of liquid was added. This 
leaves exposed lips on the pan of 110 mm for the small pan, 150 mm and 125 mm 
for the medium pan and 135 mm for the large pan. The exposed lip height 
increased during the tests as the fuel burned away. As the purpose of this test 
series is to investigate the thermal feedback, heating up of the test specimen is 
allowed for. Any procedure that might cool down the test specimen, such as 
continuous fuel filling to avoid lip effects [24, 51] or diluting with water to 
prevent overheating [49], was avoided. It is realized that the lip will be heated by 
the flames and some additional heat will transfer to the heptane. This implies that 
the burning rate from the tests may not be comparable with other test on heptane, 
but the free burn tests comparisons should provide sufficient benchmarking. 

The amount of liquid, especially in the large pan experiments, is substantial and 
any breakage of the pan due to overheating could be critical to the test facility and 
the operating personnel. To reduce the consequences of this possible failure mode, 
the pans were placed in a larger pan to collect any spillage. The fuel pans with 
diameters of 0.35 m and 0.50 m were placed in an outer pan with a diameter of 
0.70 m and the fuel pan with a diameter of 0.70 m was placed in an outer pan with 
a diameter of 1.0 m.  

3.2 27BExperimental results and discussion  

3.2.1 43BLarge pool experiments (0.70 m) 

During the room burn tests flames were observed to impinge the ceiling and exit 
the door opening. Also, crumpled newspaper on the floor was ignited in both tests. 
These phenomena are generally known to indicate flashover [22] and as such a 
transition to a post-flashover fire occurred during the fire tests. For lining 1, 
flames were observed exiting the door and the crumpled newspaper ignited after 
3½ minutes and 2 minutes, respectively, and for lining 2 after 8 minutes (sparse) 
and 7 minutes, respectively. To protect the test equipment the experiment with 
lining 1 was terminated after 6 minutes and the experiment with lining 2 was 
terminated after 12 minutes, as violent burning occurred. A more or less constant 
smoke layer was observed at a height of approximately 1.1 m to 1.2 m above the 
floor during both room tests. 

The results of the heat release rate measurements for all three tests as a function of 
time are shown in Figure 3.3 and measurements of the mass loss rate (averaged 
over 35 second as a floating average over 7 points) are shown in Figure 3.4. The 
results show that the fire initially develops similarly for all three tests. The heat 
release rates for the free burn test were not constant but increased slightly during 
the test. After approximately 2 minutes a rapid increase took place for lining 1. 
For lining 2, the heat release rate increased slightly compared to free burn in the 
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beginning of the test. After approximately 10 minutes a rapid increase occurred. 
For both lining 1 and 2 the rapid increase continued until the fires were 
extinguished. The rapid increase can be seen as thermal runaway, TR. 

The mass loss rate (Figure 3.4) follows the same trend as the heat release rate, 
though the difference between lining 2 and the free burn is less evident. An 
average of the free burn mass loss rate is found to be 0.044 kg/m2s which is less 
than the predicted mass loss rate of 0.054 kg/m2s (see Table 3.1). 

 

 
Figure 3.3.  Heat release rate versus time for a pool diameter of 0.70 m. 

 

 
Figure 3.4. Mass loss rate versus time for a pool diameter of 0.70 m 

The heat release rate is not an exact measured value, but calculated based on 
measurements made in the measuring section (see Figure 2.1) of the consumed O2 
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beginning of the test. After approximately 10 minutes a rapid increase occurred. 
For both lining 1 and 2 the rapid increase continued until the fires were 
extinguished. The rapid increase can be seen as thermal runaway, TR. 

The mass loss rate (Figure 3.4) follows the same trend as the heat release rate, 
though the difference between lining 2 and the free burn is less evident. An 
average of the free burn mass loss rate is found to be 0.044 kg/m

2
s which is less 

than the predicted mass loss rate of 0.054 kg/m
2
s (see Table 3.1). 

 

 
Figure 3.3.  Heat release rate versus time for a pool diameter of 0.70 m. 
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and the produced CO2, Both values are shown versus time in Figure 3.5. It can be 
seen how the consumption of O2 (upper panel) has an inverse relation to the heat 
release rate, and how the CO2 (lower panel) is directly related to the heat release 
rate, as it should be.  
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Table 3.2.  Estimates of the effective heat of combustion, ΔHeff for pool a 
diameter of 0.70 m 

Test no Duration  
(s) 

Total Heat 
Release (MJ) 

Total Mass Loss 
(kg) 

ΔHeff 
(MJ/kg) 

1, Free burn 1005 679 16.7 40.6 

2, Lining 1 365 334 7.9 42.1 

3, Lining 2 720 537 12.4 43.2 

In order to further investigate the heat of combustion, the values are plotted versus 
time in Figure 3.6 for the free burn test and for the test with lining 2. These tests 
are chosen as the average heat of combustion differ the most for these two tests. 
The figures shows that the heat of combustion by an average is constant with 
time, disregarding that thermal runaway took place in the test with lining 2. This 
also shows that combustion efficiency was not affected by the occurrence of 
thermal runaway. The same result is also found for the test with lining 1, which is 
not reported here.  

 
Figure 3.6. Heat of combustion, ΔHeff versus time for a pool diameter of 0.70 m 
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Figure 3.7. Vertical temperature distribution at TCT 1 at time of ignition of 
crumpled paper (lining 1; 2 min and lining 2; 7 min) and photo 
illustrating the division of layers. 

Figure 3.8 shows the development with time of the average smoke layer 
temperature, SLT, (upper panel) and temperatures measured at the back wall 
(lower panel). The smoke layer temperature is calculated as the average output 
from thermocouples placed from 1.6 m to 2.2 m above the floor. The wall 
temperatures are measured in the smoke layer 2.0 m above the floor (WTC1) and 
below the smoke layer 1.0 m above the floor (WTC2). The figure shows that for 
the test with lining 1, the temperature rose linearly during the test, which followed 
the trend of the heat release rate after the first three minutes of the test. For lining 
2 the temperature rise does not have a linear form and the temperature increase 
after the initial growth period was slower compared to the heat release rate for 
lining 1. The lower panel also show that the temperature measured below the 
smoke layer is relatively smaller for lining 2 than for lining 1 when compared to 
temperatures measured in the smoke layer. 
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Figure 3.8.  Temperature in the smoke layer, SLT (upper panel) and wall 
temperatures (lower panel) for a pool diameter of 0.70 m. WTC1 is 
at 2.0 m and WTC 2 is at 1.0 m. 

The heat fluxes measured at the substrate and at the back wall are given in Figure 
3.9 (averaged over 35 second as a floating average over 7 points). The figure 
shows that the heat fluxes increased rapidly and almost linearly for lining 1, 
whereas the heat fluxes for lining 2 had a significantly slower growth rate 
between the initial growth period and the time for onset of thermal runaway.  
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Figure 3.9.  Heat flux for a pool diameter of 0.70 m. HF 1 is positioned 

horizontally on the substrate and HF 2 in positioned vertically on 
the back wall 1.2 m above the floor. 

The ignition of the crumpled paper and the onset of thermal runaway are seen as 
key phenomena, as they indicate significant changes in the burning behavior as 
compared to the free burn. Therefore, data on measurements when these 
phenomena occurred are summarized in Table 3.3. The table shows that the time 
for paper ignition and onset of thermal runaway generally occurs at lower 
temperatures for lining 1 than for lining 2. Only measurements of the lower wall 
temperature, WTC 2, and the heat flux measured at the substrate have comparable 
levels at the onset of the thermal runaway, whereas the wall temperatures are 
comparable at the time of paper ignition. It can also be seen that the 
measurements of the wall temperatures generally are closer to each other for both 
linings than the smoke layer temperature, and that the smoke layer temperature 
and the upper wall temperatures are comparable for lining 1 but not for lining 2. 

Table 3.3. Summary of measurements at time of ignition of crumpled paper and at 
estimated time for the thermal runaway (TR) for pool a diameter of 0.70 m. 

 TR Paper ignition 

Lining 1 Lining 2 Lining 1 Lining 2 

Time (s) 120 600 120 420 

HRR (kW) 679 893 679 800 

SLT (°C) 352 528 352 467 

WTC 1 (°C) 327 456 327 378 

WTC 2 (°C) 206 218 206 171 
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2
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3.2.2 44BMedium pool experiments (0.50m) 

In the room test, the flames did not reach the ceiling instantaneously upon 
ignition, but later in the test the flame would periodically touch the ceiling. For 
the tests with lining 1 and lining 2-2 (lining 2 with additional 50 % heptane), the 
flames impinged the ceiling more constantly towards the end of the test. No 
flames were observed exiting the door opening, and the smoke layer was observed 
to be at approximately 1.1 to 1.2 m above the floor for all room tests. Ignition of 
crumpled paper was not investigated. 

Measurements of the heat release rate (see Figure 3.10) show that all 4 tests with 
the medium pool size followed the same trend up to about 6 minutes. It can be 
argued that the reason for the peak towards the end of the tests is a consequence of 
the fact that the heptane fuel layer is being thin at this point. As a result, both the 
liquid and the pan have warmed up which will lead to an increase of the 
evaporation rate. This is supported by visual observations of boiling at the end of 
the tests.  

The average free burn mass loss rate for the steady state of the test was 0.043 
kg/m2s, which is in very good agreement with the predicted mass loss rate (see 
Table 3.1). 

 
Figure 3.10.  HRR versus time for a pool diameter of 0.50 m 

The effective heat of combustion has been estimated and is listed in Table 3.4. 
The results show that tests with lining 2 and the free burn test has comparable 
levels of heat of combustion, whereas and the test with lining 1 had a larger 
effective heat of combustion. The differences between levels of heats of 
combustion are not uncommon and compares to what is reported from other test 
series [39]. 
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Table 3.4.  Estimates of the effective heat of combustion, ΔHeff for a pool 
diameter of 0.50 m. 

Test no. Duration (s) 

Total Heat 
Release 

(MJ) 

Total Mass 
Loss 
(kg) 

ΔHeff 
(MJ/kg) 

4, Free burn 810 271 6.6 40.8 

5, Lining 1 760 N/A 6.6 47.0 

6, Lining 2-1 900 253 6.6 38.1 

7, Lining 2-2 1240 398 10.1 39.3 

 

 

 
Figure 3.11.  Temperature in the smoke layer, SLT (upper panel) and wall 

temperature (lower panel) for a pool diameter of 0.50m. 
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Figure 3.11 plots the experimental results for the average smoke layer temperature 
in the upper panel and the wall temperatures for the three room tests in the lower 
panel. It can be seen that the temperatures follow the trend of the heat release rate. 
In this test series the difference between the upper and the lower wall 
thermocouples are comparable for all three tests. 

Figure 3.12 shows that a rapid increase of the heat fluxes took place for lining 1 
when the HF 1 value (next to the pool) reached 25 kW/m2. At this level of heat 
flux thermal runaway was observed for the large pool tests, which indicates that 
thermal runaway may have taken place during the peaking, but the test results do 
not show any clear evidence of a thermal runaway. The two tests with lining 2 did 
not show any rapid increase, though a certain increase took place at the end when 
the heat release rates peaked. It should also be noted that the free burn heat flux 
measured close to the pool (HF 1) was significantly lower than all the three room 
tests. 

 
Figure 3.12.  Heat flux for a pool diameter of 0.50 m. HF 1 is positioned 

horizontally on the substrate and HF 2 is positioned vertically on the 
back wall 1.2 m above the floor. 
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Figure 3.12.  Heat flux for a pool diameter of 0.50 m. HF 1 is positioned 
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Table 3.5.  Summary of measured peak values for pool a diameter of 0.50 m 
 Free burn Lining 1 Lining 2-1 Lining 2-2 

HRR (kW) 533 703 507 677 

Time 
a)
 (s) 715 720 845 1135 

SLT (°C) - 542 325 409 

WTC 1 (°C) - 541 287 358 

WTC 2 (°C) - 391 127 171 

HF 1 (kW/m
2
) 8 40 17 N/A 

HF 2 (kW/m
2
) - 30 9 13 

a)
 The time is for peak HRR. 

3.2.3 45BSmall pool experiments (0.35 m) 

The experimental results (see Figure 3.13) of the heat release rates for the small 
pool shows that the free burn heat release rate was larger than the heat release 
rates for the two room burn tests, and that the heat release rates for the two linings 
were comparable. Therefore, no effect of thermal feedback is found. 

 
Figure 3.13.  HRR versus time for a pool diameter of 0.35m 
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the expected results as predicted in Table 3.1. As flames were impinging the 
ceiling for the large pool test and a significant thermal feedback was found, the 
results are also matching the observations made by Parkes [40]. 

The thermal feedback was found to result in both an initial increase of the heat 
release rate as compared with the results from the free burn, and in thermal 
runaway. In this test series the onset of thermal runaway occurred for the large 
pool at a smoke layer temperature of 350°C for lining 1 and 525°C for lining 2. 
This supports the theory that lower thermal inertia should result in lower onset 
temperature of thermal runaway [34, 35].  

In general the results of the test for the large pan shows that the heat release rate 
can increase compared to free burn as a consequence of thermal feedback even 
before flashover occurs. 

For the small pool tests and for lining 2 for the medium pool tests, the room heat 
release rates are smaller than those measured in the free burn tests. This 
observation compares well with the test results obtained by Thomas et al. [38] and 
Parkes [39] as in some of their experiments the free burn heat release rates were 
larger than the room burn heat release rates. 

Mass loss rates found in the free burn tests and the predicted mass loss rates from 
Table 3.1 are compared in Table 3.6. The table shows that mass loss rates found 
from the test were the same for the large and medium pools, whereas the small 
pan had a higher mass loss rates. As can be seen from equation (3.1) the theory 
[24] predicts the mass loss rate to increase with larger diameters. This correlation 
with pool diameter was not observed, as the smallest pool had the largest mass 
loss rate, which is a striking difference. The deviation could be due to lip effects, 
which are reported to be able to give either higher or lower mass loss rates [24]. 
Lips effects are however presence in both room burn and free burn test and should 
not contribute to any difference in the comparison between the room burn and the 
free burn experiments. 

Table 3.6.  Free burn MLRs from tests compared to predicted values 
 Large pool 

(kg/m2s) 
Medium pool 

(kg/m2s) 
Small pool 
(kg/m2s) 

Test 0.044 0.043 0.056 

Prediction 0.054 0.043 0.032 

Ventilation is also reported [51] to be able to increase mass loss rate due to better 
mixing of oxygen and fuel, and it is expected that the ventilation is better in the 
free burn experiments and thus that the mass loss rate for these experiments is 
higher than that found in the enclosure tests.  
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3.3 28BEvaluation of thermal feedback 

For well ventilated room fires it has been indicated that two key differences may 
occur as a consequence of thermal feedback from the room as illustrated in Figure 
3.14. The first is a slight increase of the room burn heat release rate as compared 
to the free burn heat release rate in an incipient period. The second difference is 
the possibility of a thermal runaway onset point, defined as the point where the 
rate of heat gained in the smoke layer is significantly larger than the rate of heat 
losses from the enclosure. 

 
Figure 3.14.  Principal differences in room burn and free burn HRR 

In the incipient period the heat release can be found according to equation (2.5) 
that describes that the heat release rate is strongly dependent on the room 
temperature. The equation also shows that equal room temperatures should give 
equal heat release rates irrespectively of lining materials, given that room size and 
ventilation is unchanged. To see if this can be reproduced by the tests for the large 
pool, the heat release rates are plotted against the room temperature in Figure 
3.15. The room temperature is chosen as the wall temperature for the following 
reasons. From Table 3.3 it can be seen that the wall temperatures differs less from 
each other at the time of paper ignition than the smoke layer temperatures do. This 
is supported by the vertical temperature distribution in the room plotted in Figure 
3.7, as temperatures in the smoke layer differs substantially at this point, whereas 
temperatures measured below the smoke layer are more uniform.  

Figure 3.15 shows that by comparing the heat release rate and the wall 
temperatures, it can be seen that the different linings show similar results until the 
onset of thermal runaway, at which point the two materials yield drastically 
different results. Therefore the results show that equal room temperatures gives 
equal heat release rate before thermal runaway, but not after. This indicates that 
equation (2.5) can be used before thermal runaway, but not after. After thermal 
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runaway it is, however, found from Figure 3.3 that the developments of the heat 
release rates for the two rooms are comparable. The reason is not obvious.  

 
Figure 3.15.  Comparisons of heat release rates and wall temperatures for the 

0.70m pool 

In order to further investigate equation (2.5) the heat release rate ,F calcQ ,F calc,QF  is 
calculated using the measured free burn heat release rate, wall temperature and 
heat of combustion as input values. α is assumed to be 1 and Lg is assumed to be 
constant over time to 520 kJ/kg [42], and thus independent of the pan. Figure 3.16 
plots the measured heat release rate, ,F measQ ,F meas,QF , versus the calculated heat release 
rate, ,F calcQ ,F calc,QF , for the large pool, and it is seen that there is a reasonable correlation 
with the calculated values being somewhat higher than the measured ones. A 
linear fit to the two curves has a slope of 0.6, which indicates that, the estimate on 
α/Lg is too high, and therefore either � is smaller than unity, Lg is larger than 
assumed, or they are both different than assumed.  

 
Figure 3.16.  Comparison of measured and calculated heat release rate for the 

0.70m pool. TR indicates that thermal runaway has occurred. 
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If, however, 0, F Q�in equation (2.5) is seen as a constant and not a measured value 
from the free burn test, a better linear correlation is found for both linings between 

, Fmeas Q, Fmeas , QF and , extcalc Q, extcalc , Qeuntil the onset point of thermal runaway, as seen in Figure 
3.17. After the onset of thermal runaway no good correlation is found between the 
two curves in Figure 3.17. , extcalc Q, extcalc , Qe represents the heat release rate arising from the 
external heat flux and is found as the second term of equation (2.5). This suggests 
that equation (2.5) can express the development of the heat release rate for a room 
fire as long as 0, F Q� is taken as a constant corresponding to the heat release rate at 
T=Ts for a room test and not a free burn test on the same item. Before the onset of 
thermal runaway the slope of the curves is approximately 0.85.  

 
Figure 3.17.  Comparison of measured HRR and calculated external HRR for the 

0.70 m pool. TR indicates that thermal runaway has occurred. 

Utiskul [41] found equation (2.5) to work on his data based on free burn 
measurements. It should be noticed that his free burn fires were constant and not 
slightly increasing as in this case. This, supported by the differences found for 
mass loss rate for the three pool sizes, indicates that free burn values should be 
used with caution as experimental conditions, such as ventilation, differ from the 
free burn tests to the room burn tests. 

Using equation (2.5) as suggested with an α value of 0.85 can also be used to 
explain why no effect of thermal feedback was found for the small and medium 
pool for the tests with lining 2. As pool sized decrease the wall/smoke layer 
temperature will also decrease as a consequence of the energy balance. 
Decreasing both parameters has an influence on the second term of equation (2.5) 
and consequently the effect of the thermal feedback. This is illustrated in Figure 
3.18, showing how the heat release rate calculated by the use of equation (2.5) 
together with smaller pool diameters and lower wall temperatures (200 °C and 
300 °C for the small and medium pool, respectively), gives a very small increase 
of the heat release rate. This is in contrast to the large pool that reaches 460 °C at 
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the onset point of thermal runaway leading to a significant increase of the heat 
release rate. A similar correlation can be found for lining 1. 

 
Figure 3.18.  Calculated HRR for the three pool sizes for lining 2. 

Whether a fire will reach thermal runaway or not can be determined from an 
energy balance for the room. The onset of thermal runaway can happen when the 
heat gained, G, by the hot layer from the fire exceeds the heat lost, L, by mass 
flow out of the opening and the heat lost by accumulation of heat by the linings. 
In the literature [31, 33], this onset point is also determined by the temperature for 
which the gradient of G(T) exceeds the gradient of L(T) in a Semenov diagram. 
The heat gained, G, can be expressed by equation (2.5). As 0,FQ�  is independent of 

temperature, the gradient of G(T) for an object with a fixed area can be estimated 
as 
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Here kG is a constant including the parameters of the second term of equation 
(2.5). The heat lost from the smoke layer (neglecting radiation losses) can be 
estimated as: 
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where uA is the surface area of the walls and ceiling covered by the smoke layer, 

kh is the effective heat transfer coefficient of the linings, outmoutm is the mass flow out 

of the room and cp is the heat capacity of air. For a steady smoke layer height outmoutm
is assumed to be constant as well as it can be assumed to be constant for 
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Comparing equation (3.4) and (3.6) a linear correlation between hk and T
3
 can be 

expected at the onset of thermal runaway, suggesting that linings with lower 
thermal inertia will lead to lower room temperatures at the onset of thermal 
runaway. 

As thermal runaway occurs later for lining 2 than for lining 1, and as such at 
higher room temperature and heat release rate (see Table 3.3), it supports a 
correlation between hk and T. Estimates on hk and T

3 
are plotted in Figure 3.19. 

The figure indicates that a linear correlation may be achieved, but as only two sets 
of data are available no definite conclusions are made based on the test data. 
Comparing the results found with findings in the literature the results generally 
compares well with the simulation made by Graham et al. [35]. They show that 
lower thermal inertia will lead to lower onset temperatures for thermal runaway as 
well as their figure 5 indicates that a linear correlation could be found between a 
dimensionless room temperature to the third power and a dimensionless thermal 
inertia of the lining materials. 

 
Figure 3.19.  Correlation between the effective heat transfer coefficient, hk, and 

the room temperature, T
3
 for a pool diameter of 0.70 m 
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runaway. 

As thermal runaway occurs later for lining 2 than for lining 1, and as such at 
higher room temperature and heat release rate (see Table 3.3), it supports a 
correlation between hk and T. Estimates on hk and T3 are plotted in Figure 3.19. 
The figure indicates that a linear correlation may be achieved, but as only two sets 
of data are available no definite conclusions are made based on the test data. 
Comparing the results found with findings in the literature the results generally 
compares well with the simulation made by Graham et al. [35]. They show that 
lower thermal inertia will lead to lower onset temperatures for thermal runaway as 
well as their figure 5 indicates that a linear correlation could be found between a 
dimensionless room temperature to the third power and a dimensionless thermal 
inertia of the lining materials. 

 
Figure 3.19.  Correlation between the effective heat transfer coefficient, hk, and 

the room temperature, T3 for a pool diameter of 0.70 m 
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the heat release rate that relate well with theory were found. In an incipient period 
the heat release rate rose as a function of the wall temperature of the upper zone 
irrespectively of the thermal inertia of the linings. A rapid increase of the heat 
release rate commenced after the incipient period. This rapid increase is seen as a 
thermal runaway caused by the energy gained in the upper layer exceeding the 
energy that can be lost through the boundaries. The wall/smoke layer temperature 
did not seem to be a dominant factor in deciding the heat release rate after the 
onset point of thermal runaway. The thermal inertia was found to influence the 
onset point of thermal runaway as lower thermal inertia leads to lower onset point 
of thermal runaway. For the lining 1 (mineral wool) the onset point was met at a 
wall temperature of 330 °C corresponding to a smoke layer temperature of 350 °C 
and for lining 2 (light weight concrete) the wall temperature was 460 °C and the 
smoke layer temperature was 530 °C 

Traditionally the heat release rate in a room fire has been proposed to be the sum 
of the free burn heat release rate in addition to a contribution from the heat flux 
induced by the room. This cannot be reproduced by the tests. Also, for experiment 
where thermal feedback was not observed a difference was found between room 
burn and free burn. 

It is therefore found that free burn measurements should be used with caution for 
design fire calculations as not only enclosure effects, but also the specific wall 
linings can be expected to influence the outcome of a room fire. 
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4 A Study of the onset of flashover 
The heptane experiments described in Chapter 3 showed that the heat release rate 
increased due to thermal feedback from the room. For the larger pool sizes the 
increase of the heat release rate resulted in the onset of thermal runaway, that for 
rooms with low thermal inertia (mineral wool) was found to start at a wall 
temperature of 330 °C and a smoke layer temperature of 350 °C. This makes the 
temperature at the onset point significantly below the traditional flashover 
criterion of flashover of 500-600 °C [2], which is the criterion that is commonly 
used for fire engineering models [23-25]. 

Heptane is, however, a highly flammable liquid, so no direct correlation can be 
made to normal types of occupancy. 

In order to investigate this further, two series of large scale room fire experiments 
carried out by Carleton University and the National Research Council Canada, 
NRC-IRC [10] have been studied. The two series had similar fire loads 
representative of contemporary commercial premises and the fire rooms were 
comparable in sizes and ventilation. The linings (non-combustible) were changed 
between the two tests series, and thereby was the thermal inertia changed 
significantly. This way the tests allow for a comparison of the fire development 
with different types of linings for normal classes of occupancy. 

4.1 30BExperimental setups 

The two experimental programs were named “Design Fires for Commercial 
Premises Phase 1 (DFCP1) and Phase 2 (DFCP2). The DFCP1 and DFCP2 
programs were intended to study pre-flashover and post-flashover fires, 
respectively.  

The DFCP1 test program utilized an experimental setup comparable to the ISO 
Room Corner test [7]. The principal setup is shown in Figure 4.1. The walls and 
ceiling of the room were lined with cement board and the floor was made of 
concrete slabs giving the room a thermal inertia 	 
c k� � �  of approximately 0.85 

kW2s/m4K and a thermal inertia of approximately 0.60 kW2s/m4K for the walls 
and ceiling.  
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Figure 4.1  Plan of the experimental setup for the DFCP1 program [47]. Units 

are in mm. 

The experimental setup for the DFCP2 program was a little different than the 
experimental setup used for DFCP1 as higher temperatures were expected as the 
fires were allowed to develop into fully developed fires. The fire room, see Figure 
4.2 had a depth of 3.6 m, a width of 2.75 m and a height of 2.4 m, giving a floor 
area of 9.9 m

2
. There was one door opening to the room with a height of 2.2 m 

and a width of 0.9 m. The door was connected to a 1.2 m wide and more than 10m 
long corridor leading to an exhaust hood. The linings on the walls and ceiling 
were made of ceramic fibers and the floor was made of concrete slabs giving the 
room an approximate thermal inertia 	
 ck ���of 0.37 kW

2
s/m

4
K, whereas the 

thermal inertia for the ceiling and walls was only approximately 0.02 kW
2
s/m

4
K  

In both experimental setups, measurements, which relate to flashover predictions, 
were made of the heat release rate, incident heat flux to the floor and temperatures 
measured 25 mm below the ceiling, Tc as well as room temperatures by a 
thermocouple tree in the middle of the room for the DFCP1 setup and a corner at 
the door for the DFCP2 setup. In addition ignition of crumpled paper on the floor 
was also recorded for the DFCP2 tests. Further information on the experimental 
setup and instrumentation can be found in [10, 46, 47]. 
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Figure 4.2 Plan of the experimental setup for DFCP2 [47]. Units are in mm. 

The fire loads differed in type of material and arrangement. The type of fire loads 
in the DFCP1 and DFCP2 programs were based on a recent survey of fire loads in 
commercial premises in Canada [45] dividing the fire loads into 7 different 
categories, see Table 4.1 composed of different mixtures of plastic/rubber/textiles 
and wood/celluloses. The fire load density ranged from 661 MJ/m2 to 
4,900MJ/m2. In the DFCP1 tests the fire loads were arranged as a single bundle 
simulating each respective retail group on a 1m2 footprint positioned in the right 
back corner of the room, see Figure 4.1.  

In the DFCP2 tests, two identical fuel packages, each having approximately the 
same size as in the DFCP1 tests, were used, except in the shoe store scenario, 
which used only one fuel package. The fuel packages were positioned in the back 
of the room, see Figure 4.2. The ignition source was the same in both DFCP1 and 
DFCP2. In DFCP 2 the first fuel package was ignited at the opposite side of the 
second fuel package, so that the second fuel package was ignited by the energy 
released from the first fuel package. 

By the use of traditional fire safety engineering models it can theoretically be 
estimated at which levels of heat release flashover could occur and when the room 
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would be ventilation controlled. These two values give theoretical estimates of the 
range of heat release rates in which flashover is expected to occur. 

The heat release rate need to cause flashover is found by the use of Thomas model 
[23] as: 

 7.8378 FOTOO QAAH ����� FO Q78 FO7.8 78 7.8 (4.1) 

Thomas based his model on the assumption of a smoke layer of 600 °C would 
case flashover. Therefore his model predicts the heat release rate that is needed to 
raise the room temperature to this level. He includes loss through openings and 
boundaries taken as the heat that could be lost from a concrete wall after 10 
minutes of heating.  

The heat release rate at the ventilation limit is found based on an assessment of 
the airflow, and thus the oxygen flow into the fire room as [48]: 

 1.518 ventOO QAH ��� vent Q151 vent1.51 151 (4.2) 

It can be seen that the two heat release rates are not directly comparable, as the 
ventilation limits only are functions of the ventilation factor, whereas Thomas’ 
model, also relates to the surface area of the room. The difference can also be 
explained by the difference between the two phenomena as the ventilation limit is 
assumed only to be dependent on the oxygen supplied from airflow through the 
openings. The heat release rate needed to cause flashover is defined by a room 
temperature that depends both on the heat lost via airflow out of the room and 
heat lost to the enclosure. Therefore, no explicit correlation is expected. 

In total the two series comprises 16 fire tests, see Table 4.1. The table shows how 
fire loads and thermal inertia changes between the different test, and also how the 
theoretically estimated values for the heat release rate at flashover and ventilation 
limit changes from room to room. 
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Table 4.1 Experimental matrix 
Test room Test object  Fire loada) 

 
Thermal 
inertia 

room/walls 
and ceiling 
(kW2s/m4K) 

Estimated 
HRR at 

ventilation 
limit 
(kW) 

Estimated 
HRR at 

flashover 
(kW) 

DFCP1 
 

Computer 
show room 

(COM) 

812 MJ  
(1 m2) 

0.85/ 
0.60  

3,430  1,200 

Storage room 
(STO)  

2,320 MJ  
(1 m2) 

0.85/ 
0.60 

3,430 1,200 

Clothing 
store 1 
(CLO1) 

661MJ  
(1 m2) 

0.85/ 
0.60 

3,430 1,200 

Clothing 
store 2 
(CLO2) 

661 MJ  
(1 m2) 

0.85/ 
0.60 

3,430 1,200 

Clothing 
store 3 
(CLO3) 

661 MJ  
(1 m2) 

0.85/ 
0.60 

3,430 1,200 

Toy store  
(TOY) 

1,223 MJ 
 (1 m2) 

0.85/ 
0.60 

3,430 1,200 

Shoe storage 
(SHO) 

4,900 MJ  
(1 m2) 

0.85/ 
0.60 

3,430 1,200 

Book store  
(BOO) 

5,305 MJ  
(1 m2) 

0.85/ 
0.60 

3,430 1,200 

Fast food  
(FAS) 

881 MJ  
(1 m2) 

0.85/ 
0.60 

3,430 1,200 

DFCP2 
 

Computer 
show room 

(COM) 

1,624 MJ  
(2 m2) 

0.37/ 
0.02 

4,460 1,490 

Storage room 
(STO) 

4,640 MJ 
(2 m2) 

0.37/ 
0.02 

4,460 1,490 

Clothing 
store 3 
(CLO3) 

1,322 MJ  
(2 m2) 

0.37/ 
0.02 

4,460 1,490 

Toy store  
(TOY) 

2,446 MJ  
(2 m2) 

0.37/ 
0.02 

4,460 1,490 

Shoe storage 
(SHO) 

4,900 MJ 
(1 m2) 

0.37/ 
0.02 

4,460 1,490 

Book store  
(BOO) 

10,610 MJ  
(2 m2) 

0.37/ 
0.02 

4,460 1,490 

Fast food  
(FAS) 

1,762 MJ  
(2 m2) 

0.37/ 
0.02 

4,460 1,490 

a The area in parentheses represent the horizontal projection of the fire load. 
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4.2 31BExperimental results and discussion 

The experimental results are presented as the heat release rates versus time, as 
well as the heat release rates at different traditional flashover criteria. These 
criteria are chosen as a room temperature of 600 °C and a heat flux to the floor of 
20 kW/m

2
 as these are commonly used for engineering assessments [2] as well as 

600 °C is also found to be the basis of Thomas’ model. Also, the tests allowed for 
investigation of ignition of crumpled paper, therefore this is also investigated. 

In the literature, it is mentioned that temperatures for different tests are measured 
in different ways [22]. In some tests the room temperatures were measured at     
10 mm or 25 mm below the ceiling, while others were reported to be an average 
room temperature or maximum temperature. In this study of flashover, it is chosen 
to distinguish between the different ways of measuring the temperature.  

All the used criteria are defined in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2.  Flashover criteria 
Flashover criteria FOC Heat release rate when 

TC = 600°C The temperature exceeds 600°C measured 25mm 
below the ceiling 

Tslt = 600°C The smoke layer temperature exceeds 600°C 
HF The incident heat flux to the floor exceeds 20kW/m

2 

Ignition of paper  (IP) Crumpled paper on the floor ignites 

 

4.2.1 47BObservations from the design fires for commercial premises 
– phase 1 experiments (DFCP1) 

The experimental results are presented for four different types of fire loads, 
representing different characteristic developments of the heat release rate, see 
Figure 4.3. The computer showroom represented a fire burning for a long time 
with a low intensity, and the clothing store represented a fire that increases 
progressively until it peaks at around 1100 kW and burns out. The heat release 
rate for the book store increased progressively after a long initial phase, but in this 
case the fire stabilized at around 800 kW and stayed at this level until it was 
extinguished due to safety of the test equipment. For the shoe storage test, the heat 
release rate rose quickly and the fire was extinguished, as it went to flashover. 
Besides differing in the development of heat release rate, the book store also 
differed from the other fire loads, as this fire load is composed purely of 
wood/celluloses. This indicated, as expected, that the composition of the fire load 
controlled the fire development. 
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Figure 4.3 also plots the points were the traditional criteria for flashover are met. 
Only the criteria for temperatures were met. The shoe storage reached the criteria 
at a heat release around 1,500 kW during a rapid increase of the heat release rate, 
whereas the book store reached the criteria at around 1,000 kW. The book store 
test did not show any sign of flashover at the time for meeting the criterion or 
after the criteria were met. After the criterion was met the heat release rate and 
temperature decreased. Therefore, result for the book store cannot be taken as 
representative of flashover and only one of the tests was found to reach flashover. 
The heat release rate found when the flashover criterion was met (1,500 kW) was 
higher than what was predicted prediction by the Thomas’ model (1,200 kW). 
Therefore the result was within the range of what the Thomas’ model can predict.  
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Figure 4.3 also plots the points were the traditional criteria for flashover are met. 
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Figure 4.4 also shows that the traditional flashover criteria in general were met 
during the rapid increase of the heat release rate at a range of 1,500 kW to     
2,600 kW, which in some cases were close to the peak heat release rate. The book 
store differed as one criterion (ceiling temperature) was met at the beginning of 
the rapid increase and at a significantly lower level. If the criteria in general 
should indicate the onset of flashover as the start of a rapid increase of the heat 
release rate, it would have been expected that some of the criteria would have 
been met around the end of the growth phase or the beginning of the rapid 
increase of the heat release rate curve, and not all during or close to the end of the 
rapid increase.  

All the peak heat release rates were measured to be in a narrow range from    
2,400 kW to 2,700 kW, which is significantly less than the predicted value of 
4,460 kW. The difference may be caused by the corridor restricting oxygen supply 
to the room as well as saturation of the hood, but no certain answer can be given 
at this point. 
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the DFCP2 tests also represents a significant change in the fire development 
occurring early in the fire course that is not found for the DFCP1 tests. 

 
Figure 4.5.  HRR versus time correlated to the onset of the rapid increase 
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Figure 4.6.  Ceiling temperature versus time correlated to the onset of rapid 

increase of HRR 

The rapid increases of the heat release rate occurring in these experiments are seen 
as a thermal runaway. At the onset point, the heat release rates were in the range 
of 550 to 700 kW, except for the book store (965 kW), see Table 4.3 and the 
temperatures measured below the ceiling were in the range of 300-420°C 
(considerably higher for the book store (725°C)). 

Table 4.3.  Measured HRR and ceiling temperatures at the onset of thermal 
runaway. 
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four tests, the thermal runaway occurred before any of the flashover criteria, as it 
should be. In the book store test, on the other hand, the temperature criterion was 
met before thermal runaway occurred.  
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Figure 4.7.  HRR versus time at different flashover criteria compared to the fire 
development, DFCP2. The criterion for thermal runaway is also 
inserted. 

During the tests it was in most cases observed that ignition of the second fuel 
package appeared as radiation ignition at the top of the second fuel package, 
quickly followed by ignition of crumpled paper, which also means that the second 
fuel package ignited during the rapid increase of the heat release rate. As such, the 
start of the rapid increase occurred before significant fire spread was observed. 
Therefore, in most cases, only one fuel package was needed to cause the onset of 
thermal runaway. The traditional flashover criteria are generally related to fire 
spread [21]. This may also explain why the traditional criteria for flashover were 
met during the rapid increase and not around the start. As the start of the flashover 
process found in these tests are not directly caused by fire spread, using heat 
release rates found at the traditional criteria for flashover would overestimate the 
actual heat release rate that was needed for the onset of flashover. Therefore, these 
values should not be taken as representative of the onset of flashover in the sense 
that flashover represents a rapid increase of the heat release rate, but an 
assessment of fire spread. 
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four tests, the thermal runaway occurred before any of the flashover criteria, as it 
should be. In the book store test, on the other hand, the temperature criterion was 
met before thermal runaway occurred.  
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It should be mentioned that for the book store test, fire spread seems to be the 
dominating process in causing flashover, indicating that for fire loads composed 
only of wood/cellulose the traditional temperature criterion should be valid for 
predicting flashover. Thomas’ model [23] is, however, not able to predict the heat 
release rate at 600°C for the book test (550 kW). This may be because Thomas 
assumes the linings to be of concrete and not ceramic fibers which were used in 
the tests. Concrete linings will allow for a much larger energy loss and thus a 
higher heat release rate would be needed to give the required temperature. 

4.2.3 49BComparison of the test series  

The test results showed for the DFCP1 tests that the fires developments were 
mostly dependent on the composition of the fire load. This was only the case in 
the growth phase for the DFCP2 tests, as a thermal runaway took place for the 
DFCP2 test after, in most cases, a relatively short growth phase. For the DFCP2 
test it was also found that the second fuel package, in most tests, ignited during 
the rapid increase of the heat release rate. Taking the heat release rate for DFCP2 
tests until ignition of the second fuel package and comparing these curves to the 
DFCP1 tests, it is possible to study the influence of changing non-combustible 
linings for comparable objects, as the test room for the DFCP1 and DFCP2 test 
are comparable in size and ventilation. As the tests also are categorized by the 
different compositions of the fires load, it is also possible to study the influence of 
the different flammability parameters.  

Influence of the Thermal Inertia.  

The heat release rate from the DFCP1 tests and the DFCP2 tests are compared in 
Figure 4.8. To eliminate the influence of difference in the ignition phase, the time 
on the graphs is set to zero when the heat release continuously exceeds 30kW, and 
the DFCP2 tests are only plotted for the part of the experiment that takes place 
before the second fuel package ignites. As only one fuel package was tested for 
the shoe storage in the DFCP2 tests, the full graph is shown. Therefore, the graphs 
show the burning behavior of comparable fuel packages with comparable fire 
loads. The onset of thermal runaway (rapid increases of heat release rates) is also 
marked. 

Figure 4.8 shows that there is a significant difference in the burning behavior for 
all types of combustibles except the book store, as the heat release rate for the 
DFCP2 tests increased significantly compared to the DFCP1 tests. In all three 
cases thermal runaway is found to occur shortly after the deviation between the 
heat release rate curves starts and before the second fuel package ignites. After the 
thermal runaway occurred, the difference between the heat release rates for the 
two test series, as expected, became more pronounced. This indicates that the 
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increase of the heat release rate associated with the onset of thermal runaway was 
related to thermal feedback. 

This is not the case for the book store where the heat release rate curves are 
comparable almost until the second fuel package ignites, which is about the same 
time as the onset of thermal runaway is estimated. 

As the thermal inertia was the only varied parameter for the shown period of the 
four fire tests, the results show that lowering the thermal inertia caused both the 
increase of the heat release rate and subsequently flashover for three out of four 
tests. Thus, the results are in line with the results from the heptane tests that show 
that thermal runaway is dependent on the thermal inertia of the lining. This result 
is also supported by results obtained from models [34, 34]. The effect of changing 
the thermal inertia of the linings could also in principles be explained by the use 
of a Semenov diagram as lowering the thermal inertia will lower the loss curve. 
Consequently, the critical temperature for causing thermal runaway and the heat 
release rate associated with this temperature may also decrease. 
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Figure 4.8.  Comparison of HRR versus time between DFCP1 and DFCP2. TR is 
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into consideration. This is the same result as found for the heptane pools, which 
show that thermal feedback may be a dominant process in bringing about 
flashover, also for other combustibles than pool fires. The results further show 
that thermal runaway need to be considered when assessing flashover for highly 
insulated buildings with low thermal inertia. 

Influence of the Type of Material 

Figure 4.8 showed that three out of four test resulted in thermal runaway before 
the second fuel package was ignited. The test that deviated on this point was the 
book store test. This corresponds well to the difference in temperatures at the 
onset of flashover by thermal runaway, as this happened at a higher temperature 
(725°C) for the book store than for the other tests (300-420°C). The fire load in 
the book store was composed of pure wood/cellulose, whereas the other types of 
fire loads also included various amount of plastics, food, textiles and 
rubber/leather.  

From equation (2.5), (3.4) and (3.6) it can be seen that there may be a linear 
correlation between (ΔHeff/Lg) and the room temperature T
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 for a fixed burning 

area in the same room. The correlations shows that for materials with a low ratio 
of (ΔHeff/Lg) a higher room temperature is needed to give the same gradient of the 
heat gained in the Semenov diagram, and therefore materials with a low ratio of 
(ΔHeff/Lg) will be less sensitive to thermal feedback than materials with a higher 
ratio. This is also indicated by Quintiere [27] in his figure 5. For charring solids 
such as wood the effective heat of combustion, ΔHeff, will normally be in the 
range of 5-15 MJ/kg [26] and the heat of gasification, Lg, will be in the range of  
5-8 MJ/kg [26]. For melting, non-charring solid such as plastic materials, ΔHeff 
and Lg would be in the range of 20-40 MJ/kg and 1-3 MJ/kg, respectively [26]. 
Thus, (ΔHeff/Lg) for melting, non-charring solids can be an order of magnitude 
larger than for charring solids. This difference in the composition of the fire load 
may therefore also influence the difference in the onset temperature of thermal 
runaway, and as such indicate why thermal runaway is not evident for the book 
store test.  

4.3 32BSummary 

Two series of full scale room fire tests comprising 16 experiments are used for a 
study of the onset of flashover. The fire loads were varied and represented seven 
different commercial applications and linings were varied with two non-
combustible linings with significantly different thermal inertia were used. The test 
results showed that by lowering the thermal inertia and thereby increasing the 
thermal feedback, a thermal runaway occurred before significant fire spread; but 
only for objects composed of a mixture of plastic/rubber/textiles and 
wood/celluloses. In these cases the onset of thermal runaway was found to occur 
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at room temperatures in the range 300-420°C. This supports that the room 
temperature at the onset of thermal runaway was strongly dependent on the 
thermal inertia, which confirms the results from the heptane experiments.  

The low room temperatures at the onset of thermal runaway also show, that this 
cannot in all cases implicitly be predicted by the traditional flashover temperature 
criterion of 500-600°C. As this traditional flashover criterion often is a basis for 
simplified traditional models, as well as these models uses simplified assessments 
of the energy balance, these models cannot be expected to predict the onset of 
flashover as found by the tests. In these cases models including thermal feedback 
should be applied. 

For fire loads composed of pure wood/celluloses the onset of flashover occurred 
about the same time as fire spread irrespectively of linings and at significantly 
higher room temperatures (725°C). This can be explained by flammability 
parameters showing that wood/celluloses are less sensitive to thermal feedback. 
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5 Polyurethane experiments 
In the previous chapters it has been shown that thermal feedback may affect the 
heat release rate before flashover. The heptane tests identified two key phenomena 
that relate well to theory. In an incipient phase the heat release rate will increase 
as a function of the upper room temperature. A rapid increase of the heat release 
rate seen as a thermal runaway may commence after the incipient phase. The 
temperature at the onset point of thermal was by the heptane tests was found to be 
dependent of the thermal inertia of the linings. This was confirmed by the study of 
the onset of flashover with fire loads representative of commercial premises. 
These tests also showed that the type of combustibles can influence the onset 
point of thermal runaway. It was indicated that this could be explained by the ratio 
between the heat of combustion and the heat of gasification, as materials with a 
low ratio less will be less sensitive to thermal feedback. The flashover study could 
however not give more direct information on the effect of thermal feedback on the 
pre-flashover fire. 

In order to further investigate the effect of thermal feedback on development of 
the heat release rate for pre-flashover fires, the polyurethane experiments were 
designed. The aim of the polyurethane tests was to support findings from the 
heptane tests regarding burning rate, and in addition to this, to study the influence 
of thermal feedback on the flame spread rate.  

The experimental investigation has been carried out in collaboration with The 
National Research Council Canada, Institute of Research in Construction. The 
tests were performed in their laboratories and the test results have been reported in 
a NRC research report [52], which is also appended this thesis. 

5.1 33BTest specimen 

In order to make the best correlation to the heptane experiments a similar 
experimental setup should be used. In addition to this the experimental setup 
should allow for recording of the flame spread rate. 

The first part of the selection of the experimental setup for this test series was the 
choice of type and size of the polyurethane block to be tested.  

In order to select the right test specimen the nature of flexible polyurethane was 
briefly studied. Flexible polyurethane foam is not a generic material but can differ 
in composition, density and some types may be fire retarded by different means. 
Generally it is found that flexible polyurethane at ignition is a solid material, but 
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the material has a complex burning behavior once ignited. After ignition it will 
collapse structurally into an overheated low viscous liquid that may turn into a 
pool fire [53]. Much effort [53-55] has been made in investigating the melting and 
burning behavior using small scale test as the cone calorimeter [43]. Also flame 
spread has been investigated in a free burn condition [56].  

The type of polyurethane used in this study was therefore chosen to be the same 
as that used for constructing a mock-up sofa in a previous project [57] conducted 
at NRC-IRC. This was done in order to take advantage of existing experimental 
data of burning behavior found by the use of the cone calorimeter [43] as well as 
intermediate size free-burn experiment with a 610 x 610 x 100 mm horizontally 
positioned block placed on shallow aluminum pan. The intermediate test was 
performed under a calorimeter hood. 

From the existing test an average effective heat of combustion, ΔHeff  was found to 
be approximately 28 MJ/kg. The intermediate size experiment showed that for a 
central ignition, the heat release rate was increasing progressively irrespectively 
until a peak of 298 kW (800 kW/m

2
) followed by a rapid decay. Often tests from 

the cone calorimeter can give information about the heat of gasification, Lg for 
this specific type of foam. Unfortunately the previous test did not supply 
sufficient information to estimate the heat of gasification. 

The size of the test specimen was found to ensure that the flame spread rate could 
recorded as well as an effect of thermal feedback could be expected. 

In order to find a threshold for the size of the block a previous investigation [28] 
on upholstered furniture was used. This investigation showed that for Room 
Corner tests [7] an effect of the thermal feedback could be expected for peak heat 
release rates 450-600 kW. A lower threshold was therefore chosen as a free burn 
heat release rate of 500 kW.  

On this background the size of the test specimen was chosen to be 1.2 m long and 
0.6 m wide. It should be noted that the length of the block also was restricted by 
flame spread recordings through the door of the room corner. This gives a total 
area of the top of 0.72 m

2
 and an expected peak heat release rate of 570 kW based 

on the results from the intermediate test. The thickness was chosen to be 0.2 m to 
prolong the duration of the burning period, and thus give more time to detect an 
influence of the thermal feedback. 

The test specimen is chosen to be in a horizontal position to get the maximum 
view factor to the ceiling and smoke layer, and the block of polyurethane was 
placed in a steel pan (1.4 m x 0.8 m and 0.05 m lips) to keep the melted substance 
into a restricted area.  

The dimensions and mass of each tested polyurethane block are given in Table 
5.1.  
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Table 5.1. Dimensions of test specimens. 
Specimen 
number 

Length  
(mm) 

Width  
(mm) 

Thickness 
(mm) 

Mass  
(kg) 

Density 
(kg/m3) 

1 1213 600 203 4.760 32.2 
2 1201 609 204 4.812 32.2 
3 1206 601 204 4.702 31.8 

 

 

Figure 5.1. Photograph of the PUF block showing the 100 mm grid marks. 

A 100 mm square grid was drawn on the surface of the polyurethane block 
(Figure 5.1) for the purpose of measuring the rate of surface flame spread. In the 
room test some of the lines were marked at the ends with aluminum tape in order 
to be recognized by infra-red recoding. 

5.2 34BExperimental setup 

The experimental setup was based on a facility comparable to the ISO-9705 room 
corner test [7]. As described in Chapter 2 one test should be performed as free 
burn under the hood and two room tests should be performed in the room with 
changing linings. Thus a total of three fire tests were performed, see Table 5.2. 
The different lining materials used were a 12.7 mm thick cement board with a 
density of approximately 1257 kg/m3 and a 50 mm thick mineral wool with a 
density of approximately 100 kg/m3. The mineral wool was mounted on a 
substrate of cement board with steel pins. The thermal inertias ( ck �� � ) for the 
cement board and mineral wool were approximately 0.6 and 0.004 W2s/K2m4, 

respectively. None of the linings had been subject to prior heating.  
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Table 5.2. Experimental matrix 
Test No. Specimen 

No. 
Experimental setup Expected room 

temperature
(a)

 (°C) 
1 2 Free-burn - 
2 1 Room test – Cement board 330 
3 3 Room test – mineral wool 430 

a) The temperatures were calculated as expected temperature for 3 minutes steady 
burning at a heat release rate of 500 kW using the MQH relation as described by equation 
(3.3). 

To be able to record flame spread, the polyurethane block was ignited at the short 
end. The ignition source was developed through a set of preliminary tests were 
performed (see the appended research report appendix 1). For the first test a 19 
kW T-single flame burner was used. The melt flow was found to be undesirable 
for the study. For the second preliminary test the heat output was changed to 75 
kW. In this test the burner ignited a large part of the surface allowing little area to 
investigate flame spread as well as it appeared that the burner gas flow was 
affecting the flame spread. Therefore the final burner configuration was a dual 
flame T-burner (propane) with a horizontal flame to ignite the polyurethane and a 
vertical flame to attenuate the horizontal flame and provide a balance of the heat 
release rate output, see Figure 5.2.  

 
Figure 5.2.  Picture of the burner 

The total strength of the burner was 75 kW. The burner was positioned at the end 
of the block 33 mm vertically and 75 mm horizontally from the edge of the block. 
The preliminary tests showed that the peak heat release rate was in the range of 
500-600 kW, which is just above the lower threshold. It was therefore decided not 
to extinguish the burner during the test. This way, the burner would add to the 
heat release rate as a second burning object. It was also realized that the burner 
would ignite more than 1/3 of the length of the test specimen. The advantage 
would be that the flame spread would be finished by the time that melting would 
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make the flame base sink to the bottom of the pan. This way the flame spread 
would not be affected by melting. 

As the heat release rate was expected just to be slightly over the lower threshold it 
was decided to downsize the room to increase the room temperature. This was 
done by reducing the length of the room from 3.6 m to about 2.8 m as well as the 
door was reduced in height by a 0.5 m sill leaving the opening with the 
dimensions of 0.74 m wide and 1.5 m height. This should increase the expected 
room temperature by 40-50°C compared to the standard room corner test setup, 
giving expected room temperatures of 330°C for the cement board lining and 
430°C for the mineral wool lining, see Table 5.2. Thus the room temperatures 
were expected to be below the flashover criterion of 500-600°C. Also, the 
ventilation limit for the reduced scale room was approximately 2 MW using 
equation (4.2), so ventilation limiting should not influence the results.  

The mineral wool had a thickness of 50 mm, and thus reducing the width of the 
room. Therefore the length of the room was increased by 28 cm giving a total 
length of 3080 mm compared to the cement board experiments in order to have 
the same volume of the room. Detailed interior dimension for the room lined with 
cement board and mineral wool can be found in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4. 

The test specimen (block and pan) was positioned 750 mm above the floor. For 
the room tests the pan was positioned with the center line 1800 mm from the wall 
with the opening, see Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 and for the free burn test, the pan 
was positioned below the hood, see Figure 5.5. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Room burn tests setup with cement board lining 
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Figure 5.4 Room burn test setup, mineral wool lining  

 

 

Figure 5.5 Free burn test setup 

Measurements relevant to the investigation of the thermal feedback were made of 
heat release rate, temperatures and heat flux. No good solution was found to 
measure mass loss rate in the room. Therefore this value could not be measured. 

The heat release rate was found by the use of gas analysis from measurements of 
CO2, CO and O2 in the duct using standard E-values.  

Temperatures were measured in the room in two thermocouple trees in opposite 
corners at 0.2, 0.6, 1.2 and 1.6 m below the ceiling. As the length of the room was 
increased for the test with mineral wool it was decided to fix the distance from the 
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burning object and change the distance to the walls accordingly. In the other two 
corners the temperatures were measured 0.2 m below the ceiling. Position from 
the walls can be found from Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4. All thermocouples were 
type K. 

A Gardon heat flux gauge (HF#1) was placed 600 mm from the pan 1.2 m above 
the floor facing horizontally towards the fire. Another Gardon heat flux gauge 
(HF#2) was positioned at the end of the pan (opposite the ignition side) facing 
upwards towards the smoke layer. These heat flux measurements were repeated 
for all three test setup. The heat flux gauge had an upper range of 150 kW/m2. 

In addition, the experiments were recorded by video and infrared (IR) camera type 
JENOPTIC VarioCAM HiRes. Information on the IR camera can be found in 
Table 5.3. The recording by the IR camera was done with an interval of two 
second. 

Table 5.3. Technical data for the VarioCAM� IR camera 
Spectral sensitivity Temperature range Measurement 

accuracy 
Thermal resolution    

( at 30oC) 

7.5 – 14 �m -40oC - 2,000oC 0oC - 120oC: � 1.5 
K 

>120oC: �2% 

<60 - 80 mK 

Further measurements were made of smoke production for all three tests and for 
the two room test the velocity through the door and gas concentrations of CO2, 
CO and O2 in the room were also recorded. The measurements will not be 
presented here, but can be found in the appended research report. 

A 16 bit Solartron (Schlumberger) Instruments distributed data acquisition system 
with 3595 series isolated measurement pods (each having 100 channels) and a 
personal computer interface was used to record all measurements directly to a 
hard disk drive at specified intervals. All temperature data were instantly 
processed by the data acquisition system and recorded as temperature values with 
an accuracy of better than 1°C. Outputs from heat flux gauges, pressure 
transducers, gas analyzers and the smoke meter were recorded as either direct 
current (DC) voltage or current values and were converted by applying the 
appropriate calibration constants after each experiment. The sensitivity of the data 
acquisition system for voltage and current measurements is 1 �V and 10 nA, 
respectively. All data were recorded with an interval of two seconds. 

A special test procedure was developed for these experiments in order to measure 
pre and post conditions as well as burner output at each test. The procedure was as 
follows. Pre-test measurements were made for 60 seconds before the burner was 
ignited. The burner was kept on for 60 seconds before it was extinguished. 
Hereafter the block was placed in the middle of the pan and the burner was ignited 
again. When burnout was observed, the burner continued burning for 60 seconds 
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2
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o
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o
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o
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o
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o
C: � 1.5 
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>120

o
C: �2% 

<60 - 80 mK 
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after which the burner was turned off. In order to record post-test data additional 
60 seconds were measured. Thus predictions could be made of the setback time 
for the measurements in the duct as well as to record any drift in the 
measurements of the heat release rate. The test procedure used is given in Table 
5.4 

Table 5.4. Planned test procedure (sequence and timing of events) 
Time (sec) Event Comment 

0 Start data logger Record pre-ignition conditions 
60 Light burner (without 

specimen) 
Measures of burner output 

120 Switch-off burner  
180 Place specimen in pan Measures initial specimen mass 
240 Re-light burner (to ignite 

polyurethane block) 
This is where the actual test starts 

Wait until complete burnout 
+ 60 Stop burner  
+ 60 Stop measurements Measures end conditions and 

allows for correction of any drift in 
measurements 

Prior to the experiments a calibration test was made of the gas analyzer using a 
propane burner with three output levels (198 kW, 286 kW and 441 kW) according 
to NRC procedure. 

5.3 35BExperimental results  

5.3.1 50BFlame spread 

The flame spread was found visually by the use of IR recordings as the position of 
the flame front with time. Especially in the room tests, the recordings were 
associated with some uncertainties, as the lines on the surface of the test 
specimen, as oppose to the free burn, were difficult to recognize. Therefore the 
results should be seen as trend more than exact results.  

The observations showed that the flame quickly was spreading to the center of the 
test specimen for both free burn and room burn. Therefore only the results from 
the observations of flame spread over the second half of the test specimen will be 
presented. One of the pretests (with a 19 kW burner) was also recorded with the 
IR camera. The results from this test will also be presented to support the free 
burn test. 

The observations of the position of the flame front moving over the surface with 
time are given in Figure 5.6 (upper panel). Time is set to zero when the flame 
front passes the middle of the test specimen. The lower panel shows an estimate 
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of the flame spread rate found based on the time it takes the flame front to travel 
between two observations. From the figure it can be seen that the both free burn 
tests and both the room burn tests are comparable. The flame front for the free 
burn tests travels slightly slower over the surface for the free burn tests than the 
room burn tests. The difference is, however, only signification when the flame 
front is approaching the end of the test specimen. Here the average flame spread 
rate for the room burn test over the last 20 cm is 25 mm/s in contrast to the free 
burn, where the average flame spread rate is about 9-10 mm/s.  

Therefore the tests show that the flame spread in the room tests increase at a 
higher rate at the end of the tests than the free burn tests, whereas the flame spread 
rates are comparable at the start. It should also be noted that the free burn flame 
spread rate is not constant, but slightly increasing, which corresponds well with 
theory, as the heat release rate and thus the heat flux from the flames will increase 
as the fire grows [21].  

 
Figure 5.6.  Position of the flame front with time (upper panel) and estimated 

average flame spread rates (lower panel). 
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In theory the initial flame spread should be comparable for the free burn test and 
the room burn test in the absence of initial thermal feedback in the room. This is 
not the case here. It was, however, observed that even early in the room tests, a 
smoke layer was building up. Figure 5.7 shows digital images 44 seconds after 
ignition for both room tests. It can be seen that the room temperature was already 
at that time building significantly up for the test with mineral wool lining. Also, 
for the test with cement board, the smoke layer is building up but at a lower 
temperature. This cannot explain the difference found at the start. At this stage it 
can only be explained by the difference in the test setup, which among other 
things differs significantly in ventilation conditions. Here it should also be noted 
that similar differences were also found for the heptane tests. 

  
Figure 5.7.  Thermal image of the room test 44 seconds after ignition. (Left 

picture is test with mineral wool and right picture is with cement 
board). 

Finally it was observed that structural collapse of the foam did not happen to a 
larger extent before flame spread was completed 

5.3.2 51BMeasurements of heat release rates, temperatures and heat 
flux 

The measured heat release rates (including burner output) versus time are 
presented in Figure 5.8 as a floating average of 10 seconds (5 measurements). 
Also the point where the full surface was ignited is plotted. Initially the heat 
release rates were comparable for all three tests. After about 1 minute a difference 
was found as the heat release rate for the test with mineral wool continued to 
increase linearly but more rapid rate than to two other tests. The test with mineral 
wool lining peaked at 930 kW followed by a sudden decay. The development of 
the heat release rate for the free burn test and the test with cement board lining 
were comparable and both peaked at approximately 500 kW followed by a decay, 
which is also considerable slower than for the test with mineral wool linings. As 
such the peak heat release rate for the test with mineral wool was increased about 
90 % compared to free burn and the test with cement board. The test with cement 
board lining had a little larger peak than the free burn test, but the difference is not 
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considered significant due to uncertainties in the measurements of heat release 
rate (5-10 % [6]) The growth rate for the cement board lining was slightly faster 
and the peak was reached before the free burn test, which can be explained by the 
faster flame spread for the room test.  

As only the linings and thus the thermal feedback was changed between to two 
room tests, the tests showed that the thermal feedback may have increased the 
heat release rate for the test with mineral wool lining. The free burn test and the 
room test with cement board were, however, comparable except for minor 
differences related to flame spread.  

 
Figure 5.8. Heat release rate versus time.  

The cement board test had a second but smaller peak. For the free burn test only 
fluctuations occurred after the first peak. In all test a deflection of the pan was 
observed to start around the time for the peak heat release rate, see Figure 5.9.  

 
Figure 5.9.  Thermal image of the deflection of the pan and separation of molten 

polyurethane for the free burn test 
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The deflection caused opposite corners to move up/down and two pools were 
formed in opposite corner. This together with unconsumed polyurethane around 
the edged may have caused the second peak/fluctuations in the test with cement 
board and the free burn test. Whether the deformation of the pan also influenced 
the peak heat release rate is unknown. It is however noteworthy that peak heat 
release rates for the two pre-tests were considerably higher (500-600 kW without 
burner). In these pre-tests no deformations were observed. 

It should also be noted, that no second peak was found for the test with linings of 
mineral wool. This, together with visual observations, indicates that all the 
polyurethane was consumed during the first peak for this test.  

 

 
Figure 5.10  Measured temperatures for the smoke layer temperature, SLT (upper 

panel) and back wall temperatures (lower panel), TC5 is at 2.0 m 
and TC6 is at 1.0 m above the floor 

Figure 5.10 shows the development with time of the smoke layer temperature, 
SLT in the upper panel and the back wall temperatures are shown in the lower 
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panel. The smoke layer temperature is found as the average of the thermocouple 
positioned 0.2 and 0.6 m below the ceiling in both thermocouple trees. The wall 
temperature TC5 is measured 2.0 m above the floor and TC6 is measured 1.0 m 
above the floor. 

Generally, the smoke layer temperatures follow the trend of the heat release rates. 
The lining temperatures are also, as expected, significantly higher for the mineral 
wool test, than for the cement board test. Peak values are given in Table 5.6. 

The changes in the heat flux with time is shown in Figure 5.11, where 
measurements from the heat flux gauge facing horizontal toward the flames 
(HF#1) are shown in the upper panel and measurement from the heat flux gauge 
facing vertically towards the smoke layer (HF#2) are shown in the lower panel.  

 
Figure 5.11  Measured heat flux facing horizontally 0.6 m from the pan, HF#1 

(upper panel) and facing vertically at the end of the pan, HF#2 
(lower panel)  
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For both heat flux gauges the heat flux is significantly higher for the room test 
with mineral wool lining as expected from temperature measurements. At a point 
HF #1 increase out of range of measurements for the test with mineral wool 
lining, therefore this part of the graph is omitted. It is noted, that HF#1 and 2 
increases significantly faster for the room test with cement board compared to the 
free burn test, which again is related to the faster flame spread for the room test. 
Also the second peak for the test with cement board linings is more pronounced, 
emphasising that thermal feedback was present, but no evident effect can be 
determined from the heat release rate. 

To summarize all the measurements, the value at the time for completed flame 
spread is given in Table 5.5 and all the peak values are given in Table 5.6.  

Table 5.5 show the measurement at the time when flame spread is completed. It 
can be seen that heat release rate for all the tests are within reasonable range of 
each other, given the uncertainties of estimating the time via IR recordings as well 
as uncertainties in the measurements of the heat release rate. It can, however, be 
seen that heat fluxes are comparable for the free burn test and the test with cement 
board, whereas the test with mineral wool lining has significantly higher heat flux. 
This may indicate that an effect can be expected of thermal feedback already at 
this point, which may also be the reason for the higher heat release rate for the test 
with mineral wool lining compared to the test with cement board lining.  

Table 5.5.  Measurements at the time when flame spread is completed. 
Free burn Cement board Mineral wool 

Heat release rate (kW) 339 270 331 

Time (s) 96 56 54 

Smoke layer temperature (°C) na 233 354 

Upper wall temp. (TC5) (°C) na 154 174 

HF#1 (kW/m
2
) 54 56 81 

HF#2 (kW/m
2
) 2 5 9 

 

The peak values in Table 5.6 show that comparable values are found for the free 
burn tests and the test with cement board lining, whereas the test with mineral 
wool lining has much higher values due to the increased heat release rate. It 
should also be noted that the smoke layer temperature has been raised to 744°C 
which is significantly above the traditional flashover criterion of 5-600°C. 
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Table 5.6.  Peak values of measurements. Values in brackets are times for 
meeting the event. 
 Free burn Cement board Mineral wool 

Heat release rate (kW) 474 (204) 507 (150) 932 (172) 
Smoke layer temperature (°C) na 367 (154) 744 (164) 
Upper wall temp. (TC5) (°C) na  271 (164) 660 (174) 

HF#1 (kW/m2) 78 (166) 85 (136) >150 
HF#2 (kW/m2) 8 (190) 11 (154) 65 (152) 

Comparing the two tables it is found that the heat release rate increased 
significantly after flame spread is completed. From Figure 5.8 it can also be seen 
that the heat release rate continued growing at about the same rate after the flame 
spread is completed. Therefore complete flame spread does not seem to affect the 
rate of which the heat release rate increases in a significant way. In view of 
equation (1.2) this would be expected, indicating that the burning rate may be 
influenced by other factors. This increasing heat release rate was also observed in 
the previous intermediate test [57]. It should be noted that tests in the cone 
calorimeter indicate that the heat release rate for polyurethane may have two 
peaks, one just after ignition and one in the pool stage [55]. The latter tends have a 
significant the larger peak. As the block in both these tests and the intermediate 
scale test gradually collapses and turns into a pool stage this may explain the 
delay in the peak, therefore the increase of the heat release rate after complete 
flame spread rate cannot without further investigation be related to thermal 
feedback from the room. 

5.4 36BInfluence of thermal feedback 

5.4.1 52BFlame spread 

The influences of thermal feedback on flame spread rate can be seen as 
consequence of preheating of the surface. Flame spread can be assessed as 
successive ignitions of a small area heated by the flame. The flame spread rate vp 
can for horizontal flame spread on a block of polyurethane be seen as opposed 
flame spread on a thermally thick object, which can be found as [26]: 
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Where δf is the flame heating length, fq��fq�� is the heat flux from the flame k is the 

thermal conductivity, ρ is the density and c is the heat capacity of the burning 
object. Tig is the ignition temperature of the object and Ts is the surface 
temperature of the object prior to ignition. Equation (5.1) is a simple assessment 
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developed on the assumption thatf q��f q�� is constant over δf, that no preheating has 
taken place, that the flame spread is constant, and that no deformation of the 
burning object takes place [21].  

Equation (5.1) can however be used in at quasi-stage manner in order to 
investigate the influence of for example preheating [21]. Therefore it can be seen 
that as the surface temperature increases the flame spread rate will increase. As 
the surface temperature approaches the ignition temperature, the flame spread rate 
will in theory continue to increase to an asymptotic infinite fast flame spread rate 
[21]. It is suggested that this may happen when the external heat flux from the 
smoke layer reaches the flashover criterion of 20 kW/m

2
 [21]. 

The previous section showed that the flame spread was faster in both room tests 
than free burn test, which may be caused by preheating. Measuring the preheating 
of a surface that may shrink is related with substantial uncertainties. As a 
substitute HF #2 is used. HF#2 is measured at the end of the pan facing the smoke 
layer. In Figure 5.12 the heat flux and flame spread rates are plotted together as a 
function of the position of the flame front. The figure shows a qualitative good 
correlation between the change in heat flux and flame spread rate for the free burn 
test and the test with mineral wool. The free burn has a slightly increasing flame 
spread rate and heat flux as the flame front travels over the surface. For the test 
with mineral wool a similar but more increasing correlation is found. It is noted, 
that for this test the heat flux was above 9 kW/m

2
 when the flame front reaches 

the end of the block. Polyurethane has been reported [56] to ignite at this level for 
tests conducted in the cone calorimeter [44]. This indicates that the heat flux at the 
end of the block was close to a critical heat flux for ignition which supports that 
the thermal feedback did increase the flame spread rate in this test. 

If the change in flame spread rate should have been caused by increasing thermal 
feedback similar increases in the heat flux and flame spread rates should be found 
for both room tests as flame spread rates are similar. This is not the case, as the 
increase of the heat flux is not the same for both room tests, though an increasing 
trend was found. 
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Figure 5.12.  Comparison of flame spread rate and heat flux (HF #2) at the end 

of the pan for different positions of the flame position. MW is short 
for mineral wool, CB for cement board and FB for free burn. 

From Figure 5.11 lower panel it can be seen that HF#2 has a small jump for the 
cement board test at the time where the flames reach the end of the block. This is 
also the same increase of the heat flux that is seen at the end in Figure 5.12. The 
jump is only found for test with the cement board. To further investigate this, an 
assessment is made in Figure 5.13 of the correlation between the upper room 
temperature (wall/smoke layer) to the forth power and the heat flux measurements 
(HF#2), to see if there are any irregularities between the heat flux and the 
temperature. From the figure it can be seen that for the mineral wool test a good 
linear correlation is found. For the test with cement board this correlation is not 
reproduced, indicating that the increase of the heat flux from 2 to 5 kW/m2 may 
not be caused by radiation from the upper layer. Therefore a more correct value of 
the heat flux in Figure 5.12 for the cement board should be lower at the distance 
1200 mm. Therefore the same correlation between the heat flux (thermal 
feedback) and the flame spread rate cannot be found for both room tests.  

It is therefore found that the increase of the flame spread rate found it the room 
tests cannot explicitly be explained by thermal feedback. Further experiments will 
need to be made in order to do this. It is, however, evident that the flame spread is 
faster in the room tests than for free burn tests, and the room test with linings of 
mineral wool that the increased flame spread rate may be caused by thermal 
feedback. 
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Figure 5.13.  Correlation between heat flux measured at the end of the pan 

(HF#2) and the smoke layer temperature (SLT) and the upper wall 
temperature (TC5). 

5.4.2 53BHeat release rate 

The test with linings of mineral wool had significantly higher heat release rates 
than the free burn test, indicating that only this test was influenced by thermal 
feedback.  

For the heptane tests a linear correlation was found between , Fmeas QFmeas , QF and , extcalc Qextcalc , Qe 
where , extcalc Qextcalc , Qe represents the second term of equation (2.5). To investigate if this 
also applies to the polyurethane , extcalc Qextcalc , Qe is calculated on the following 
assumptions. First, the full surface should be ignited, to avoid any influence from 
changing area. T is taken to be the smoke layer temperature. The smoke layer 
temperature is used, as a good correlation is found between the smoke layer 
temperatures and the heat flux measured in a direction facing the smoke layer, see 
Figure 5.13. This good correlation is not found for the wall temperatures (TC5). 
This choice differs from the heptane tests, where the upper wall temperature gave 
the best fit. The difference can be explained by the differences in soot production. 
In the literature a smoke yield of approximately 0.2 g/g is reported for flexible 
polyurethane and 0.037 g/g is reported for heptane [58].  

The surface temperature Ts is not known and assumed to be 350 °C based on IR 
recordings. Also the test with cement board linings had smoke layer temperatures 
of up to 365 °C without being affected by the thermal feedback. In the literature 
[59] a thermal degradation study in air have found that 90 % of the mass is lost 
between 245 °C and 365 °C, where the mass loss rate has significant peak at 341 
°C, and thus supporting a choice of 350 °C. The heat of combustion is found 
based on the total heat release rate measurements and the mass of the foam as 
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approximately 33 MJ/kg. The heat of gasification is estimated to be 2 MJ/kg [26] 
and α is set to 1. ,F measQF meas,QF  and ,ext calcQext calc,Qe  are plotted against each other in Figure 5.14 
for the period from the full surface involvement to the peak heat release rate. The 
figure shows a good linear correlation which supports that the correlation found 
for the heptane tests will also apply for the polyurethane test. The gradient of the 
curve is 0.9, indicating that the exact values of ,ext calcQext calc,Qe  is overestimated.  

The correlation between ,F measQF meas,QF  and ,ext calcQext calc,Qe  corresponds well to the incipient 
period found for the heptane experiments. The heptane experiments also describe 
how a rapid increase of the heat release occurred after the incipient period. This 
rapid increase was seen as a thermal runaway. The thermal runaway was also seen 
in the plot between ,F measQF meas,QF  and ,ext calcQext calc,Qe  (see Figure 3.17) as point where a linear 
correlation could not be established anymore. For the polyurethane test a good 
linear correlation is found until the peak heat release rate, and as no sudden rapid 
increase of the heat release rate is found, there is no evidence of thermal runaway.  

 
Figure 5.14.  Comparison of measured heat release rate (without burner) and 

calculated external heat release rate for the test with mineral wool 
linings. 

From equation (2.5) it can also be seen that the incipient period starts when the 
smoke layer temperature exceeds the surface temperature of the burning object. 
For polyurethane the surface temperatures is roughly estimated to 350 °C, which 
is significantly below the traditional criteria of smoke layer temperatures of 5-600 
°C. Using the correlation found in Figure 5.14 for smoke layer temperatures of 
500 °C and 600 °C, the thermal feedback gives an additional heat release rate of 
125 kW and 260 kW, respectively. Thus it is found that the heat release rate for 
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polyurethane will increase due to thermal feedback before flashover is predicted 
according to traditional criteria. 

The correlation shown in Figure 5.14 suggests, as the heptane tests, that the 
calculated heat release rate can be found as a constant plus a contribution from the 
thermal feedback. As the free burn test and the test with cement board lining are 
not constant after full surface involvement, these two tests will lead to an 
overestimation of the heat release rate, if they were used as a basis for estimating 
the heat release rate for the test with mineral wool lining. 

5.5 37BSummary 

The experimental study on a block of flexible polyurethane showed that the heat 
release rate did increase due to thermal feedback before flashover would be 
predicted using traditional flashover criteria for smoke layer temperatures.  

The test showed, as the heptane experiments, that the heat release rate rose as a 
function of the upper room temperature, but whereas the heptane test had the best 
fit for wall temperatures, the polyurethane tests had the best fit for the smoke 
layer temperature. This is explained by differences in the smoke yield.  

The experiments with polyurethane support the heptane tests in that free burn tests 
may not be the best basis for prediction of the room the heat release rate in the 
room tests. 

It was also the intention to study the flame spread rates. The experimental results 
showed that flame spread rates are faster in the room tests than the free burn tests. 
No direct correlation to the thermal feedback could be found.  

. 
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6 Summary of results and relations to 
design fires 

The research objectives of this study were to make an experimental study of the 
influence of thermal feedback on the burning behavior of pre-flashover well-
ventilated room fires. This was carried out in relation to 

� the change of the heat release rate,  
� the influence of changing linings on the onset point of thermal runaway 

and 
� secondarily, the changes in flame spread on a horizontal surface. 

Also, the study was limited to well-ventilated, pre-flashover fires in rooms with 
non-combustible linings. 

In order to carry out this study an experimental method was used and two 
experimental series were conducted according to the method. The results of these 
two test series, as well as data kindly supplied by NRC, constitute the data used 
for this study. The total program of test series was: 

� 10 different full scale experiments of varying sizes of heptane pools tested 
under free burn conditions and in rooms, varying in terms of the thermal 
inertia of the linings. These tests were performed as a part of this project.  

� 3 different full scale tests on a horizontal positioned block of polyurethane 
tested under free burn conditions and in rooms, varying in terms of the 
thermal inertia of the linings, as for the heptane tests. These tests were also 
performed as a part of this project. 

� 16 experiments conducted as a part of the “Design Fires for Commercial 
Premises Part 1 and 2 Program” (DFCP1 and DFCP2) carried out by 
Carleton University and NRC-IRC. In these tests fire loads representing 
commercial premises were carried out in rooms varying in terms of the 
thermal inertia. No free burn tests were performed. 

6.1 38BThe experimental setup 

The first part of the study aimed at developing an experimental method to isolate 
the effect of the thermal feedback from other types of impact on the burning 
behavior. The first step in developing this method was to study theory. Here it is 
suggested that the heat release rate in a room fire could be estimated as the heat 
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release rate under free burn conditions plus a contribution from the thermal 
feedback, as formulated in equation (2.5) 
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Based on this correlation, it was decided that identical objects should be tested 
under different conditions, including free burn conditions and room burn test. This 
way the free burn tests could give information about the first term of equation 
(2.5), as the second term could be found as the difference between room burn tests 
and free burn tests.  

In addition, two room burn tests should be conducted with varying linings of 
substantially different thermal inertia. By changing the linings the room 
temperatures were changed, and thus the thermal feedback without changing any 
other parameters. Thereby the free burn heat release rate could be decoupled from 
equation (2.5) as equal room temperatures should give matching heat release 
rates. This would also indicate if the free burn heat release rate is the best way of 
estimating the first term of equation (2.5).  

Changing the linings would also allow for a study of the influence of changing 
thermal inertia on the onset point of thermal runaway.  

To measure the effect of the thermal feedback, heat release rates and temperatures 
in the room (wall and smoke layer) should be measured to supply the parameters 
in equation (2.5). Also, it was decided to measure mass loss rate to support the 
heat release rate, and heat flux was measured to support the temperature 
measurements. 

The experimental setups used were similar to the ISO room corner test [7] in order 
to create pre-flashover, well-ventilated conditions. 

From the experimental results, as explained further in the next section, it is 
learned that the profound differences in free burn conditions and room burn 
conditions means that free burn measurements were not the best fit for the first 
term in equation (2.5). A better fit would be the heat release rate measured at the 
time, when the room temperature exceeds the surface temperature. Also, the study 
on the flame spread rate indicated that even early in the experiment, a difference 
was found between room burn conditions and free burn conditions. Therefore it is 
found that the effect of thermal feedback may better be found from performing 
room burn tests with significantly different thermal inertia, as described by the 
method, than by comparing between free burn and room burn tests. 
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6.2 39BSummary and comparison of experimental results 

6.2.1 54BChange of the heat release rates 

This part of the study was performed by using three different sizes of round 
heptane pools (0.35 m, 0.50 m and 0.70 m) as benchmark tests. To see if the 
results from the heptane tests could be reproduced for a critical and common 
material, a block of flexible polyurethane (0.60 m x 1.20 m) was also studied. 
Both heptane pools and the polyurethane block were tested under free burn 
conditions, and in rooms with two different non-combustible linings. In both cases 
one of the linings was mineral wool, and the other type of lining was a light 
weight concrete for the heptane pools and cement boards for the polyurethane. For 
this part of the study, it was also ensured that the burning area was constant, to 
avoid any influence of changing area. 

An effect of the thermal feedback was found in the room tests for the heptane test 
with the large pool (0.70 m) and the polyurethane test with mineral wool lining. 
For some of the heptane tests with the medium pool (0.5 m) there were weak 
indications of an effect of thermal feedback, but this was not evident, therefore no 
further analyses could be made on the these experiments. The remaining tests did 
not show any sign of an effect of thermal feedback. 

The large pool fire tests confirmed that equal room temperatures should give 
matching heat release rates (see Figure 3.15). Also, a good linear correlation was 
found between the measured heat release rate and an external heat release rate 
calculated by the use of the second term of equation (2.5) using wall/smoke layer 
temperature as input. This correlation can be seen from Figure 6.1, where both 
tests with the large heptane pool as well as the polyurethane test with linings of 
mineral wool are shown. The heptane pool tests are shown for the period until 
thermal runaway was identified, and the polyurethane test is shown from the time 
of full surface ignition until the peak heat release rate was reached. 

The linear correlation between the measured heat release rate and the calculated 
external heat release rate found in Figure 6.1 shows that the first term in equation 
(2.5) should be a constant.  

Both the free burn heptane tests and the polyurethane test did, however, not have a 
constant heat release rate after the full surface was ignited. For the heptane test an 
attempt was made to calculate the heat release rate based on the free burn heat 
release rate (see Figure 3.16) and no good correlation was found. 
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Figure 6.1. Comparison of measured heat release rate and calculated external 

heat release rate for the 0.70 m heptane pool and the polyurethane 
foam test. Extension MW shows that linings were of mineral wool 
and LWC shows that linings were of light weight concrete.  

Based on both the heptane tests and the polyurethane test, it is therefore suggested 
that ,0 F Q,0 F QFis taken as a constant offset value found as the heat release rate measured 
in the room at the time when the smoke layer/wall temperature exceeds the 
surface temperature. Therefore equation (2.5) may better be written as: 
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Here TS QTS QTis the heat release rate for the object at the time when the upper room 
temperature exceeds the surface temperature of the burning object. The upper 
room temperature is either the surface temperature of the linings in the upper zone 
or the smoke layer temperature depending on emissivity of the smoke layer. 

Using a constant offset value also means that any increase in the free burn heat 
release rate taking place after the time for T=Ts is neglected. For the polyurethane 
test this effect is illustrated in Figure 6.2. Here the offset value for the mineral 
wool test is plotted together with the development of the heat release rate for the 
test with mineral wool and the free burn test. From the figure it can also be seen 
that taking the free burn value and adding the effect of the thermal feedback may 
overestimate the room burn heat release rate.  

As the effect of thermal feedback is present very early in all the three tests where 
an effect of thermal feedback was found, it would be interesting to see if the 
assessment of using TS QTS QT instead of ,0 F Q,0 F QF also is valid for tests where T=Ts is not 
reached early in the test. According to equation (2.5) this should be the case. 
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Figure 6.2. The difference between the offset value and the free burn heat 

release rate for the polyurethane test. 

In relation to equation (6.1) the experiments show that α was found to be in the 
range of 0.85 and 0.9. This range was found based on estimated values of Lg. 
Therefore the test would support an α-value of 1.0. This also indicates that 
absorption/blockage of the thermal feedback from the flames/evaporating gasses 
can be neglected. 

After the onset point of thermal runaway the heptane tests showed that equation 
(2.5) is no longer valid (see Figure 3.17), and thus that development of the heat 
release rate was no longer dominated by the wall/smoke layer temperature. Also, 
from the DFCP2 tests it was learned that the increase of the heat release rate was 
no longer dominated by the type of material burning. It was, however, found in 
both test series that the growth rates with time were similar after the onset point of 
thermal runaway. This growth rate was no reproduced between the experimental 
series. 

For some of the tests it was evident that there was no effect of thermal feedback. 
For the polyurethane test with cement board lining this could be explained by the 
smoke layer temperature not exceeding the surface temperature of the fuel, and 
therefore there was no net heat flux to the burning surface from the room. For the 
heptane tests the room temperature in this case represented by the wall 
temperature, did exceed the surface temperature of the burning object. An analysis 
of the size of the pool and the measured wall temperature showed that the 
expected magnitude of the thermal feedback represented by the second term of 
equation (2.5) would be small (see Figure 3.18). This may explain why no effect 
of thermal feedback was present. It was also noted that the flames for these tests 
did not impinge the ceiling, which compares well to other experiences from pool 
fire tests, where no effect of thermal feedback was found [39]. 
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As the free burn tests did not serve as a solid basis for estimating the room burn 
fire behavior, and as it was found that the free burn heat release rate in some 
instances (small heptane pool) would be larger than the heat release rate found in 
the room, the tests indicate that free burn experiments should be used with caution 
for prediction of room burn fire behavior.  

6.2.2 55BChange of flame spread rate 

Flame spread was only recorded for the polyurethane tests. The tests showed that 
the flame spread would be faster for the room burn than for the free burn. This 
difference was most significant as the flame front reached the end of the test 
specimen. Also, it was found that the free burn test had a slightly increasing flame 
spread rate, whereas the room flame spread rate would increase faster with time 
approaching a rather fast flame spread rate. No significant different was found 
between the two room tests regardless of significant different room temperature. 
Therefore the experimental data could not show any correlation to the thermal 
feedback. As a difference was found between free burn and room burn, the flame 
spread data support the use of room burn test for assessing design fires for rooms. 

6.2.3 56BThe onset of thermal runaway 

This part of the study aimed at investigating the influence of the thermal inertia in 
relation to the onset of thermal runaway. This was done by evaluating the 
experimental results from the heptane tests and the DFCP1 and DFCP2 tests, as 
these tests allowed a comparison to similar fire loads test in similar room with two 
different linings having substantial thermal inertia. Thus a parameter analysis 
could show the difference in results caused by the change in thermal inertia. 

In principle it has been proposed, that thermal runaway can be seen as a “jump” in 
the heat release rate [31] occurring in a room as the heat gained in the smoke layer 
from the fire, G exceeds the heat that can be lost from the smoke layer, L and the 
two curves plotted in a Semenov diagram are tangent. When these two criteria are 
met, a critical point is reached and a rapid increase of the heat release rate will 
take place, which in theory is only limited by ventilation. This critical point can 
therefore be characterized by a critical temperature satisfying both terms for the 
relations between heat gained and lost.  

The heat gained is a function of the heat release rate which is a compounded 
variable that depends on several parameters. For a well-ventilated fire, an increase 
of the heat release rate can result from an increasing burning area (fire spread), an 
increasing heat release due to thermal feedback as explained in section 6.2.1 or a 
combination of both. The heat lost is the sum of losses through the boundaries 
caused by airflow out of the room, accumulation of energy in the linings or 
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radiation losses to the floor or through the openings. This is a complex two-zone 
model that has been described in the literature [31-33].  

Changing the thermal inertia of the linings will lower the loss curve in the 
Semenov diagram. Consequently, the critical temperature for causing thermal 
runaway and the heat release rate associated with this temperature may also 
decrease. More precise estimates found by the use of models that have indicated 
that lowering the thermal inertia of the linings lead to lower onset temperatures of 
thermal runaway [34, 35]. 

From the experimental results it was found that for both of the room tests with the 
large heptane pool and for the DFCP2 tests a sudden rapid increase of the heat 
release took place at some point in the fire course. This is seen as an onset point of 
thermal runaway.  

For the heptane pools the onset point of thermal runaway was observed to occur at 
a smoke layer temperature of 350 °C and a wall temperature of 330 °C for the test 
with the mineral wool lining. For the light weight concrete lining the smoke layer 
temperature was 530 °C and the wall temperature was 460 °C.  

For the DFCP2 tests with linings of ceramic fibers the onset points of thermal 
runaway were found for temperature (measured 20 mm below the ceiling) at 
around 300-420°C, but only for fire loads composed of a mixture of 
wood/cellulose and various amount of plastics, food, textiles and rubber/leather. 
For a fire load composed of pure wood/cellulose the onset of the rapid increase of 
the heat release rate did not occur until the room temperature reached 725 °C. For 
similar object tested as s part of the DFCP1 program with linings of cement board 
thermal runaway was not observed. 

Thus the results confirm the model predicting that lowering the thermal inertia can 
give lower onset points of thermal runaway [34, 35].  

A further investigation of the DFCP2 tests indicated that the onset point of 
thermal runaway was caused mainly by the thermal feedback increasing the heat 
release rate for fire loads composed of a mixture of wood/cellulose and various 
amount of plastics, food, textiles and rubber/leather. This was not the case for the 
fire load of pure wood/cellulose as fire spread, and thus a significant increase of 
the burning area, was causing the rapid increase of the heat release rate. It is 
therefore also found that the type of material has an influence on the critical 
temperature at the onset of thermal runaway. This can be explained by the gain 
curve, which can be described by the second term of equation (6.1). For materials 
such as wood the ratio between ΔHef and Lg is an order of magnitude lower than 
for example plastics and consequently the gradient of the gain curve is much 
lower for wood than for plastics. This also means that the gradient of the loss 
curve should be lower for fire loads of pure wood to cause thermal runaway.  
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It is also noted that the critical temperature was below the traditional flashover 
criterion of 5-600 °C at the onset point of thermal runaway for some of the tests 
with the low thermal inertia. This will be discussed in relation to design fires in 
the following section. 

6.3 40BInfluence of thermal feedback on pre-flashover 
design fires 

The experimental study shows that some pre-flashover fires may be influenced by 
thermal feedback from the room. In these cases the effect of thermal feedback can 
be divided into two phenomena that correlate well with theory. These are: 

� An incipient period, where the heat release raise as a function of the upper 
room temperature. 

� An onset point of thermal runaway occurring as heat gained in the upper 
layer exceeds the heat that can be lost. 

The experimental study also showed that the development of the heat release rate 
during the incipient period may be found based on equation (6.1). After the onset 
point of thermal runaway the equation is no longer valid. 

Equation (6.1) was used for the assessment of the fire tests. In relation to an 
appropriate assessment of design fires in general equation (6.2) should be used. 
Equation (6.2) is a combination of equation (2.4) and (6.1), where α is set to one 
based on the experience from the experimental results. 
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In view of equation (6.2) it is found that in order to predict the impact of thermal 
feedback (the second term of the equation) information is needed on the upper 
room temperature, the type of material, the area and the gas emissivity. In case 
that the view factor between the burning object and the smoke layer is not 1, 
equation (6.2) should be adjusted accordingly. 

The upper room temperature can be found by the use of an appropriate model 
based on the energy balance for the room. It is important that the model takes the 
thermal inertia of the linings into consideration, as lowering the thermal inertia 
will give an increased upper room temperature, and thus a higher impact of 
thermal feedback. Therefore it is also important that popper input data is selected. 

The type of burning material should be represented by the surface temperature of 
the burning object, the ratio between the heat of combustion and the heat of 
gasification (ΔHeff/Lg) and preferable also the smoke yield. The surface 
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temperature is important at it gives the lower level for the starting point of the 
impact of thermal feedback. The ratio ΔHeff/Lg gives the growth rate of the heat 
release rate due to the thermal feedback and the smoke yield can be used to 
determine the gas emissivity. 

Quintiere [26] has divided the burning materials into 3 categories depending on 
their flammability parameters. Using these categories, see Table 6.1, the impact of 
thermal feedback may also be explained in relation to the type of materials. 
Starting with the surface temperature it can be seen, that for liquids, as heptane, an 
effect of thermal feedback may in principles be found at a rather low room 
temperature. For solids in general a higher room temperature would be needed to 
cause an effect of thermal feedback. The magnitude of the increase of the heat 
release rate is also, as mentioned, related to the ratio ΔHeff/Lg. This ratio is in the 
same range for liquids and melting solids as flexible polyurethane, whereas 
ΔHeff/Lg is significantly lower for charring solids as wood. This correlates well to 
the book store in the DFCP2 tests where the fire load was composed of purely 
wood/cellulose. In this test no impact of thermal feedback was found before 
flashover, whereas an effect of thermal feedback was found before flashover for 
the heptane tests and the polyurethane tests. 

Table 6.1.  Typical material fire properties [26] 
Group of materials ΔHeff (MJ/kg) Lg (MJ/kg) Ts (°C) 

Liquids 20-40 0.5-1 100-400 
Melting solids 20-40 1-3 250-400 
Charring solids 5-15 5-8 350-500 

The level of surface temperature may also be viewed in relation to the fire safety 
objectives. 

 Many countries favor a tenability criterion for life safety of 2.5 kW/m2 [14, 15]. 
For a small room with a uniform smoke layer temperature this would apply to a 
smoke layer temperature of 185 °C assuming black body conditions. This implies 
that the occupants should be out of the room of fire origin, before an effect of 
thermal feedback would be found, if the fire load was composed of melting and 
charring solids. For larger rooms there may not be a uniform smoke layer 
temperature as temperatures may be higher close to the fire than far away from the 
fire. For these rooms there may be an effect of thermal feedback, but this would 
be more pronounced for melting solids due to the lower heat of gasification.  

For assessing structural stability room temperatures may be much higher than 185 
°C and therefore the impact of thermal feedback should be taken into 
consideration especially for fuel controlled fully developed fires. 

In order to make a proper assessment of the design fire it should be determined if 
and when flashover occurs. For engineering purposes it has generally been 
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accepted that the onset of flashover will take place when the smoke layer exceeds 
the flashover criterion of 500-600°C [2]. This would relate well to a sudden 
ignition of most combustible objects in a room [21], and as such to flame spread. 
Thereby other processes, which may contribute to the flashover process as thermal 
runaway caused by thermal feedback, are not considered directly. 

The experimental investigation showed that for linings with low thermal inertia 
(mineral wool or ceramic fibers) thermal runaway did occur for a fire load of 
heptane and for fire loads composed of a mixture of wood/cellulose and various 
amount of plastics, food, textiles and rubber/leather. The temperature at the onset 
point was found to be in the range of 300 – 420 °C, which is significantly below 
the flashover criterion. The tests also indicated that the onset points of thermal 
runaway, primarily were dominated by the thermal feedback and not by fire 
spread. Fire spread occurred shortly after the onset points of thermal runaway and 
not just before, as would have been expected if fire spread should have caused 
flashover. This was not found for linings of more average thermal inertia as 
cement board or for fire load composed purely of wood/cellulose. 

Therefore the tests show that the traditional criterion for smoke layer temperature 
is not always a conservative assumption, but there are cases where the thermal 
runaway initiated by thermal feedback also should be taken into consideration. 
This could be buildings with linings having fire loads of flammable liquids or 
melting solids and very low thermal inertia, as could be the case for highly 
insulated building. 

As the traditional flashover criterion often is a basis for simplified traditional 
models as well as these models use simplified assessments of the energy balance, 
these models cannot be expected to predict the onset of flashover as found by the 
tests. In these cases models including thermal feedback as well as thermal 
runaway should be applied. This is especially important if the design fire is 
selected in order to show that flashover would not occur. 
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7 Conclusions and future work 
7.1 41BConclusion 

This thesis aimed at an experimental study of the influence of thermal feedback 
on pre-flashover well-ventilated fire. 

An experimental method was developed to measure the thermal feedback. This 
method included test on similar object tested under free burn conditions as well as 
room burn conditions. Two room burn tests with non-combustible linings were 
carried out for each object. Only the thermal inertia was varied between tests, and 
thus the magnitude of the thermal feedback was differed without changing other 
parameters. The experimental investigation showed that the method could isolate 
the influence of thermal feedback for further analysis, even without performing 
free burn tests. The experimental setup was primarily based on the ISO Room 
Corner test facility or fire rooms of similar sizes. 

29 experiments were studied varying in type of combustibles and type of linings. 

It is found that thermal feedback may increase the heat release rate for pre-
flashover fires, but this is not always the case. Two phenomena that are well 
correlated with theory are found.  

In an incipient phase the heat release rate will rise as a function of the temperature 
of the smoke layer/warm linings and the flammability parameters of the burning 
object. This can be described by a model, and estimates of the increasing heat 
release rate can be made for this phase. 

A rapid increase of the heat release rate commenced after the incipient period. The 
rapid increase is seen as a thermal runaway that is caused by temperatures in the 
upper layer, as energy gain by the smoke layer exceeds the energy that can be lost 
through the boundaries. Neither wall temperature/smoke layer temperature nor 
type of burning materials seem to be the dominant factor in determining the heat 
release rate after thermal runaway has started.  

The thermal inertia of the linings and flammability parameters are found to 
change the onset point of the thermal runaway as lower thermal inertia leads to 
lower temperatures and thus the times for thermal runaway. For linings with 
thermal inertia corresponding to what can be found for thermal insulation, the 
temperature in the upper zone was found to be in the range of 300 – 420 °C at the 
onset point of thermal runaway. As thermal runaway is also associated with 
flashover, the results show that thermal runaway may occur before the traditional 
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flashover criterion of 500-600°C. As many simplified engineering models for 
assessing flashover use this criterion as a basis, these models should be used with 
caution. 

Traditionally the heat release rate in a room fire has been proposed to be the sum 
of the free burn heat release rate in addition to a contribution from the heat flux 
induced by the room. This cannot be reproduced by the tests. A better basis is 
found to be the heat release rate measured under room burn condition at the time 
when the temperature of the smoke layer/warm linings exceeds the surface 
temperature of the burning object.  

The experiments also indicated, supported by theory that the level for when 
thermal feedback should be considered for design fires, can be taken as the 
surface temperature of the burning object.  

It was the intension to study the change in flame spread rates due to thermal 
feedback. The experiments showed that flame spread rates were faster in room 
than under free burn conditions. No correlation to the thermal feedback could be 
established. 

Given the profound difference between the room burn tests and the free burn tests 
as well as the difference between room burn tests with varied linings, it is 
recommended to show great caution if free burn tests are to be used in design fire 
scenarios especially if no corrections are considered for thermal feedback. 

7.2 42BFuture work 

In this part of a thesis one can wish for anything, but one has to be realistic.  

Some of the things that I would have liked to investigate further are: 

� Performing similar experimental series of other types of materials as solid 
charring object.  

� It would also be of interest to perform tests where the surface temperature 
of the burning object was not exceeded right away, to confirm the validity 
of the offset value for equation (6.1). 

� The experimental setup can be developed further in relation to estimation 
of thermal feedback. I only measured to wall temperatures in two 
positions. In future experiments the lining temperature should be measured 
in more places on the wall and on the ceiling. 

� To decouple the experimental results from the from the room size, the 
experiments could be performed in other room sizes, preferable larger 
room.  

� I did not succeed in finding a correlation between the increased flame 
spread rate in room and the thermal feedback. I find this important to 
investigate, as my results show that this happens early in the tests. 
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� My experiments were limited to non-combustible linings. In principles the 
same increase of the heat release rate due to thermal feedback should be 
found for combustible linings. Therefore it would be interesting also to 
include combustible linings. 

Now I will leave it up to others to investigate this. 
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Abstract. An experimental test series, comprising 10 experiments with varying pool

sizes, lining materials and amounts of liquid burning, was conducted under free burn
and room burn conditions. The thermal feedback from the enclosure (ISO 9705
Room Corner Test facility) enhanced the burning rate of the pools and resulted in a
thermal runaway in some of the runs. The onset of the thermal runaway, which can

be associated with flashover, varied with all the input parameters. The lining with the
lowest thermal inertia lead to the fastest increase in the heat release rate (HRR) in
the enclosure and caused flashover in the shortest time. Given the profound differ-

ence between the enclosure tests and the free burn tests and also between enclosure
tests with different linings, it is recommended to show great caution if free burn tests
are to be used in design fire scenarios.

Keywords: Heptane pool fire, Thermal feedback, Large scale experiments, Enclosure fire,

Thermal runaway

1. Introduction

Proper selection of a design fire is necessary for successful performance-based fire
safety design, and one of the key data inputs for the design fire models is the heat
release rate, HRR [1]. It has become common practice to use HRRs from free
burn experiments for the input as such data are easy to obtain. However, the
design fire should reflect the phenomena occurring during a fire and given the fact
that the HRR is very sensitive to enclosure effects such as the oxygen level and
the thermal feedback there is a need for input data from enclosure experiments in
order to approach more realistic modeling of design fires [2].

The thermal feedback can increase the HRR per unit area, the flame spread
rate, and hence lead to flashover in the room [3]. Still, the HRR for a pre-flash-
over fire has typically been assumed not to be dominated by the thermal feedback
[4], even though the effect on the fire development has been recognized [5].

Several studies on intermediate and full scale pool fire experiments have com-
pared the mass loss rate and the HRR in free burn versus room burn conditions.
Thomas et al. [6] used a Room Corner test facility [7] to study the effect of
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Abstract.Anexperimentaltestseries,comprising10experimentswithvaryingpool

sizes,liningmaterialsandamountsofliquidburning,wasconductedunderfreeburn
androomburnconditions.Thethermalfeedbackfromtheenclosure(ISO9705
RoomCornerTestfacility)enhancedtheburningrateofthepoolsandresultedina
thermalrunawayinsomeoftheruns.Theonsetofthethermalrunaway,whichcan

beassociatedwithflashover,variedwithalltheinputparameters.Theliningwiththe
lowestthermalinertialeadtothefastestincreaseintheheatreleaserate(HRR)in
theenclosureandcausedflashoverintheshortesttime.Giventheprofounddiffer-

encebetweentheenclosuretestsandthefreeburntestsandalsobetweenenclosure
testswithdifferentlinings,itisrecommendedtoshowgreatcautioniffreeburntests
aretobeusedindesignfirescenarios.

Keywords:Heptanepoolfire,Thermalfeedback,Largescaleexperiments,Enclosurefire,
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1.Introduction

Properselectionofadesignfireisnecessaryforsuccessfulperformance-basedfire
safetydesign,andoneofthekeydatainputsforthedesignfiremodelsistheheat
releaserate,HRR[1].IthasbecomecommonpracticetouseHRRsfromfree
burnexperimentsfortheinputassuchdataareeasytoobtain.However,the
designfireshouldreflectthephenomenaoccurringduringafireandgiventhefact
thattheHRRisverysensitivetoenclosureeffectssuchastheoxygenleveland
thethermalfeedbackthereisaneedforinputdatafromenclosureexperimentsin
ordertoapproachmorerealisticmodelingofdesignfires[2].

ThethermalfeedbackcanincreasetheHRRperunitarea,theflamespread
rate,andhenceleadtoflashoverintheroom[3].Still,theHRRforapre-flash-
overfirehastypicallybeenassumednottobedominatedbythethermalfeedback
[4],eventhoughtheeffectonthefiredevelopmenthasbeenrecognized[5].

Severalstudiesonintermediateandfullscalepoolfireexperimentshavecom-
paredthemasslossrateandtheHRRinfreeburnversusroomburnconditions.
Thomasetal.[6]usedaRoomCornertestfacility[7]tostudytheeffectof
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quantityandpositionofethanolpoolfires.TheyfoundtheleveloftheHRRto
bedependentonthepoollocationandrankedtheHRRmagnitudesasfront–
back–centreinadescendingorder,withtheHRRofthecentrelocationbeing
comparabletothatoffreeburntest.Inexperimentswithheptanepoolsina½
heightroom,Parkes[8]foundthatwhentheflamesdidnotimpingetheceiling,
theHRRwasnotsignificantlyinfluencedbythethermalfeedbackfromtheroom.
Byincreasingthepansize,theflamesimpingedtheceilingandthisresultedinan
increaseinboththeflame’sopticalthicknessandtheroomtemperature.Inthe
lattercasetheHRRincreasedascomparedtothevaluesfromthefreeburn.
Pierceetal.[9]restrictedtheventilationforheptanepoolfiresbynarrowingthe
dooropeningandfoundthattheHRRwasincreasedduetotheenhancedsmoke
levels.TheseexperimentalseriesgenerallyshowedthattheHRRlevelsinenclo-
suresdifferfromthefreeburnvaluesasaconsequenceofthethermalfeedback
fromthewallsand/orthesmokelayer.Also,limitingtheairflowcanincreasethe
roomtemperatureandtheemissivityofthesmokelayerleading,toanenhance-
mentofthethermalfeedback.

Modelsshowthatathermalrunaway(sometimesreferredtoasthermalinsta-
bility)canoccurinenclosurefires[3,10,11].Thethermalrunaway(heatgainsur-
passingheatlosses)isalsoassociatedwithflashoverandtheoreticallytherunaway
isonlycontrolledbytheventilationconditions.Thesemodelsalsoindicatethat
enhancedlevelsoftheHRRascomparedtothefreeburnvaluescanbecritical
forthepre-flashoverfiredevelopment.Byisolatingdifferentparametersthemod-
elshavelistedtheaspectratio[12],thethermalinertiaoflining[13,14]andthe
dischargecoefficient[15]asparametersinfluencingtheonsetofflashover.Further-
more,theanalysesgenerallymentionedthatexperimentalvalidationwasneeded,
whichisinagreementwiththefactthattheCFDmodelinginreferences[6,8,9]
wasunabletofullyreproducetheresultsoftheexperimentaltests.

Thisexperimentalstudyinvestigatestheeffectofthethermalfeedbackresulting
fromchangesintheliningmaterialandhencethethermalinertiaoftheenclosure
andcomparestheresultstothefreeburnconditions.Thefocuswillbeonthe
increaseoftheHRRperunitarea.Therefore,onlyburningobjectswithafixed
surfaceareawillbeincludedinthisstudytoavoidinfluenceofflamespread.Fur-
ther,oxygenlimitationsareavoidedasmuchaspossible,becauseoxygenlimita-
tionscanleadtoreductionoftheHRRandmayneutralizesomeoftheeffectof
thethermalfeedback[16].Heptanewaschosenasburningobjectasitisamate-
rialwithwellknowncombustionproperties.

2.ExperimentalSetup

Themainobjectiveoftheexperimentswastoinvestigatetheimpactofthermal
feedbackontheHRRofanobjectwithafixedareaburninginaroomincom-
parisonwithresultsfromfreeburnexperiments.

TheexperimentalsetupwaschosentobetheISO9705RoomCornerTestfacil-
ity[7]representingasmallroomthatwillnotbeventilationcontrolledbefore
flashover,seeFigure1.Thesizeoftheroomandthehoodaswellasthedesign
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quantity and position of ethanol pool fires. They found the level of the HRR to
be dependent on the pool location and ranked the HRR magnitudes as front–
back–centre in a descending order, with the HRR of the centre location being
comparable to that of free burn test. In experiments with heptane pools in a ½
height room, Parkes [8] found that when the flames did not impinge the ceiling,
the HRR was not significantly influenced by the thermal feedback from the room.
By increasing the pan size, the flames impinged the ceiling and this resulted in an
increase in both the flame’s optical thickness and the room temperature. In the
latter case the HRR increased as compared to the values from the free burn.
Pierce et al. [9] restricted the ventilation for heptane pool fires by narrowing the
door opening and found that the HRR was increased due to the enhanced smoke
levels. These experimental series generally showed that the HRR levels in enclo-
sures differ from the free burn values as a consequence of the thermal feedback
from the walls and/or the smoke layer. Also, limiting the airflow can increase the
room temperature and the emissivity of the smoke layer leading, to an enhance-
ment of the thermal feedback.

Models show that a thermal runaway (sometimes referred to as thermal insta-
bility) can occur in enclosure fires [3, 10, 11]. The thermal runaway (heat gain sur-
passing heat losses) is also associated with flashover and theoretically the runaway
is only controlled by the ventilation conditions. These models also indicate that
enhanced levels of the HRR as compared to the free burn values can be critical
for the pre-flashover fire development. By isolating different parameters the mod-
els have listed the aspect ratio [12], the thermal inertia of lining [13, 14] and the
discharge coefficient [15] as parameters influencing the onset of flashover. Further-
more, the analyses generally mentioned that experimental validation was needed,
which is in agreement with the fact that the CFD modeling in references [6, 8, 9]
was unable to fully reproduce the results of the experimental tests.

This experimental study investigates the effect of the thermal feedback resulting
from changes in the lining material and hence the thermal inertia of the enclosure
and compares the results to the free burn conditions. The focus will be on the
increase of the HRR per unit area. Therefore, only burning objects with a fixed
surface area will be included in this study to avoid influence of flame spread. Fur-
ther, oxygen limitations are avoided as much as possible, because oxygen limita-
tions can lead to reduction of the HRR and may neutralize some of the effect of
the thermal feedback [16]. Heptane was chosen as burning object as it is a mate-
rial with well known combustion properties.

2. Experimental Setup

The main objective of the experiments was to investigate the impact of thermal
feedback on the HRR of an object with a fixed area burning in a room in com-
parison with results from free burn experiments.

The experimental setup was chosen to be the ISO 9705 Room Corner Test facil-
ity [7] representing a small room that will not be ventilation controlled before
flashover, see Figure 1. The size of the room and the hood as well as the design
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and type of exhaust and measuring section was certified in accordance with the
standard [7].

The test setup allowed for room tests and free burn tests under the same hood
and thus enabled use of the same instrumentation for the HRR measurements.

The mass loss rate, MLR, was recorded using a scale with a maximum capacity
of 80 kg and an uncertainty of 50 g. During the free burn tests the scale was posi-
tioned underneath the pan and protected by a substrate. The room was lifted
0.55 m above the main floor, which allowed for a hole to be drilled in the test
room floor and, as a result, the scale could be positioned underneath the room
and as such be protected from the heating in the room, see Figure 2.

As both the lining surfaces and the smoke layer can contribute to the thermal
feedback to the burning object, both the surface temperature and the room tem-
peratures were recorded. The room temperatures were recorded by two thermo-
couple trees in opposite corners of the room at a distance of 0.4 m from the walls,
see Figure 3. The vertical spacing between the thermocouples was 200 mm
throughout the entire height of the room, see Figure 2. Surface temperatures were
measured at the back wall by thermocouples located 1.0 m and 2.0 m above the
floor. All thermocouples were type K with an uncertainty of less than 1 K. The
HRRs were based on measurements in the duct and calculated according to ISO
9705 [7]. The uncertainty of the measurements of HRR has been reported in the
literature to be 10% or less [17].

A heat flux meter was positioned 5 cm from the object pan facing upwards
towards the smoke layer, as shown in Figure 3. Vertically, the heat flux meter was
positioned 3 cm below to top of the outer pan. In the room tests the heat flux to
the back wall was measured facing the fire in a horizontal direction at 1.2 m
above the floor, see Figure 2. The heat fluxes were measured with a Gardon gage
model no. 64-5-18 from Medtherm Corporation with an absorbance of 0.92 and a
maximum range of 50 kW/m2 with an uncertainty of less than 3%.
All measurements were recorded every 5 s.

Figure 1. Principal sketch of the experimental setup.

Experimental Study on the Burning Behavior

andtypeofexhaustandmeasuringsectionwascertifiedinaccordancewiththe
standard[7].

Thetestsetupallowedforroomtestsandfreeburntestsunderthesamehood
andthusenableduseofthesameinstrumentationfortheHRRmeasurements.

Themasslossrate,MLR,wasrecordedusingascalewithamaximumcapacity
of80kgandanuncertaintyof50g.Duringthefreeburnteststhescalewasposi-
tionedunderneaththepanandprotectedbyasubstrate.Theroomwaslifted
0.55mabovethemainfloor,whichallowedforaholetobedrilledinthetest
roomfloorand,asaresult,thescalecouldbepositionedunderneaththeroom
andassuchbeprotectedfromtheheatingintheroom,seeFigure2.

Asboththeliningsurfacesandthesmokelayercancontributetothethermal
feedbacktotheburningobject,boththesurfacetemperatureandtheroomtem-
peratureswererecorded.Theroomtemperatureswererecordedbytwothermo-
coupletreesinoppositecornersoftheroomatadistanceof0.4mfromthewalls,
seeFigure3.Theverticalspacingbetweenthethermocoupleswas200mm
throughouttheentireheightoftheroom,seeFigure2.Surfacetemperatureswere
measuredatthebackwallbythermocoupleslocated1.0mand2.0mabovethe
floor.AllthermocouplesweretypeKwithanuncertaintyoflessthan1K.The
HRRswerebasedonmeasurementsintheductandcalculatedaccordingtoISO
9705[7].TheuncertaintyofthemeasurementsofHRRhasbeenreportedinthe
literaturetobe10%orless[17].

Aheatfluxmeterwaspositioned5cmfromtheobjectpanfacingupwards
towardsthesmokelayer,asshowninFigure3.Vertically,theheatfluxmeterwas
positioned3cmbelowtotopoftheouterpan.Intheroomteststheheatfluxto
thebackwallwasmeasuredfacingthefireinahorizontaldirectionat1.2m
abovethefloor,seeFigure2.TheheatfluxesweremeasuredwithaGardongage
modelno.64-5-18fromMedthermCorporationwithanabsorbanceof0.92anda
maximumrangeof50kW/m

2
withanuncertaintyoflessthan3%.

Allmeasurementswererecordedevery5s.

Figure1.Principalsketchoftheexperimentalsetup.
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Asdifferentthermalinertiaoftheliningscangivedifferentroomtemperatures
andthusdifferentthermalfeedbacktotheburningobject,twodifferenttypesof
liningswereused.Lining1wasnon-combustiblestonewoolwithdensity,thermal
conductivityandheatcapacityofapproximately90kg/m

3
,0.05W/mKand

0.8kJ/kgK,respectively,givingathermalinertia(kÆqÆc)ofapproximately
0.0036kW

2
s/m

4
K

2
.Thismaterialwaschosenasitwouldremainstableduringthe

testirrespectivelyofroomtemperatures,hasalowthermalinertiathatquickly
canleadtohighroomtemperaturesandhasalimitedcontributiontotheheat
releaseintheroom.Lining2,alsonon-combustible,waslightweightconcrete
blockscoveredwithathinplaster(thewallsofthetestroom),whichwasdryasit
hadgonethroughheatinginpasttests.Theliningwasestimatedtohaveaden-
sityof600kg,athermalconductivityof0.15W/mKandaheatcapacityof
1.0kJ/kgK,yieldingathermalinertiaforlining2of0.090kW

2
s/m

4
K

2
.

Heptanepoolsofdifferentsizes(0.35m,0.50mand0.70mdiameter),ignited
byatorch,wereusedasburningobjectsasthisprovidesasetoffixedburning
areaswithawell-documentedfuel.Previousfiretests[8]haveindicatedthatan
increaseoftheHRRcouldbeexpectedwhenflamesimpingetheceiling.Thepool
sizeswerethereforechosensothatthecalculatedvaluesoftheflameheightwere
below(thetwosmallerpans)andabovetheceilingheight(thelargestpan).

TheISO9705roomhasaceilingheightof2.4m.Asthepanswereplacedona
scaffoldasapartofthemeasurementsofmasslossratetheheightfromtheinitial
surfaceoftheliquidtotheceilingwasapproximately2m.Parameteranalysis
usingsimplemodelsforpredictionoftheonsetofathermalrunawayshowedthat
thermalrunawaycouldhappenforroomtemperaturesaslowas350�C[3].By

Figure2.Roomburntestsetup,section.HFisheatfluxgauge,TCis
thermocoupleandTCTisthermocoupletree.Unitsareinmm.
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As different thermal inertia of the linings can give different room temperatures
and thus different thermal feedback to the burning object, two different types of
linings were used. Lining 1 was non-combustible stone wool with density, thermal
conductivity and heat capacity of approximately 90 kg/m3, 0.05 W/mK and
0.8 kJ/kgK, respectively, giving a thermal inertia (k Æ q Æ c) of approximately
0.0036 kW2s/m4K2. This material was chosen as it would remain stable during the
test irrespectively of room temperatures, has a low thermal inertia that quickly
can lead to high room temperatures and has a limited contribution to the heat
release in the room. Lining 2, also non-combustible, was light weight concrete
blocks covered with a thin plaster (the walls of the test room), which was dry as it
had gone through heating in past tests. The lining was estimated to have a den-
sity of 600 kg, a thermal conductivity of 0.15 W/mK and a heat capacity of
1.0 kJ/kgK, yielding a thermal inertia for lining 2 of 0.090 kW2s/m4K2.

Heptane pools of different sizes (0.35 m, 0.50 m and 0.70 m diameter), ignited
by a torch, were used as burning objects as this provides a set of fixed burning
areas with a well-documented fuel. Previous fire tests [8] have indicated that an
increase of the HRR could be expected when flames impinge the ceiling. The pool
sizes were therefore chosen so that the calculated values of the flame height were
below (the two smaller pans) and above the ceiling height (the largest pan).

The ISO 9705 room has a ceiling height of 2.4 m. As the pans were placed on a
scaffold as a part of the measurements of mass loss rate the height from the initial
surface of the liquid to the ceiling was approximately 2 m. Parameter analysis
using simple models for prediction of the onset of a thermal runaway showed that
thermal runaway could happen for room temperatures as low as 350�C [3]. By

Figure 2. Room burn test setup, section. HF is heat flux gauge, TC is
thermocouple and TCT is thermocouple tree. Units are in mm.
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using these thresholds for room temperature and flame heights an effect of ther-
mal feedback could be expected for the large pool in both room test and for the
medium pool for lining 1, but not for lining 2. No effect was expected for the
small pan.

The pan was placed in the middle of the room to minimize plume entrainment
effects by the walls as well as local wall heating from impinging flames.

The experimental test series comprised 10 experiments with varying pool sizes,
lining materials and amounts of liquid burning under free burn and room burn
conditions, as shown in Table 1, which also provides estimates of room tempera-
tures, mean flame heights and mass loss rates.

The pans were made of carbon steel with a thickness of 3 mm and had lip
heights of 152 mm for the small pan and 200 mm for the rest of the pans. The
amount of liquid was chosen to allow for approximately 10 min duration of burn-
ing, except for one experiment where an additional 50% of liquid was added. This

Figure 3. Free burn (upper panel) and room burn (lower panel) test
setup, HF is heat flux gauge, TC is thermocouple and TCT is thermocou-
ple tree. Units are in mm.

Experimental Study on the Burning Behavior

usingthesethresholdsforroomtemperatureandflameheightsaneffectofther-
malfeedbackcouldbeexpectedforthelargepoolinbothroomtestandforthe
mediumpoolforlining1,butnotforlining2.Noeffectwasexpectedforthe
smallpan.

Thepanwasplacedinthemiddleoftheroomtominimizeplumeentrainment
effectsbythewallsaswellaslocalwallheatingfromimpingingflames.

Theexperimentaltestseriescomprised10experimentswithvaryingpoolsizes,
liningmaterialsandamountsofliquidburningunderfreeburnandroomburn
conditions,asshowninTable1,whichalsoprovidesestimatesofroomtempera-
tures,meanflameheightsandmasslossrates.

Thepansweremadeofcarbonsteelwithathicknessof3mmandhadlip
heightsof152mmforthesmallpanand200mmfortherestofthepans.The
amountofliquidwaschosentoallowforapproximately10mindurationofburn-
ing,exceptforoneexperimentwhereanadditional50%ofliquidwasadded.This

Figure3.Freeburn(upperpanel)androomburn(lowerpanel)test
setup,HFisheatfluxgauge,TCisthermocoupleandTCTisthermocou-
pletree.Unitsareinmm.
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leavesexposedlipsonthepanof110mmforthesmallpan,150mmand125mm
forthemediumpanand135mmforthelargepan.Theexposedlipheight
increasedduringthetestsasthefuelburnedaway.Asthepurposeofthistestser-
iesistoinvestigatethethermalfeedback,heatingupofthetestspecimenis
allowedfor.Anyprocedurethatmightcooldownthetestspecimen,suchascon-
tinuousfuelfillingtoavoidlipeffects[19,21]ordilutingwithwatertoprevent
overheating[22],wasavoided.Itisrealizedthatthelipwillbeheatedbythe
flamesandsomeadditionalheatwilltransfertotheheptane.Thisimpliesthatthe
burningratefromthetestsmaynotbecomparablewithothertestonheptane,
butthefreeburntestscomparisonsshouldprovidesufficientbenchmarking.

Theamountofliquid,especiallyinthelargepanexperiments,issubstantialand
anybreakageofthepanduetooverheatingcouldbecriticaltothetestfacility
andtheoperatingpersonnel.Toreducetheconsequencesofthispossiblefailure
mode,thepanswereplacedinalargerpantocollectanyspillage.Thefuelpans
withdiametersof0.35mand0.50mwereplacedinanouterpanwithadiameter
of0.70mandthefuelpanwithadiameterof0.70mwasplacedinanouterpan
withadiameterof1.0m.

3.ResultsandDiscussion

3.1.LargePoolExperiments(0.70m)

Duringtheroomburntestsflameswereobservedtoimpingetheceilingandexit
thedooropening.Also,crumblednewspaperonthefloorwasignitedinboth

Table1
ExperimentalMatrixwithExpectedTemperatureResultsBasedonthe
FreeBurnModel

Testno.

Pan

diameter

Amountof

heptane

Meanflame

height
a

Massloss

rate
b

Temperature

lining1(stone

woolinsulation)
c

Temperature

lining2(light

concrete)
c

(m)(l)(m)(kg/m
2
s)(�C)(�C)

10.70252.750.054FreeburnFreeburn

20.70252.750.054720–

30.70252.750.054–560

40.50101.700.043FreeburnFreeburn

50.50101.700.043390–

60.50101.700.043–310

70.50151.700.043–310

80.3541.250.032FreeburnFreeburn

90.354.21.250.032200–

100.354.21.250.032–160

a
FlameheightsareestimatedforfreeburnfiresusingHeskestadtheory[18]

b
MasslossratesareestimatedforfreeburnfiresusingdataandmodelspresentedbyBabrauskas[19]

c
Thetemperatureiscalculatedasexpectedtemperatureincreasefor10minsteadyburningatthegivenmassloss

rate(usingtheMQHmodel[20])
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leaves exposed lips on the pan of 110 mm for the small pan, 150 mm and 125 mm
for the medium pan and 135 mm for the large pan. The exposed lip height
increased during the tests as the fuel burned away. As the purpose of this test ser-
ies is to investigate the thermal feedback, heating up of the test specimen is
allowed for. Any procedure that might cool down the test specimen, such as con-
tinuous fuel filling to avoid lip effects [19, 21] or diluting with water to prevent
overheating [22], was avoided. It is realized that the lip will be heated by the
flames and some additional heat will transfer to the heptane. This implies that the
burning rate from the tests may not be comparable with other test on heptane,
but the free burn tests comparisons should provide sufficient benchmarking.

The amount of liquid, especially in the large pan experiments, is substantial and
any breakage of the pan due to overheating could be critical to the test facility
and the operating personnel. To reduce the consequences of this possible failure
mode, the pans were placed in a larger pan to collect any spillage. The fuel pans
with diameters of 0.35 m and 0.50 m were placed in an outer pan with a diameter
of 0.70 m and the fuel pan with a diameter of 0.70 m was placed in an outer pan
with a diameter of 1.0 m.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Large Pool Experiments (0.70 m)

During the room burn tests flames were observed to impinge the ceiling and exit
the door opening. Also, crumbled newspaper on the floor was ignited in both

Table 1
Experimental Matrix with Expected Temperature Results Based on the
Free Burn Model

Test no.

Pan

diameter

Amount of

heptane

Mean flame

heighta
Mass loss

rateb

Temperature

lining 1 (stone

wool insulation)c

Temperature

lining 2 (light

concrete)c

(m) (l) (m) (kg/m2s) (�C) (�C)

1 0.70 25 2.75 0.054 Free burn Free burn

2 0.70 25 2.75 0.054 720 –

3 0.70 25 2.75 0.054 – 560

4 0.50 10 1.70 0.043 Free burn Free burn

5 0.50 10 1.70 0.043 390 –

6 0.50 10 1.70 0.043 – 310

7 0.50 15 1.70 0.043 – 310

8 0.35 4 1.25 0.032 Free burn Free burn

9 0.35 4.2 1.25 0.032 200 –

10 0.35 4.2 1.25 0.032 – 160

a Flame heights are estimated for free burn fires using Heskestad theory [18]
b Mass loss rates are estimated for free burn fires using data and models presented by Babrauskas [19]
c The temperature is calculated as expected temperature increase for 10 min steady burning at the given mass loss

rate (using the MQH model [20])
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tests. These phenomena are generally known to indicate flashover [23] and as such
a transition to a post-flashover fire occurred during the fire tests. For lining 1,
flames were observed exiting the door and the crumbled newspaper ignited after
3½ min and 2 min, respectively, and for lining 2 after 8 min (sparse) and 7 min,
respectively. To protect the test equipment the experiment with lining 1 was termi-
nated after 6 min and the experiment with lining 2 was terminated after 12 min,
as violent burning occurred. A more or less constant smoke layer was observed at
a height of approximately 1.1 m to 1.2 m above the floor during both room tests.

The results of the HRR measurements (corrected for the E-value) for all three
tests as a function of time are shown in Figure 4 and measurements of the MLR
are shown in Figure 5. The results show that the fire initially develops similarly
for all three tests. The HRRs for the free burn test were not constant but
increased slightly during the test. After approximately 2 min a rapid increase toke
place for lining 1. For lining 2, the HRR increased slightly compared to free burn
in the beginning of the test. After approximately 10 min a rapid increase occurred.
For both lining 1 and 2 the rapid increase continued until the fires were extin-
guished. The rapid increase can be seen as thermal runaway, TR.

The MLR (see Figure 5) follows the same trend as the HRR, though the differ-
ence between lining 2 and the free burn is less evident. An average of the free
burn MLR is found to be 0.044 kg m-2 s-1 which is less than the predicted mass
loss rate of 0.054 kg m-2 s-1 (see Table 1).

Table 2 reports the calculated effective heat of combustion, DHeff, and show
that the effective heats of combustion in the room tests are comparable for all
three tests. The values are within reasonably range of the theoretical value of
44.6 MJ/kg [19]. Therefore, the heat of combustion is found not to be influenced
by whether the test is done as free burn or room burn.

A fundamental assumption for this experimental series is that the fires should
apply to a two-zone model and not be ventilation controlled. Figure 6 shows a
clear horizontal division of the room temperatures in two zones during the test.
This correlates well with the visual observation of a clear layer below a smoke
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Figure 4. Experimental results of the HRR versus time for a pool
diameter of 0.70 m.
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tests.Thesephenomenaaregenerallyknowntoindicateflashover[23]andassuch
atransitiontoapost-flashoverfireoccurredduringthefiretests.Forlining1,
flameswereobservedexitingthedoorandthecrumblednewspaperignitedafter
3½minand2min,respectively,andforlining2after8min(sparse)and7min,
respectively.Toprotectthetestequipmenttheexperimentwithlining1wastermi-
natedafter6minandtheexperimentwithlining2wasterminatedafter12min,
asviolentburningoccurred.Amoreorlessconstantsmokelayerwasobservedat
aheightofapproximately1.1mto1.2mabovethefloorduringbothroomtests.

TheresultsoftheHRRmeasurements(correctedfortheE-value)forallthree
testsasafunctionoftimeareshowninFigure4andmeasurementsoftheMLR
areshowninFigure5.Theresultsshowthatthefireinitiallydevelopssimilarly
forallthreetests.TheHRRsforthefreeburntestwerenotconstantbut
increasedslightlyduringthetest.Afterapproximately2minarapidincreasetoke
placeforlining1.Forlining2,theHRRincreasedslightlycomparedtofreeburn
inthebeginningofthetest.Afterapproximately10minarapidincreaseoccurred.
Forbothlining1and2therapidincreasecontinueduntilthefireswereextin-
guished.Therapidincreasecanbeseenasthermalrunaway,TR.

TheMLR(seeFigure5)followsthesametrendastheHRR,thoughthediffer-
encebetweenlining2andthefreeburnislessevident.Anaverageofthefree
burnMLRisfoundtobe0.044kgm

-2
s
-1

whichislessthanthepredictedmass
lossrateof0.054kgm

-2
s
-1

(seeTable1).
Table2reportsthecalculatedeffectiveheatofcombustion,DHeff,andshow

thattheeffectiveheatsofcombustionintheroomtestsarecomparableforall
threetests.Thevaluesarewithinreasonablyrangeofthetheoreticalvalueof
44.6MJ/kg[19].Therefore,theheatofcombustionisfoundnottobeinfluenced
bywhetherthetestisdoneasfreeburnorroomburn.

Afundamentalassumptionforthisexperimentalseriesisthatthefiresshould
applytoatwo-zonemodelandnotbeventilationcontrolled.Figure6showsa
clearhorizontaldivisionoftheroomtemperaturesintwozonesduringthetest.
Thiscorrelateswellwiththevisualobservationofaclearlayerbelowasmoke
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Table2
EstimatesoftheEffectiveHeatofCombustionforPoolaDiameter
of0.70m

Testno.Duration(s)Totalheatrelease(MJ)Totalmassloss(kg)DHeff(MJ/kg)

1,Freeburn100567916.740.6

2,Lining13653347.942.1

3,Lining272053712.443.2
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Figure6.MeasuredverticaltemperaturedistributionatTCT1at
timeofignitionofthecrumbledpaper(lining1;2minandlining2;
7min)andphotoillustratingthedivisionoflayers.
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Figure 5. Experimental results for the MLR versus time for pool
diameter of 0.70 m.

Table 2
Estimates of the Effective Heat of Combustion for Pool a Diameter
of 0.70 m

Test no. Duration (s) Total heat release (MJ) Total mass loss (kg) DHeff (MJ/kg)

1, Free burn 1005 679 16.7 40.6

2, Lining 1 365 334 7.9 42.1

3, Lining 2 720 537 12.4 43.2
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Figure 6. Measured vertical temperature distribution at TCT 1 at
time of ignition of the crumbled paper (lining 1; 2 min and lining 2;
7 min) and photo illustrating the division of layers.
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layer, and confirms that using a two-zone model is a reasonable assumption. The
time for Figure 6 is taken as the time for the crumbled paper to ignite as this was
the first indication of flashover. Thus, the two-zone assumption is valid at least
until this time. Figure 6 also shows that smoke layer temperatures were higher for
lining 2 than for lining 1 at the time for ignition of the crumbled paper, whereas
lower level temperatures are comparable especially at the level of the pan (0.3–
0.5 m above the floor).

Figure 7 shows the development with time of the average smoke layer tempera-
ture, SLT, (upper panel) and temperatures measured at the back wall (lower
panel). The smoke layer temperature is calculated as the average output from
thermocouples placed from 1.6 m to 2.2 m above the floor. The wall temperatures
are measured in the smoke layer 2.0 m above the floor (WTC1) and below the
smoke layer 1.0 m above the floor (WTC2). The figure shows that for the test
with lining 1, the temperature rose linearly during the test, which followed the
trend of the HRR after the first 3 min of the test. For lining 2 the temperature
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Figure 7. Experimental results for the temperature in the smoke
layer, SLT (upper panel) and wall temperature (lower panel) for pool
diameter of 0.70 m. WTC 1 is at 2.0 m and WTC 2 is at 1.0 m.
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layer,andconfirmsthatusingatwo-zonemodelisareasonableassumption.The
timeforFigure6istakenasthetimeforthecrumbledpapertoigniteasthiswas
thefirstindicationofflashover.Thus,thetwo-zoneassumptionisvalidatleast
untilthistime.Figure6alsoshowsthatsmokelayertemperatureswerehigherfor
lining2thanforlining1atthetimeforignitionofthecrumbledpaper,whereas
lowerleveltemperaturesarecomparableespeciallyatthelevelofthepan(0.3–
0.5mabovethefloor).

Figure7showsthedevelopmentwithtimeoftheaveragesmokelayertempera-
ture,SLT,(upperpanel)andtemperaturesmeasuredatthebackwall(lower
panel).Thesmokelayertemperatureiscalculatedastheaverageoutputfrom
thermocouplesplacedfrom1.6mto2.2mabovethefloor.Thewalltemperatures
aremeasuredinthesmokelayer2.0mabovethefloor(WTC1)andbelowthe
smokelayer1.0mabovethefloor(WTC2).Thefigureshowsthatforthetest
withlining1,thetemperatureroselinearlyduringthetest,whichfollowedthe
trendoftheHRRafterthefirst3minofthetest.Forlining2thetemperature
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risedoesnothavealinearformandthetemperatureincreaseaftertheinitial
growthperiodwasslowercomparedtotheHRRthanwhatisseenforlining1.
Thelowerpanelalsoshowthatthetemperaturemeasuredbelowthesmokelayer
isrelativelysmallerforlining2thanforlining1whencomparedtotemperatures
measuredinthesmokelayer.

Theheatfluxesmeasuredatthesubstrateandatthebackwallaregivenin
Figure8(averagedover35sasafloatingaverageover7points).Thefigureshows
thattheheatfluxesincreasedrapidlyandalmostlinearlyforlining1,whereasthe
heatfluxesforlining2hadasignificantlyslowergrowthratebetweentheinitial
growthperiodandthetimeforonsetofthermalrunaway.

Theignitionofthecrumbledpaperandtheonsetofthermalrunawayareseen
askeyphenomena,astheyindicatesignificantchangesintheburningbehavioras
comparedtothefreeburn.Therefore,dataonmeasurementswhenthesephenom-
enaoccurredaresummarizedinTable3.Thetableshowsthatthetimeforpaper
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Figure8.Experimentalresultsfortheheatfluxforapooldiameter
of0.70m.HF1ispositionedhorizontallyonthesubstrateandHF2
ispositionedverticallyonthebackwall1.2mabovethefloor.

Table3
SummaryofMeasurementsatTimeofIgnitionof
CrumbledPaperandatEstimatedTimeforthe
ThermalRunaway(TR)forPoolaDiameterof0.70m

TRPaperignition

Lining1Lining2Lining1Lining2

Time(s)120600120420

HRR(kW)679893679800

SLT(�C)352528352467

WTC1(�C)327456327378

WTC2(�C)206218206171

HF1(kW/m
2
)24252418

HF2(kW/m
2
)21182114
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rise does not have a linear form and the temperature increase after the initial
growth period was slower compared to the HRR than what is seen for lining 1.
The lower panel also show that the temperature measured below the smoke layer
is relatively smaller for lining 2 than for lining 1 when compared to temperatures
measured in the smoke layer.

The heat fluxes measured at the substrate and at the back wall are given in
Figure 8 (averaged over 35 s as a floating average over 7 points). The figure shows
that the heat fluxes increased rapidly and almost linearly for lining 1, whereas the
heat fluxes for lining 2 had a significantly slower growth rate between the initial
growth period and the time for onset of thermal runaway.

The ignition of the crumbled paper and the onset of thermal runaway are seen
as key phenomena, as they indicate significant changes in the burning behavior as
compared to the free burn. Therefore, data on measurements when these phenom-
ena occurred are summarized in Table 3. The table shows that the time for paper
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Figure 8. Experimental results for the heat flux for a pool diameter
of 0.70 m. HF 1 is positioned horizontally on the substrate and HF 2
is positioned vertically on the back wall 1.2 m above the floor.

Table 3
Summary of Measurements at Time of Ignition of
Crumbled Paper and at Estimated Time for the
Thermal Runaway (TR) for Pool a Diameter of 0.70 m

TR Paper ignition

Lining 1 Lining 2 Lining 1 Lining 2

Time (s) 120 600 120 420

HRR (kW) 679 893 679 800

SLT (�C) 352 528 352 467

WTC 1 (�C) 327 456 327 378

WTC 2 (�C) 206 218 206 171

HF 1 (kW/m2) 24 25 24 18

HF 2 (kW/m2) 21 18 21 14
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ignition and onset of thermal runaway generally occurs at lower temperatures for
lining 1 than for lining 2. Only measurements of the lower wall temperature,
WTC 2, and the heat flux measured at the substrate have comparable levels at the
onset of the thermal runaway, whereas the wall temperatures are comparable at
the time of paper ignition. It can also be seen that the measurements of the wall
temperatures generally are closer to each other for both linings than the smoke
layer temperature, and that the smoke layer temperature and the upper wall tem-
peratures are comparable for lining 1 but not for lining 2.

3.2. Medium Pool Experiments

In the room test, the flames did not reach the ceiling instantaneously upon igni-
tion, but later in the test the flame would periodically touch the ceiling. For the
tests with lining 1 and lining 2–2 (lining 2 with additional 50% heptane), the
flames impinged the ceiling more constantly towards the end of the test. No
flames were observed exiting the door opening, and the smoke layer was observed
to be at approximately 1.1–1.2 m above the floor for all room tests. Ignition of
crumbled paper was not investigated.

Measurements of the HRR (see Figure 9) show that all 4 tests with the medium
pool size followed the same trend up to about 6 min. It can be argued that the
reason for the peak towards the end of the tests is a consequence of the fact that
the heptane fuel layer is being thin at this point. As a result, both the liquid and
the pan have warmed up which will lead to an increase of the evaporation rate.
The average free burn MLR for the steady state of the test was 0.043 kg m2s-1,
which is in very good agreement with the predicted MLR.

The effective heat of combustion has been estimated and is listed in Table 4.
The results show that tests with lining 2 and the free burn test has comparable
levels of heat of combustion, whereas and the test with lining 1 had a larger effec-
tive heat of combustion. The differences between levels of heats of combustion are
not uncommon and compares to what is reported from other test series [8].
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Figure 9. Experimental results of HRR versus time for at pool diame-
ter of 0.50 m.
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ignitionandonsetofthermalrunawaygenerallyoccursatlowertemperaturesfor
lining1thanforlining2.Onlymeasurementsofthelowerwalltemperature,
WTC2,andtheheatfluxmeasuredatthesubstratehavecomparablelevelsatthe
onsetofthethermalrunaway,whereasthewalltemperaturesarecomparableat
thetimeofpaperignition.Itcanalsobeseenthatthemeasurementsofthewall
temperaturesgenerallyareclosertoeachotherforbothliningsthanthesmoke
layertemperature,andthatthesmokelayertemperatureandtheupperwalltem-
peraturesarecomparableforlining1butnotforlining2.

3.2.MediumPoolExperiments

Intheroomtest,theflamesdidnotreachtheceilinginstantaneouslyuponigni-
tion,butlaterinthetesttheflamewouldperiodicallytouchtheceiling.Forthe
testswithlining1andlining2–2(lining2withadditional50%heptane),the
flamesimpingedtheceilingmoreconstantlytowardstheendofthetest.No
flameswereobservedexitingthedooropening,andthesmokelayerwasobserved
tobeatapproximately1.1–1.2mabovethefloorforallroomtests.Ignitionof
crumbledpaperwasnotinvestigated.

MeasurementsoftheHRR(seeFigure9)showthatall4testswiththemedium
poolsizefollowedthesametrenduptoabout6min.Itcanbearguedthatthe
reasonforthepeaktowardstheendofthetestsisaconsequenceofthefactthat
theheptanefuellayerisbeingthinatthispoint.Asaresult,boththeliquidand
thepanhavewarmedupwhichwillleadtoanincreaseoftheevaporationrate.
TheaveragefreeburnMLRforthesteadystateofthetestwas0.043kgm

2
s
-1
,

whichisinverygoodagreementwiththepredictedMLR.
TheeffectiveheatofcombustionhasbeenestimatedandislistedinTable4.

Theresultsshowthattestswithlining2andthefreeburntesthascomparable
levelsofheatofcombustion,whereasandthetestwithlining1hadalargereffec-
tiveheatofcombustion.Thedifferencesbetweenlevelsofheatsofcombustionare
notuncommonandcomparestowhatisreportedfromothertestseries[8].
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Figure10plotstheexperimentalresultsfortheaveragesmokelayertempera-
tureintheupperpanelandthewalltemperaturesforthethreeroomtestsinthe
lowerpanel.ItcanbeseenthatthetemperaturesfollowthetrendoftheHRR.In
thistestseriesthedifferencebetweentheupperandthelowerwallthermocouples
arecomparableforallthreetests.

Figure11showsthatarapidincreaseoftheheatfluxestookplaceforlining1
whentheHF1value(nexttothepool)reached25kW/m

2
.Atthislevelofheat

Table4
EstimatesoftheEffectiveHeatofCombustionforPoolaDiameterof
0.50m

Testno.Duration(s)Totalheatrelease(MJ)Totalmassloss(kg)DHeff(MJ/kg)

4,Freeburn8102716.640.8

5,Lining1760N/A6.647.0

6,Lining2–19002536.638.1

7,Lining2–2124039810.139.3
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Figure 10 plots the experimental results for the average smoke layer tempera-
ture in the upper panel and the wall temperatures for the three room tests in the
lower panel. It can be seen that the temperatures follow the trend of the HRR. In
this test series the difference between the upper and the lower wall thermocouples
are comparable for all three tests.

Figure 11 shows that a rapid increase of the heat fluxes took place for lining 1
when the HF 1 value (next to the pool) reached 25 kW/m2. At this level of heat

Table 4
Estimates of the Effective Heat of Combustion for Pool a Diameter of
0.50 m

Test no. Duration (s) Total heat release (MJ) Total mass loss (kg) DHeff (MJ/kg)

4, Free burn 810 271 6.6 40.8

5, Lining 1 760 N/A 6.6 47.0

6, Lining 2–1 900 253 6.6 38.1

7, Lining 2–2 1240 398 10.1 39.3
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Figure 10. Experimental results for temperature in the smoke layer,
SLT (upper panel) and wall temperature (lower panel) for a pool
diameter of 0.50 m.
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flux thermal runaway was observed for the large pool tests, which indicates that
thermal runaway may have taken place during the peaking, but the test results do
not show any clear evidence of a thermal runaway. The two tests with lining 2 did
not show any rapid increase, though a certain increase took place at the end when
the HRRs peaked. It should also be noted that the free burn heat flux measured
close to the pool (HF 1) was significantly lower than all the three room tests.

Summarizing the results of the experimental data for the medium pool fires it is
found that some effect of thermal feedback is found for lining 1 but no evidence
of an effect is found for lining 2.

The peak values are summarized in Table 5. It can be seen from this table and
also by utilizing Figure 10, that smoke layer temperatures and upper wall temper-
atures are almost identical for lining 1, whereas differences of more than 10 per-
cent are observed for lining 2. It is also noteworthy that the heat fluxes are
substantially higher in the tests with lining 1 than in any of the other tests.
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Figure 11. Experimental results of heat flux for a pool diameter of
0.50 m. HF 1 is positioned horizontally on the substrate and HF 2 is
positioned vertically on the back wall 1.2 m above the floor.

Table 5
Summary of Measured Peak Values for Pool a Diameter of 0.50 m

Free burn Lining 1 Lining 2–1 Lining 2–2

HRR (kW) 533 703 507 677

Timea (s) 715 720 845 1135

SLT (�C) – 542 325 409

WTC 1 (�C) – 541 287 358

WTC 2 (�C) – 391 127 171

HF 1 (kW/m2) 8 40 17 N/A

HF 2 (kW/m2) – 30 9 13

a The time is for peak HRR

Experimental Study on the Burning Behavior

fluxthermalrunawaywasobservedforthelargepooltests,whichindicatesthat
thermalrunawaymayhavetakenplaceduringthepeaking,butthetestresultsdo
notshowanyclearevidenceofathermalrunaway.Thetwotestswithlining2did
notshowanyrapidincrease,thoughacertainincreasetookplaceattheendwhen
theHRRspeaked.Itshouldalsobenotedthatthefreeburnheatfluxmeasured
closetothepool(HF1)wassignificantlylowerthanallthethreeroomtests.

Summarizingtheresultsoftheexperimentaldataforthemediumpoolfiresitis
foundthatsomeeffectofthermalfeedbackisfoundforlining1butnoevidence
ofaneffectisfoundforlining2.

ThepeakvaluesaresummarizedinTable5.Itcanbeseenfromthistableand
alsobyutilizingFigure10,thatsmokelayertemperaturesandupperwalltemper-
aturesarealmostidenticalforlining1,whereasdifferencesofmorethan10per-
centareobservedforlining2.Itisalsonoteworthythattheheatfluxesare
substantiallyhigherinthetestswithlining1thaninanyoftheothertests.
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Figure11.Experimentalresultsofheatfluxforapooldiameterof
0.50m.HF1ispositionedhorizontallyonthesubstrateandHF2is
positionedverticallyonthebackwall1.2mabovethefloor.

Table5
SummaryofMeasuredPeakValuesforPoolaDiameterof0.50m

FreeburnLining1Lining2–1Lining2–2

HRR(kW)533703507677

Time
a
(s)7157208451135

SLT(�C)–542325409

WTC1(�C)–541287358

WTC2(�C)–391127171

HF1(kW/m
2
)84017N/A

HF2(kW/m
2
)–30913

a
ThetimeisforpeakHRR
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3.3.SmallPoolExperiments(0.35m)

Theexperimentalresults(seeFigure12)oftheHRRsforthesmallpoolshows
thatthefreeburnHRRwaslargerthantheHRRsforthetworoomburntests,
andthattheHRRsforthetwoliningswerecomparable.Therefore,noeffectof
thermalfeedbackisfound.

AnaveragefreeburnMLRforthesteadystateperiodwasfoundto
0.056kgm

-2
s
-1

whichisconsiderablyhigherthantheexpectedvalueof0.032kg
m

-2
s
-1
.ThisdifferencewillbediscussedfurtherinthesummaryinSection3.4.

3.4.ComparisonsofExperimentalResults

Acleareffectofthermalfeedbackcanbefoundforbothliningsforthelargepool
andaminoreffectisfoundforlining1forthemediumpoolbutnoeffectis
foundforlining2forthemediumpoolandthesmallpool.Thiscompareswell
withtheexpectedresultsaspredictedinSection2.Asflamesweretouchingthe
ceilingresultinginsignificantthermalfeedbacktheresultsarealsomatchingthe
observationsmadebyParkes[8].

Thethermalfeedbackwasfoundtoresultinbothaninitialincreaseofthe
HRRascomparedwiththeresultsfromthefreeburn,andinthermalrunaway.
Inthistestseriestheonsetofthermalrunawayoccurredforthelargepoolata
smokelayertemperatureof350�Cforlining1and525�Cforlining2.Theonset
pointofthermalrunawaycouldalsobeseenasthestartingpointofflashover[3].
ThisalsomeansthattheHRRcanincreasecomparedtofreeburnasaconse-
quenceofthermalfeedbackevenbeforeflashoveroccurs.

Forthesmallpooltestsandforlining2forthemediumpooltests,theroom
HRRsaresmallerthanthosemeasuredinthefreeburntests.Thisobservations
compareswellwiththetestresultsobtainedbyThomasetal.[6]andParkes[8]as
insomeoftheirexperimentsthefreeburnHRRswerelargerthantheroomburn
HRR.
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3.3. Small Pool Experiments (0.35 m)

The experimental results (see Figure 12) of the HRRs for the small pool shows
that the free burn HRR was larger than the HRRs for the two room burn tests,
and that the HRRs for the two linings were comparable. Therefore, no effect of
thermal feedback is found.

An average free burn MLR for the steady state period was found to
0.056 kg m-2 s-1 which is considerably higher than the expected value of 0.032 kg
m-2 s-1. This difference will be discussed further in the summary in Section 3.4.

3.4. Comparisons of Experimental Results

A clear effect of thermal feedback can be found for both linings for the large pool
and a minor effect is found for lining 1 for the medium pool but no effect is
found for lining 2 for the medium pool and the small pool. This compares well
with the expected results as predicted in Section 2. As flames were touching the
ceiling resulting in significant thermal feedback the results are also matching the
observations made by Parkes [8].

The thermal feedback was found to result in both an initial increase of the
HRR as compared with the results from the free burn, and in thermal runaway.
In this test series the onset of thermal runaway occurred for the large pool at a
smoke layer temperature of 350�C for lining 1 and 525�C for lining 2. The onset
point of thermal runaway could also be seen as the starting point of flashover [3].
This also means that the HRR can increase compared to free burn as a conse-
quence of thermal feedback even before flashover occurs.

For the small pool tests and for lining 2 for the medium pool tests, the room
HRRs are smaller than those measured in the free burn tests. This observations
compares well with the test results obtained by Thomas et al. [6] and Parkes [8] as
in some of their experiments the free burn HRRs were larger than the room burn
HRR.
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Mass loss rates found in the free burn tests and the predicted MLRs from
Table 1 are compared in Table 6. The table shows that MLRs found from the test
were the same for the large and medium pools, whereas the small pan had a
higher MLR. Theory [19] predicts the MLR to increase with larger diameters.
This correlation with pool diameter was not observed, as the smallest pool had
the largest MLR, which is a striking difference. The deviation could be due to lip
effects, which are reported to be able to give either higher or lower MLR [21].
Lips effects are however presence in both room burn and free burn test and
should not contribute to any difference in the comparison between the room burn
and the free burn experiments.

Ventilation is also reported [21] to be able to increase MLR due to better mix-
ing of oxygen and fuel, and it is expected that the ventilation is better in the free
burn experiments and thus that the MLR for these experiments is higher than that
found in the enclosure tests.

4. Phenomenological Description

For well ventilated room fires it has been indicated that two key differences may
occur as a consequence of thermal feedback from the room as illustrated in
Figure 13 [3]. The first is a slight increase of the room burn HRR as compared to
the free burn HRR in an incipient period. The second difference is the possibility
of a thermal runaway onset point, defined as the point where the rate of heat
gained in the smoke layer is significantly larger than the rate of heat losses from

Table 6
Free Burn MLRs from Tests Compared to Predicted Values

Large pool (kg m-2s-1) Medium pool (kg m-2s-1) Small pool (kg m-2s-1)

Test 0.044 0.043 0.056

Prediction 0.054 0.043 0.032
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Figure 13. Principal differences in room burn and free burn HRRs.
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MasslossratesfoundinthefreeburntestsandthepredictedMLRsfrom
Table1arecomparedinTable6.ThetableshowsthatMLRsfoundfromthetest
werethesameforthelargeandmediumpools,whereasthesmallpanhada
higherMLR.Theory[19]predictstheMLRtoincreasewithlargerdiameters.
Thiscorrelationwithpooldiameterwasnotobserved,asthesmallestpoolhad
thelargestMLR,whichisastrikingdifference.Thedeviationcouldbeduetolip
effects,whicharereportedtobeabletogiveeitherhigherorlowerMLR[21].
Lipseffectsarehoweverpresenceinbothroomburnandfreeburntestand
shouldnotcontributetoanydifferenceinthecomparisonbetweentheroomburn
andthefreeburnexperiments.

Ventilationisalsoreported[21]tobeabletoincreaseMLRduetobettermix-
ingofoxygenandfuel,anditisexpectedthattheventilationisbetterinthefree
burnexperimentsandthusthattheMLRfortheseexperimentsishigherthanthat
foundintheenclosuretests.

4.PhenomenologicalDescription

Forwellventilatedroomfiresithasbeenindicatedthattwokeydifferencesmay
occurasaconsequenceofthermalfeedbackfromtheroomasillustratedin
Figure13[3].ThefirstisaslightincreaseoftheroomburnHRRascomparedto
thefreeburnHRRinanincipientperiod.Theseconddifferenceisthepossibility
ofathermalrunawayonsetpoint,definedasthepointwheretherateofheat
gainedinthesmokelayerissignificantlylargerthantherateofheatlossesfrom

Table6
FreeBurnMLRsfromTestsComparedtoPredictedValues

Largepool(kgm
-2
s
-1
)Mediumpool(kgm

-2
s
-1
)Smallpool(kgm

-2
s
-1
)

Test0.0440.0430.056

Prediction0.0540.0430.032
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Figure13.PrincipaldifferencesinroomburnandfreeburnHRRs.
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theenclosure.Theoreticallythethermalrunawaypointisonlylimitedbyventila-
tion[3]whichisindicatedasthefinal,horizontalpartoftheroomburnHRR.
Bothphenomenawereobservedinourexperiments,ascanbeseeninFigure4.

TheMLRandthustheHRRcanbeexpressedasafunctionofthenetheat
fluxtotheliquid[19].IthasbeensuggestedthattheMLRinaroomforawell
ventilatedfirecanbeestimatedasthefreeburnMLRplusacontributionfrom
theheatfluxfromtheroom[16]

_m00
F¼_m00

F;0þ
_q00
ext

Lgð1Þ

here_m00
FistheMLRfortheburningpoolperunitarea,_m00

F;0isthefreeburn
MLRperunitarea,Lgistheheatofgasificationofthefueland_q00

extisthetotal
externalheatfluxperunitareatotheliquidsurfacefromthesmokeandthecom-
partmentwalls.Lgand_m00

F;0canbefoundbasedontests.
Thetotalexternalheatfluxtothepoolsurfacedependsontemperaturesandof

smokelayerandwallsaswellasappropriateviewfactorsandtheabsorptionof
externalfluxbytheflamesandunburnedfuelgasses[10].Forsimplicity_q00

extis
roughlyestimatedas

_q00
ext�a�r�T

4
�T

4
s ��ð2Þ

whereTsisthesurfacetemperatureoftheliquid,risStefanBoltzmann’scon-
stant,aisafactorbetween0and1includingviewfactorandemissivity/absorp-
tion,andTisaroomtemperaturethathastobechosenbasedonwhetherthe
smokelayerisopticallythickorthin.Foranopticallythicksmokelayer,the
smokelayertemperaturewillbedominant,whereasforanopticallythinsmoke
layer,thesurfacetemperaturewillbedominant.Thefollowingexpressionbased
on(1)and(2)canbeusedtoestimatetheHRR

_QF�_QF;0þAF�DHeff�
a�r�T

4
�T

4
s ��

Lg

��
ð3Þ

here_QFisthetotalheatreleaseratefromtheburningpool,_QF;0isthetotalheat
releaseratefromthefreeburningpool,AFistheareaoftheburningobjectand
DHeffistheeffectiveheatofcombustion.

Equation3showsexplicitlythattheroomtemperatureisadominantfactorin
determiningtheHRRintheroom.Theroomtemperatureisdependentonthe
thermalinertiaoftheroom,asliningswithlowerthermalinertiawillaccumulate
lessenergyandthusleadstohighertemperatureincreaseofthesmokelayerasa
consequenceoftheenergybalance.Thusitcanbeexpectedthatroomswithlower
thermalinertiawillhavehigherHRRsthanroomswithhigherthermalinertia,
buttheHRRsshouldstillbeequalformatchingroomtemperatures.Itshould
alsobenotedthataisofimportance,astheexternalheatfluxmaynotaffecta
thick,sootyflame.
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the enclosure. Theoretically the thermal runaway point is only limited by ventila-
tion [3] which is indicated as the final, horizontal part of the room burn HRR.
Both phenomena were observed in our experiments, as can be seen in Figure 4.

The MLR and thus the HRR can be expressed as a function of the net heat
flux to the liquid [19]. It has been suggested that the MLR in a room for a well
ventilated fire can be estimated as the free burn MLR plus a contribution from
the heat flux from the room [16]

_m00
F ¼ _m00

F;0 þ
_q00ext
Lg

ð1Þ

here _m00
F is the MLR for the burning pool per unit area, _m00

F;0 is the free burn
MLR per unit area, Lg is the heat of gasification of the fuel and _q00ext is the total
external heat flux per unit area to the liquid surface from the smoke and the com-
partment walls. Lg and _m00

F ;0 can be found based on tests.
The total external heat flux to the pool surface depends on temperatures and of

smoke layer and walls as well as appropriate view factors and the absorption of
external flux by the flames and unburned fuel gasses [10]. For simplicity _q00ext is
roughly estimated as

_q00ext � a � r � T 4 � T 4
s

� � ð2Þ

where Ts is the surface temperature of the liquid, r is Stefan Boltzmann’s con-
stant, a is a factor between 0 and 1 including view factor and emissivity/absorp-
tion, and T is a room temperature that has to be chosen based on whether the
smoke layer is optically thick or thin. For an optically thick smoke layer, the
smoke layer temperature will be dominant, whereas for an optically thin smoke
layer, the surface temperature will be dominant. The following expression based
on (1) and (2) can be used to estimate the HRR

_QF � _QF;0 þ AF � DHeff �
a � r � T 4 � T 4

s

� �
Lg

� �
ð3Þ

here _QF is the total heat release rate from the burning pool, _QF;0 is the total heat
release rate from the free burning pool, AF is the area of the burning object and
DHeff is the effective heat of combustion.

Equation 3 shows explicitly that the room temperature is a dominant factor in
determining the HRR in the room. The room temperature is dependent on the
thermal inertia of the room, as linings with lower thermal inertia will accumulate
less energy and thus leads to higher temperature increase of the smoke layer as a
consequence of the energy balance. Thus it can be expected that rooms with lower
thermal inertia will have higher HRRs than rooms with higher thermal inertia,
but the HRRs should still be equal for matching room temperatures. It should
also be noted that a is of importance, as the external heat flux may not affect a
thick, sooty flame.
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For the tests conducted on the large pool (0.70 m), Table 3 indicates that the
wall temperatures should be used, as the wall temperatures differs less from each
other at the time of paper ignition than the smoke layer temperatures do. This is
supported by the vertical temperature distribution in the room plotted in Figure 6,
as temperatures in the smoke layer differs substantially at this point, whereas tem-
peratures measured below the smoke layer are more uniform.

Assuming Lg to be constant over time (estimated to 520 kJ/kg [24]) and inde-
pendent of the pan and a to be 1, _QF can be calculated from Equation 3 using the
measured free burn HRR, wall temperature and heat of combustion as input val-
ues. Figure 14 plots the measured HRR, _QF;meas, versus the calculated HRR,
_QF;calc, for the large pool, and it is seen that there is a reasonable correlation with
the calculated values being somewhat higher than the measured ones. A linear fit
to the two curves has a slope of 0.6, which indicates that, the estimate on a/Lg is
too high, which indicates that either a is smaller than unity, Lg is larger than
assumed, or they are both different than assumed.

If, however, _QF;0 in Equation 3 is seen as a constant and not a measured value
from the free burn test, a better linear correlation is found for both linings
between _QF;meas and _Qext;calc until the onset point of thermal runaway, as seen in
Figure 15. _Qext;calc represents the HRR arising from the external heat flux and is
found as the second term of Equation 3. This suggests that Equation 3 can
express the development of the HRR for a room fire as long as _QF;0 is taken as a
constant corresponding to the HRR at T = Ts for a room test and not a free
burn test on the same item. Before the onset of thermal runaway the slope of the
curves is approximately 0.85.

Utiskul [16] found Equation 3 to work on his data based on free burn measure-
ments. It should be noticed that his free burn fires were constant and not slightly
increasing as in this case. This, supported by the differences found for MLR for
the three pool sizes, indicates that free burn values should be used with caution as
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Figure 14. Comparison of the measured and calculated HRRs for the
0.70 m pool. Extension TR indicates that thermal runaway has occur-
red.
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Forthetestsconductedonthelargepool(0.70m),Table3indicatesthatthe
walltemperaturesshouldbeused,asthewalltemperaturesdifferslessfromeach
otheratthetimeofpaperignitionthanthesmokelayertemperaturesdo.Thisis
supportedbytheverticaltemperaturedistributionintheroomplottedinFigure6,
astemperaturesinthesmokelayerdifferssubstantiallyatthispoint,whereastem-
peraturesmeasuredbelowthesmokelayeraremoreuniform.

AssumingLgtobeconstantovertime(estimatedto520kJ/kg[24])andinde-
pendentofthepanandatobe1,_QFcanbecalculatedfromEquation3usingthe
measuredfreeburnHRR,walltemperatureandheatofcombustionasinputval-
ues.Figure14plotsthemeasuredHRR,_QF;meas,versusthecalculatedHRR,
_QF;calc,forthelargepool,anditisseenthatthereisareasonablecorrelationwith
thecalculatedvaluesbeingsomewhathigherthanthemeasuredones.Alinearfit
tothetwocurveshasaslopeof0.6,whichindicatesthat,theestimateona/Lgis
toohigh,whichindicatesthateitheraissmallerthanunity,Lgislargerthan
assumed,ortheyarebothdifferentthanassumed.

If,however,_QF;0inEquation3isseenasaconstantandnotameasuredvalue
fromthefreeburntest,abetterlinearcorrelationisfoundforbothlinings
between_QF;measand_Qext;calcuntiltheonsetpointofthermalrunaway,asseenin
Figure15._Qext;calcrepresentstheHRRarisingfromtheexternalheatfluxandis
foundasthesecondtermofEquation3.ThissuggeststhatEquation3can
expressthedevelopmentoftheHRRforaroomfireaslongas_QF;0istakenasa
constantcorrespondingtotheHRRatT=Tsforaroomtestandnotafree
burntestonthesameitem.Beforetheonsetofthermalrunawaytheslopeofthe
curvesisapproximately0.85.

Utiskul[16]foundEquation3toworkonhisdatabasedonfreeburnmeasure-
ments.Itshouldbenoticedthathisfreeburnfireswereconstantandnotslightly
increasingasinthiscase.This,supportedbythedifferencesfoundforMLRfor
thethreepoolsizes,indicatesthatfreeburnvaluesshouldbeusedwithcautionas
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experimentalconditions,suchasventilation,differfromthefreeburnteststothe
roomburntests.

Whetherafirewillreachthermalrunawayornotcanbedeterminedfroman
energybalancefortheroom.Theonsetofthermalrunawaycanhappenwhenthe
heatgained,G,bythehotlayerfromthefireexceedstheheatlost,L,bymass
flowoutoftheopeningandtheheatlostbyaccumulationofheatbythelinings.
Intheliterature[3,11],thisonsetpointisalsodeterminedbythetemperaturefor
whichthegradientofG(T)exceedsthegradientofL(T).Theheatgained,G,can
beexpressedbyEquation3.As_QF;0isindependentoftemperature,thegradient
ofG(T)foranobjectwithafixedareacanbeestimatedas

dG
dT�kG�T

3
ð4Þ

herekGisaconstantincludingtheparametersofthesecondtermofEquation3.
Theheatlostfromthesmokelayer(neglectingradiationlosses)canbeestimated
as

LðTÞ�hk�Au�ðT�T0Þþ_mout�cp�ðT�T0Þð5Þ

whereAuisthesurfaceareaofthewallsandceilingcoveredbythesmokelayer,
hkistheeffectiveheattransfercoefficientofthelinings,_moutisthemassflowout
oftheroomandcpistheheatcapacityofair.Forasteadysmokelayerheight
_moutisassumedtobeconstantaswellasitcanbeassumedtobeconstantfor
temperaturesbetween400Kand1000K[3].Thusthegradientoftheheatloss
canbeestimatedas
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experimental conditions, such as ventilation, differ from the free burn tests to the
room burn tests.

Whether a fire will reach thermal runaway or not can be determined from an
energy balance for the room. The onset of thermal runaway can happen when the
heat gained, G, by the hot layer from the fire exceeds the heat lost, L, by mass
flow out of the opening and the heat lost by accumulation of heat by the linings.
In the literature [3, 11], this onset point is also determined by the temperature for
which the gradient of G(T) exceeds the gradient of L(T). The heat gained, G, can
be expressed by Equation 3. As _QF;0 is independent of temperature, the gradient
of G(T) for an object with a fixed area can be estimated as

dG
dT

� kG � T 3 ð4Þ

here kG is a constant including the parameters of the second term of Equation 3.
The heat lost from the smoke layer (neglecting radiation losses) can be estimated
as

LðT Þ � hk � Au � ðT � T0Þ þ _mout � cp � ðT � T0Þ ð5Þ

where Au is the surface area of the walls and ceiling covered by the smoke layer,
hk is the effective heat transfer coefficient of the linings, _mout is the mass flow out
of the room and cp is the heat capacity of air. For a steady smoke layer height
_mout is assumed to be constant as well as it can be assumed to be constant for
temperatures between 400 K and 1000 K [3]. Thus the gradient of the heat loss
can be estimated as
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dL
dT

� hk � Au þ _mout � cp � hk � Au þ km ð6Þ

Comparing Equations 4 and 6 a linear correlation between hk and T3 can be
expected at the onset of thermal runaway, suggesting that linings with lower ther-
mal inertia will lead to lower room temperatures at the onset of thermal runaway.

As thermal runaway occurs later for lining 2 than for lining 1, and as such at
higher room temperature and HRR, it supports a correlation between hk and T.
Estimates on hk and T3 are plotted in Figure 16. The figure indicates that a linear
correlation may be achieved, but as only two sets of data are available no definite
conclusions are made based on the test data. Comparing the results found with
findings in the literature the results generally compares well with the simulation
made by Graham et al. [13]. They show that lower thermal inertia will lead to
lower onset temperatures for thermal runaway as well as their Figure 5 indicates
that a linear correlation could be found between a dimensionless room tempera-
ture to the third power and a dimensionless thermal inertia of the lining materials.

5. Summary

A series of heptane pool fire experiments were conducted in free burning condi-
tions and in an enclosure with two different linings in order to study the effect of
thermal feedback in enclosure fires. The experiments were designed to represent a
two zone model not restricted by ventilation before flashover, thus avoiding oxy-
gen reduction.

It is found that the HRR can be affected by the thermal feedback. Two HRR
related phenomena that correlate well with the general theory were observed in
this test series. We observed an incipient period where the HRR rose as a function
of the wall temperature in the upper zone irrespectively of the thermal inertia of
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dL
dT�hk�Auþ_mout�cp�hk�Auþkmð6Þ

ComparingEquations4and6alinearcorrelationbetweenhkandT
3
canbe

expectedattheonsetofthermalrunaway,suggestingthatliningswithlowerther-
malinertiawillleadtolowerroomtemperaturesattheonsetofthermalrunaway.

Asthermalrunawayoccurslaterforlining2thanforlining1,andassuchat
higherroomtemperatureandHRR,itsupportsacorrelationbetweenhkandT.
EstimatesonhkandT

3
areplottedinFigure16.Thefigureindicatesthatalinear

correlationmaybeachieved,butasonlytwosetsofdataareavailablenodefinite
conclusionsaremadebasedonthetestdata.Comparingtheresultsfoundwith
findingsintheliteraturetheresultsgenerallycompareswellwiththesimulation
madebyGrahametal.[13].Theyshowthatlowerthermalinertiawillleadto
loweronsettemperaturesforthermalrunawayaswellastheirFigure5indicates
thatalinearcorrelationcouldbefoundbetweenadimensionlessroomtempera-
turetothethirdpowerandadimensionlessthermalinertiaoftheliningmaterials.

5.Summary

Aseriesofheptanepoolfireexperimentswereconductedinfreeburningcondi-
tionsandinanenclosurewithtwodifferentliningsinordertostudytheeffectof
thermalfeedbackinenclosurefires.Theexperimentsweredesignedtorepresenta
twozonemodelnotrestrictedbyventilationbeforeflashover,thusavoidingoxy-
genreduction.

ItisfoundthattheHRRcanbeaffectedbythethermalfeedback.TwoHRR
relatedphenomenathatcorrelatewellwiththegeneraltheorywereobservedin
thistestseries.WeobservedanincipientperiodwheretheHRRroseasafunction
ofthewalltemperatureintheupperzoneirrespectivelyofthethermalinertiaof
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thelinings.ArapidincreaseoftheHRRcommencedaftertheincipientperiod.
Therapidincreaseisseenasathermalrunawaythatiscausedbytemperaturesin
theupperlayer,asenergygainbythesmokelayerexceedstheenergythatcanbe
lostthroughtheboundaries.Thewalltemperature/smokelayertemperaturedo
notseemtobethedominantfactorindeterminingtheHRRafterthermalrun-
awayhasstarted.Thethermalinertiaoftheliningschangesconditionattheonset
pointofthethermalrunawayaslowerthermalinertialeadstolowertemperatures
andthustimesforthermalrunaway.

TraditionallytheHRRinaroomfirehasbeenproposedtobethesumofthe
freeburnHRRinadditiontoacontributionfromtheheatfluxinducedbythe
room.Thiscannotbereproducedbythetests.Itisproposedthatfreeburnmea-
surementsshouldbeusedwithcautionfordesignfirecalculationsasnotonly
enclosureeffects,butalsothespecificwallliningscanbeexpectedtoinfluencethe
outcomeofaroomfire.
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the linings. A rapid increase of the HRR commenced after the incipient period.
The rapid increase is seen as a thermal runaway that is caused by temperatures in
the upper layer, as energy gain by the smoke layer exceeds the energy that can be
lost through the boundaries. The wall temperature/smoke layer temperature do
not seem to be the dominant factor in determining the HRR after thermal run-
away has started. The thermal inertia of the linings changes condition at the onset
point of the thermal runaway as lower thermal inertia leads to lower temperatures
and thus times for thermal runaway.

Traditionally the HRR in a room fire has been proposed to be the sum of the
free burn HRR in addition to a contribution from the heat flux induced by the
room. This cannot be reproduced by the tests. It is proposed that free burn mea-
surements should be used with caution for design fire calculations as not only
enclosure effects, but also the specific wall linings can be expected to influence the
outcome of a room fire.
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Abstract. Two series of full scale room fire tests comprising 16 experiments are used

for a study of the onset of flashover. The fire loads were varied and represented seven
different commercial applications and two non-combustible linings with significantly
different thermal inertia were used. The test results showed that by lowering the ther-
mal inertia and thereby lowering the heat loss from the room and at the same time

increasing the thermal feedback, a thermal runaway occurred before significant fire
spread; but only for objects composed of a mixture of plastic/rubber/textiles and
wood/celluloses. In these cases the onset of thermal runaway was found to occur at

room temperatures in the range 300�C to 420�C, supporting that the room tempera-
ture at the onset of thermal runaway is strongly dependent on the thermal inertia. It
also shows that the onset of thermal runaway cannot in all cases implicitly be pre-

dicted by the traditional flashover temperature criterion of 500�C to 600�C. For fire
loads composed of pure wood/celluloses the onset of flashover occurred about the
same time as fire spread irrespectively of linings and at significantly higher room tem-
peratures (725�C). This can be explained by flammability parameters making wood/

celluloses less sensitive to thermal feedback.

Keywords: Flashover, Room fire experiments, Thermal runaway, Thermal feedback, Thermal inertia

1. Introduction

One or more design fires are typically selected in conducting a performance based
design of a building [1]. An essential step in the selection of the design fires is the
prediction of flashover, as flashover represents the culmination of untenable con-
ditions in the room of fire origin, the beginning of a more severe thermal exposure
of the structure (if there is sufficient fuel to support a fully-developed fire of a
given duration) and the point where fire extinguishing intervention in the room of
origin is considerably limited.

Flashover is not a single physical event that can be precisely described [2], but
can be seen as a transition phase covering several process such as: fire spread
caused by sudden increase in the fire size due to the radiant ignition of adjacent
combustibles [3], rapid flame spread [4], thermal runaway (sometimes referred to
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Abstract.Twoseriesoffullscaleroomfiretestscomprising16experimentsareused

forastudyoftheonsetofflashover.Thefireloadswerevariedandrepresentedseven
differentcommercialapplicationsandtwonon-combustibleliningswithsignificantly
differentthermalinertiawereused.Thetestresultsshowedthatbyloweringthether-
malinertiaandtherebyloweringtheheatlossfromtheroomandatthesametime

increasingthethermalfeedback,athermalrunawayoccurredbeforesignificantfire
spread;butonlyforobjectscomposedofamixtureofplastic/rubber/textilesand
wood/celluloses.Inthesecasestheonsetofthermalrunawaywasfoundtooccurat

roomtemperaturesintherange300�Cto420�C,supportingthattheroomtempera-
tureattheonsetofthermalrunawayisstronglydependentonthethermalinertia.It
alsoshowsthattheonsetofthermalrunawaycannotinallcasesimplicitlybepre-

dictedbythetraditionalflashovertemperaturecriterionof500�Cto600�C.Forfire
loadscomposedofpurewood/cellulosestheonsetofflashoveroccurredaboutthe
sametimeasfirespreadirrespectivelyofliningsandatsignificantlyhigherroomtem-
peratures(725�C).Thiscanbeexplainedbyflammabilityparametersmakingwood/

celluloseslesssensitivetothermalfeedback.

Keywords:Flashover,Roomfireexperiments,Thermalrunaway,Thermalfeedback,Thermalinertia

1.Introduction

Oneormoredesignfiresaretypicallyselectedinconductingaperformancebased
designofabuilding[1].Anessentialstepintheselectionofthedesignfiresisthe
predictionofflashover,asflashoverrepresentstheculminationofuntenablecon-
ditionsintheroomoffireorigin,thebeginningofamoreseverethermalexposure
ofthestructure(ifthereissufficientfueltosupportafully-developedfireofa
givenduration)andthepointwherefireextinguishinginterventionintheroomof
originisconsiderablylimited.

Flashoverisnotasinglephysicaleventthatcanbepreciselydescribed[2],but
canbeseenasatransitionphasecoveringseveralprocesssuchas:firespread
causedbysuddenincreaseinthefiresizeduetotheradiantignitionofadjacent
combustibles[3],rapidflamespread[4],thermalrunaway(sometimesreferredto
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asburninginstability)causedbythethermalfeedbackfromthewarmenclosure
andsmokelayer[4],spontaneousignitionofunburnedgasesinthehotsmoke
layerduetodirectcontactwiththefireplume[3],andanincreaseoftheoxygen
supplyforunder-ventilatedrooms[4].

Flashoverisalsocommonlyreferredtoasajumporrapidincreaseoftheheat
releaseratewhichislimitedbyventilation[5].Ithasbeenproposedthatthe
‘‘jump’’intheheatreleaseratecanbeexplainedbytheonsetofthermalrunaway
occurringinaroomastheheatgainedfromthefire,Gexceedstheheatthatcan
belost,LandthetwocurvesplottedinaSemenovdiagramaretangent[5,6].
Whenthesetwocriteriaaremet,acriticalpointisreachedandarapidincreaseof
theheatreleaseratewilltakeplace,whichintheoryisonlylimitedbyventilation.
Fromhereonthefirewillcontinueasaventilationcontrolledfullydevelopedfire
ifsufficientcombustiblesareavailable.Thiscriticalpointcanthereforebecharac-
terizedbyacriticaltemperaturesatisfyingbothtermsfortherelationsbetween
heatgainedandlost.

Theheatgainedisafunctionoftheheatreleaseratewhichisacompounded
variablethatdependsonseveralparameters.Forawell-ventilatedfire,anincrease
oftheheatreleaseratecanresultfromanincreasingburningarea(firespread),an
increasingheatreleaserateperunitareaduetothermalfeedbackoracombina-
tionofboth.

Traditionally,thefocushasbeenonfirespreadasthedominantmechanism
causingflashover[5]andithasthereforebeenarguedthatdesignfiresmaybe
basedonfreeburnvaluesuptotheonsetofflashover[7,8].However,itisalso
realizedthatthethermalfeedbackfromtheroommayincreasetheheatrelease
rateevenbeforeflashover[5,7].

Basedontheassumptionthatflashoveriscausedbyarapidfirespreadtoadja-
centobjectsintheroom,criteriafortheonsetofflashoverhavebeenestablished
asuniformtemperaturesinthesmokelayerof500�Cto600�Coranincidentheat
fluxtothefloorof20kW/m

2
[7,9].Fortheassessmentoffiretests,ignitionof

crumpledpaperonthefloororflamesexitingtheopeninghasalsocommonly
beenusedasindicators[9].

Thetemperaturecriterionisalsousedasbasisforpredictingflashoverinwell-
establishedfiremodelssuchasThomas’model[10],Babrauskas’model[8]andthe
modeldevelopedbyMcCaffrey,QuintiereandHarkleroad(MQH)[11].These
modelspredictthecriticalheatreleaserateneededtocauseflashoverbasedon
energybalanceconsiderations.Babrauskas’modelusestheventilationfactoras
theonlyinput,whereasThomas’modelincludestheheatlosstotheboundaries,
representedbytheheatlossthatwouldbefoundforconcretewallafter10min.
MQHincorporatesthethermalinertiaoftheliningsasavariabletotheirmodel
throughauserdefinedtemperaturedependentheattransfercoefficient.Therefore,
Thomas’andBabrauskas’modelspredictaconstantcriticalheatreleaseratefora
room,whereastheMQHmodelpredictsthecriticalheatreleaseratetodecrease
withtime.Noneofthethreemodels,however,handlestheactualdevelopmentof
theheatreleaserateintheroom,whichhastobedecidedonbythefiresafety
engineer.Thatis,themodelsfocusonfirespreadduetothechosentemperature
criteriaanddonottakethermalfeedbackintoconsideration.Thisisalsopointed
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as burning instability) caused by the thermal feedback from the warm enclosure
and smoke layer [4], spontaneous ignition of unburned gases in the hot smoke
layer due to direct contact with the fire plume [3], and an increase of the oxygen
supply for under-ventilated rooms [4].

Flashover is also commonly referred to as a jump or rapid increase of the heat
release rate which is limited by ventilation [5]. It has been proposed that the
‘‘jump’’ in the heat release rate can be explained by the onset of thermal runaway
occurring in a room as the heat gained from the fire, G exceeds the heat that can
be lost, L and the two curves plotted in a Semenov diagram are tangent [5, 6].
When these two criteria are met, a critical point is reached and a rapid increase of
the heat release rate will take place, which in theory is only limited by ventilation.
From here on the fire will continue as a ventilation controlled fully developed fire
if sufficient combustibles are available. This critical point can therefore be charac-
terized by a critical temperature satisfying both terms for the relations between
heat gained and lost.

The heat gained is a function of the heat release rate which is a compounded
variable that depends on several parameters. For a well-ventilated fire, an increase
of the heat release rate can result from an increasing burning area (fire spread), an
increasing heat release rate per unit area due to thermal feedback or a combina-
tion of both.

Traditionally, the focus has been on fire spread as the dominant mechanism
causing flashover [5] and it has therefore been argued that design fires may be
based on free burn values up to the onset of flashover [7, 8]. However, it is also
realized that the thermal feedback from the room may increase the heat release
rate even before flashover [5, 7].

Based on the assumption that flashover is caused by a rapid fire spread to adja-
cent objects in the room, criteria for the onset of flashover have been established
as uniform temperatures in the smoke layer of 500�C to 600�C or an incident heat
flux to the floor of 20 kW/m2 [7, 9]. For the assessment of fire tests, ignition of
crumpled paper on the floor or flames exiting the opening has also commonly
been used as indicators [9].

The temperature criterion is also used as basis for predicting flashover in well-
established fire models such as Thomas’ model [10], Babrauskas’ model [8] and the
model developed by McCaffrey, Quintiere and Harkleroad (MQH) [11]. These
models predict the critical heat release rate needed to cause flashover based on
energy balance considerations. Babrauskas’ model uses the ventilation factor as
the only input, whereas Thomas’ model includes the heat loss to the boundaries,
represented by the heat loss that would be found for concrete wall after 10 min.
MQH incorporates the thermal inertia of the linings as a variable to their model
through a user defined temperature dependent heat transfer coefficient. Therefore,
Thomas’ and Babrauskas’ models predict a constant critical heat release rate for a
room, whereas the MQH model predicts the critical heat release rate to decrease
with time. None of the three models, however, handles the actual development of
the heat release rate in the room, which has to be decided on by the fire safety
engineer. That is, the models focus on fire spread due to the chosen temperature
criteria and do not take thermal feedback into consideration. This is also pointed
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out by Thomas [10], but he argues that the thermal feedback is less important
than the fire spread. From here on these three models are called traditional mod-
els.

As building practices change over the years, it is therefore important to regu-
larly review the validity of the general assumptions used for design guides. One of
the more pronounced changes within the last decade has been an increased
requirement for better thermal insulation of buildings, in order to reduce the
energy losses from buildings. As a result, the thermal inertia of a modern building
is typical lower than an older one, especially if the insulation is applied directly on
walls or ceiling. By lowering the thermal inertia the possible heat lost from the
room decreases and lowers the loss curve in the Semenov diagram. Consequently,
the critical temperature for causing thermal runaway and the heat release rate
associated with this temperature may also decrease.

The design of energy efficient buildings may also influence other parameters
that are linked to the development of a room fire. For example, such buildings are
known to have increased air tightness as compared to older buildings. As a result,
these constructions will, in addition to lowering the heat losses from the building,
also limit the access of oxygen to the fire room, which in turn will affect the
dynamics of a fire. Although an experimental investigation into these topics would
be worthwhile, this paper will focus on the impact of lowering thermal inertia of
the linings on the fire development.

Recent large scale room fire tests with heptane pools [12] showed that the heat
release rate increased due to thermal feedback from the room without any fire
spread. For larger pool sizes the increase of the heat release rate led to a thermal
runaway, which for rooms with low thermal inertia was found to start at a critical
temperature (wall temperature) of 330�C. This may, however, not be the same for
standard inventory for normal occupancy classes. In order to investigate if this is
the case, two series of large scale room fire experiments with fire loads representa-
tive of contemporary commercial premises [13] have been evaluated. The two ser-
ies had comparable fire room sizes but had linings that were made of cement
board in one series and ceramic fibers in the other series, which allows for a com-
parison the fire development with different types of linings. In the following sec-
tion, a brief description of the experimental setup and the fire loads are given.
Section 3 presents the test results as heat release rates at different flashover criteria
in relation to the actual fire development, and test results are discussed in relation
to the influence of thermal feedback with respect to the thermal inertia of the lin-
ings and the type of material of the burning object. Finally, the discussion will
also refer to fire spread and more traditional criteria used for prediction of flash-
over.

2. Experimental Programs

Two large scale experimental programs ‘‘Design Fires for Commercial Premises—
Phase 1 (DFCP1) and Phase 2’’ (DFCP2) [13] are reviewed and analyzed.
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outbyThomas[10],buthearguesthatthethermalfeedbackislessimportant
thanthefirespread.Fromhereonthesethreemodelsarecalledtraditionalmod-
els.

Asbuildingpracticeschangeovertheyears,itisthereforeimportanttoregu-
larlyreviewthevalidityofthegeneralassumptionsusedfordesignguides.Oneof
themorepronouncedchangeswithinthelastdecadehasbeenanincreased
requirementforbetterthermalinsulationofbuildings,inordertoreducethe
energylossesfrombuildings.Asaresult,thethermalinertiaofamodernbuilding
istypicallowerthananolderone,especiallyiftheinsulationisapplieddirectlyon
wallsorceiling.Byloweringthethermalinertiathepossibleheatlostfromthe
roomdecreasesandlowersthelosscurveintheSemenovdiagram.Consequently,
thecriticaltemperatureforcausingthermalrunawayandtheheatreleaserate
associatedwiththistemperaturemayalsodecrease.

Thedesignofenergyefficientbuildingsmayalsoinfluenceotherparameters
thatarelinkedtothedevelopmentofaroomfire.Forexample,suchbuildingsare
knowntohaveincreasedairtightnessascomparedtoolderbuildings.Asaresult,
theseconstructionswill,inadditiontoloweringtheheatlossesfromthebuilding,
alsolimittheaccessofoxygentothefireroom,whichinturnwillaffectthe
dynamicsofafire.Althoughanexperimentalinvestigationintothesetopicswould
beworthwhile,thispaperwillfocusontheimpactofloweringthermalinertiaof
theliningsonthefiredevelopment.

Recentlargescaleroomfiretestswithheptanepools[12]showedthattheheat
releaserateincreasedduetothermalfeedbackfromtheroomwithoutanyfire
spread.Forlargerpoolsizestheincreaseoftheheatreleaserateledtoathermal
runaway,whichforroomswithlowthermalinertiawasfoundtostartatacritical
temperature(walltemperature)of330�C.Thismay,however,notbethesamefor
standardinventoryfornormaloccupancyclasses.Inordertoinvestigateifthisis
thecase,twoseriesoflargescaleroomfireexperimentswithfireloadsrepresenta-
tiveofcontemporarycommercialpremises[13]havebeenevaluated.Thetwoser-
ieshadcomparablefireroomsizesbuthadliningsthatweremadeofcement
boardinoneseriesandceramicfibersintheotherseries,whichallowsforacom-
parisonthefiredevelopmentwithdifferenttypesoflinings.Inthefollowingsec-
tion,abriefdescriptionoftheexperimentalsetupandthefireloadsaregiven.
Section3presentsthetestresultsasheatreleaseratesatdifferentflashovercriteria
inrelationtotheactualfiredevelopment,andtestresultsarediscussedinrelation
totheinfluenceofthermalfeedbackwithrespecttothethermalinertiaofthelin-
ingsandthetypeofmaterialoftheburningobject.Finally,thediscussionwill
alsorefertofirespreadandmoretraditionalcriteriausedforpredictionofflash-
over.

2.ExperimentalPrograms

Twolargescaleexperimentalprograms‘‘DesignFiresforCommercialPremises—
Phase1(DFCP1)andPhase2’’(DFCP2)[13]arereviewedandanalyzed.
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2.1.ExperimentalSetups

TheDFCP1programwasintendedtostudypre-flashoverfires.Thetestprogram
utilizedanexperimentalsetupcomparabletotheISORoomCornertest[14].The
principalsetupisshowninFigure1.Theroomhadadepthof3.6mawidthof
2.4mandaheightof2.4m,andthedoorwas2.0mhighand0.8mwide.The
wallsandceilingoftheroomwerelinedwithonelayerofcementboardandthe
floorwasmadeofconcreteslabsgivingtheroomathermalinertiaq�c�k ðÞof
approximately0.85kW

2
s/m

4
Kwithathermalinertiaofapproximately0.60kW

2
s/

m
4
Kforthewallsandtheceiling.Measurementsrelatedtoflashoverpredictions

wereheatreleaserate,temperatures(measured25mmbelowtheceilingandroom
temperaturesbyathermocoupletreeinthecenteroftheroom)aswellasincident
heatfluxtothefloor.Theheatreleaseratewasfoundbytheuseofoxygencon-
sumptioncalorimetrybasedonmeasurementsofO2,CO2andCOandthedata
wascorrectedfordelaytime.Furtherinformationontheexperimentalsetupand
instrumentationcanbefoundin[13,15].

TheDFCP2programwasdesignedtostudypostflashoverfires.Therefore,a
differentroomthanthatusedforDFCP1wasutilized,seeFigure2.Theroom
hadadepthof3.6m,awidthof2.75mandaheightof2.4m,givingafloorarea
of9.9m

2
.Therewasonedooropeningtotheroomwithaheightof2.2manda

widthof0.9m.Thedoorwasconnectedtoa1.2mwideandmorethan10m
longcorridorleadingtoanexhausthood.Theliningsonthewallsandceiling
weremadeofonelayerofceramicfibersandthefloorwasmadeofconcreteslabs
givingtheroomanapproximatethermalinertiaq�c�k ðÞof0.37kW

2
s/m

4
K,

whereasthethermalinertiafortheceilingandwallsonlywasapproximately
0.02kW

2
s/m

4
K.Measurementsrelatedtoflashoverweretemperatures(25mm

undertheceilingandinacornerthermocoupletree),heatreleaserate,incident
heatfluxtothefloor,andtimestoignitionofcrumpledpaperonthefloor.Asfor
theDFCP1experiment,theheatreleaseratewasfoundbyoxygenconsumption
calorimetryandwascorrectedforthedelaytimecorrespondingtothisparticular

Figure1.PlanoftheexperimentalsetupfortheDFCP1program
[15].Unitsareinmm.
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2.1. Experimental Setups

The DFCP1 program was intended to study pre-flashover fires. The test program
utilized an experimental setup comparable to the ISO Room Corner test [14]. The
principal setup is shown in Figure 1. The room had a depth of 3.6 m a width of
2.4 m and a height of 2.4 m, and the door was 2.0 m high and 0.8 m wide. The
walls and ceiling of the room were lined with one layer of cement board and the
floor was made of concrete slabs giving the room a thermal inertia q � c � kð Þ of
approximately 0.85 kW2s/m4K with a thermal inertia of approximately 0.60 kW2s/
m4K for the walls and the ceiling. Measurements related to flashover predictions
were heat release rate, temperatures (measured 25 mm below the ceiling and room
temperatures by a thermocouple tree in the center of the room) as well as incident
heat flux to the floor. The heat release rate was found by the use of oxygen con-
sumption calorimetry based on measurements of O2, CO2 and CO and the data
was corrected for delay time. Further information on the experimental setup and
instrumentation can be found in [13, 15].

The DFCP2 program was designed to study post flashover fires. Therefore, a
different room than that used for DFCP1 was utilized, see Figure 2. The room
had a depth of 3.6 m, a width of 2.75 m and a height of 2.4 m, giving a floor area
of 9.9 m2. There was one door opening to the room with a height of 2.2 m and a
width of 0.9 m. The door was connected to a 1.2 m wide and more than 10 m
long corridor leading to an exhaust hood. The linings on the walls and ceiling
were made of one layer of ceramic fibers and the floor was made of concrete slabs
giving the room an approximate thermal inertia q � c � kð Þof 0.37 kW2s/m4K,
whereas the thermal inertia for the ceiling and walls only was approximately
0.02 kW2s/m4K. Measurements related to flashover were temperatures (25 mm
under the ceiling and in a corner thermocouple tree), heat release rate, incident
heat flux to the floor, and times to ignition of crumpled paper on the floor. As for
the DFCP1 experiment, the heat release rate was found by oxygen consumption
calorimetry and was corrected for the delay time corresponding to this particular

Figure 1. Plan of the experimental setup for the DFCP1 program
[15]. Units are in mm.
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experimental setup. More detailed information on the experimental setup and
instrumentation can be found in [13, 16].

2.2. Fire Loads

The fire loads differed in type of material and arrangement. The type of fire loads
in the DFCP1 and DFCP2 programs were based on a recent survey of fire loads
in commercial premises in Canada [17] dividing the fire loads into seven different
categories, see Table 1, composed of different mixtures of plastic/rubber/textiles
and wood/celluloses. The fire load density ranged from 0.66 GJ/m2 to 4.9 GJ/m2.
In the DFCP1 tests, the fire loads were arranged as a single bundle simulating
each respective retail group on a 1 m2 footprint positioned in the right back cor-
ner of the room, see Figure 1.

In the DFCP2 tests, two identical fuel packages, each having approximately the
same size as in the DFCP1 tests, were used, except in the shoe store scenario,
which used only one fuel package. The fuel packages were positioned in the back
of the room, see Figure 2. The ignition source was the same in both DFCP1 and

Figure 2. Plan of the experimental setup for DFCP2 [16]. Units are in
mm.
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experimentalsetup.Moredetailedinformationontheexperimentalsetupand
instrumentationcanbefoundin[13,16].

2.2.FireLoads

Thefireloadsdifferedintypeofmaterialandarrangement.Thetypeoffireloads
intheDFCP1andDFCP2programswerebasedonarecentsurveyoffireloads
incommercialpremisesinCanada[17]dividingthefireloadsintosevendifferent
categories,seeTable1,composedofdifferentmixturesofplastic/rubber/textiles
andwood/celluloses.Thefireloaddensityrangedfrom0.66GJ/m

2
to4.9GJ/m

2
.

IntheDFCP1tests,thefireloadswerearrangedasasinglebundlesimulating
eachrespectiveretailgroupona1m

2
footprintpositionedintherightbackcor-

neroftheroom,seeFigure1.
IntheDFCP2tests,twoidenticalfuelpackages,eachhavingapproximatelythe

samesizeasintheDFCP1tests,wereused,exceptintheshoestorescenario,
whichusedonlyonefuelpackage.Thefuelpackageswerepositionedintheback
oftheroom,seeFigure2.TheignitionsourcewasthesameinbothDFCP1and

Figure2.PlanoftheexperimentalsetupforDFCP2[16].Unitsarein
mm.
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DFCP2.InDFCP2thefirstfuelpackagewasignitedattheoppositesideofthe
secondfuelpackage.

2.3.ExperimentalMatrix

Intotalthetwoseriescomprise16firetests,seeTable1.Thetableshowshowfire
loadsandthermalinertiachangesbetweenthedifferenttest,andalsohowthethe-
oreticallyestimatedvaluesfortheheatreleaserateatflashoverandventilation
limitchangesfromroomtoroom.Thetwovaluesgivetheoreticalestimatesofthe
rangeofheatreleaseratesinwhichflashoverisexpectedtooccur.Theestimated
flashovervaluesfoundusingThomas’modelrepresentthelowerlevelforthe
expectedoccurrenceofflashoverandtheventilationlimitsrepresentthelevel
wherethetheoreticalheatreleaseratesnolongerrise.Thevaluesarenotdirectly
comparableastheventilationlimitsonlyareafunctionoftheventilationfactor,
whereasThomas’model,alsorelatestothesurfaceareaoftheroom.Thediffer-
encecanalsobeexplainedbythedifferencebetweenthetwophenomenaasthe
ventilationlimitisassumedonlytobedependentontheoxygensuppliedfrom
airflowthroughtheopeningsoftheroomandtheoxygenflowingintotheroomis
fullyconsumedbythefire.Theheatreleaserateneededtocauseflashoveris

Table1
ExperimentalMatrix

TestroomTestobjectFireload
a

Thermalinertia

room/walls

andceiling

(kW
2
s/m

4
K)

Estimated

HRRat

flashover
b

(MW)

Estimated

HRRat

ventilation

limit
c
(MW)

DFCP1Computershowroom(COM)0.81GJ(1m
2
)0.85/0.601.23.4

Storageroom(STO)2.3GJ(1m
2
)0.85/0.601.23.4

Clothingstore1(CLO1)0.66GJ(1m
2
)0.85/0.601.23.4

Clothingstore2(CLO2)0.66GJ(1m
2
)0.85/0.601.23.4

Clothingstore3(CLO3)0.66GJ(1m
2
)0.85/0.601.23.4

Toystore(TOY)1.2GJ(1m
2
)0.85/0.601.23.4

Shoestorage(SHO)4.9GJ(1m
2
)0.85/0.601.23.4

Bookstore(BOO)5.3GJ(1m
2
)0.85/0.601.23.4

Fastfood(FAS)0.88GJ(1m
2
)0.85/0.601.23.4

DFCP2Computershowroom(COM)1.6GJ(2m
2
)0.37/0.021.54.5

Storageroom(STO)4.6GJ(2m
2
)0.37/0.021.54.5

Clothingstore3(CLO3)1.3GJ(2m
2
)0.37/0.021.54.5

Toystore(TOY)2.4GJ(2m
2
)0.37/0.021.54.5

Shoestorage(SHO)4.9GJ(1m
2
)0.37/0.021.54.5

Bookstore(BOO)10.6GJ(2m
2
)0.37/0.021.54.5

Fastfood(FAS)1.8GJ(2m
2
)0.37/0.021.54.5

a
Theareainparenthesesrepresentthehorizontalprojectionofthefireload

b
EstimatedusingtheThomasequation[10]

c
Estimatedas1:518�AO�ffiffiffiffiffiffi hO p[18]whereAoistheareaoftheopeningandhoistheheightoftheopening
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DFCP2. In DFCP2 the first fuel package was ignited at the opposite side of the
second fuel package.

2.3. Experimental Matrix

In total the two series comprise 16 fire tests, see Table 1. The table shows how fire
loads and thermal inertia changes between the different test, and also how the the-
oretically estimated values for the heat release rate at flashover and ventilation
limit changes from room to room. The two values give theoretical estimates of the
range of heat release rates in which flashover is expected to occur. The estimated
flashover values found using Thomas’ model represent the lower level for the
expected occurrence of flashover and the ventilation limits represent the level
where the theoretical heat release rates no longer rise. The values are not directly
comparable as the ventilation limits only are a function of the ventilation factor,
whereas Thomas’ model, also relates to the surface area of the room. The differ-
ence can also be explained by the difference between the two phenomena as the
ventilation limit is assumed only to be dependent on the oxygen supplied from
airflow through the openings of the room and the oxygen flowing into the room is
fully consumed by the fire. The heat release rate needed to cause flashover is

Table 1
Experimental Matrix

Test room Test object Fire loada

Thermal inertia

room/walls

and ceiling

(kW2s/m4K)

Estimated

HRR at

flashoverb

(MW)

Estimated

HRR at

ventilation

limitc (MW)

DFCP1 Computer showroom (COM) 0.81 GJ (1 m2) 0.85/0.60 1.2 3.4

Storage room (STO) 2.3 GJ (1 m2) 0.85/0.60 1.2 3.4

Clothing store 1 (CLO1) 0.66 GJ (1 m2) 0.85/0.60 1.2 3.4

Clothing store 2 (CLO2) 0.66 GJ (1 m2) 0.85/0.60 1.2 3.4

Clothing store 3 (CLO3) 0.66 GJ (1 m2) 0.85/0.60 1.2 3.4

Toy store (TOY) 1.2 GJ (1 m2) 0.85/0.60 1.2 3.4

Shoe storage (SHO) 4.9 GJ (1 m2) 0.85/0.60 1.2 3.4

Book store (BOO) 5.3 GJ (1 m2) 0.85/0.60 1.2 3.4

Fast food (FAS) 0.88 GJ (1 m2) 0.85/0.60 1.2 3.4

DFCP2 Computer show room (COM) 1.6 GJ (2 m2) 0.37/0.02 1.5 4.5

Storage room (STO) 4.6 GJ (2 m2) 0.37/0.02 1.5 4.5

Clothing store 3 (CLO3) 1.3 GJ (2 m2) 0.37/0.02 1.5 4.5

Toy store (TOY) 2.4 GJ (2 m2) 0.37/0.02 1.5 4.5

Shoe storage (SHO) 4.9 GJ (1 m2) 0.37/0.02 1.5 4.5

Book store (BOO) 10.6 GJ (2 m2) 0.37/0.02 1.5 4.5

Fast food (FAS) 1.8 GJ (2 m2) 0.37/0.02 1.5 4.5

a The area in parentheses represent the horizontal projection of the fire load
b Estimated using the Thomas equation [10]
c Estimated as 1:518 � AO � ffiffiffiffiffiffi

hO
p

[18] where Ao is the area of the opening and ho is the height of the opening
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defined by a temperature that depends both on the heat lost via airflow out of the
room and heat lost to the enclosure. Therefore, no explicit correlation is expected.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion

The experimental results are presented as the heat release rates versus time, as well
as the heat release rates at different flashover criteria, as defined in Table 2.

In the literature, it is mentioned that temperatures for different tests are mea-
sured in different ways [9]. In some tests the room temperatures were measured at
10 mm or 25 mm below the ceiling, while others were reported to be an average
room temperature or maximum temperature. In this study of flashover, we distin-
guish between the different ways of measuring the temperature.

3.1. Observations from the DFCP1 Experiments

The experimental results are presented for four different types of fire loads, repre-
senting different characteristic developments of the heat release rate, see Figure 3.
The computer showroom represented a fire burning for at long time with a low
intensity, and the clothing store represented a fire that increases progressively until
it peaks at around 1.1 MW and burns out. The heat release rate for the book
store increased progressively after a long initial phase, but in this case the fire sta-
bilized at around 0.80 MW and stayed at this level until it was extinguished due
to safety of the test equipment. For the shoe storage test, the heat release rate
rose quickly and the fire was extinguished, as it went to flashover. Besides differ-
ing in the development of heat release rate, the book store also differed from the
other fire loads, as this fire load is composed purely of wood/celluloses. This indi-
cated, as expected, that the composition of the fire load controlled the fire devel-
opment. Also, it was observed during the fire tests that burning only took place
on the surface of the burning object.

Figure 3 also plots the points were the traditional criteria for flashover are met.
Only the criteria for temperatures were met. The shoe storage reached the criteria
at a heat release around 1.5 MW during a rapid increase of the heat release rate,
whereas the book store reached the criteria at around 1.0 MW. The book store
test did not show any sign of flashover at the time or after the criteria were met
and that a slight decrease of the heat release rate and temperature was found after

Table 2
Flashover Criteria

Flashover criteria FOC Heat release rate when

TC = 600�C The temperature exceeds 600�C measured 25 mm

below the ceiling

Tslt = 600�C The smoke layer temperature exceeds 600�C
HF The incident heat flux to the floor exceeds

20 kW/m2

Ignition of paper (IP) Crumpled paper on the floor ignites
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definedbyatemperaturethatdependsbothontheheatlostviaairflowoutofthe
roomandheatlosttotheenclosure.Therefore,noexplicitcorrelationisexpected.

3.ExperimentalResultsandDiscussion

Theexperimentalresultsarepresentedastheheatreleaseratesversustime,aswell
astheheatreleaseratesatdifferentflashovercriteria,asdefinedinTable2.

Intheliterature,itismentionedthattemperaturesfordifferenttestsaremea-
suredindifferentways[9].Insometeststheroomtemperaturesweremeasuredat
10mmor25mmbelowtheceiling,whileotherswerereportedtobeanaverage
roomtemperatureormaximumtemperature.Inthisstudyofflashover,wedistin-
guishbetweenthedifferentwaysofmeasuringthetemperature.

3.1.ObservationsfromtheDFCP1Experiments

Theexperimentalresultsarepresentedforfourdifferenttypesoffireloads,repre-
sentingdifferentcharacteristicdevelopmentsoftheheatreleaserate,seeFigure3.
Thecomputershowroomrepresentedafireburningforatlongtimewithalow
intensity,andtheclothingstorerepresentedafirethatincreasesprogressivelyuntil
itpeaksataround1.1MWandburnsout.Theheatreleaserateforthebook
storeincreasedprogressivelyafteralonginitialphase,butinthiscasethefiresta-
bilizedataround0.80MWandstayedatthisleveluntilitwasextinguisheddue
tosafetyofthetestequipment.Fortheshoestoragetest,theheatreleaserate
rosequicklyandthefirewasextinguished,asitwenttoflashover.Besidesdiffer-
inginthedevelopmentofheatreleaserate,thebookstorealsodifferedfromthe
otherfireloads,asthisfireloadiscomposedpurelyofwood/celluloses.Thisindi-
cated,asexpected,thatthecompositionofthefireloadcontrolledthefiredevel-
opment.Also,itwasobservedduringthefireteststhatburningonlytookplace
onthesurfaceoftheburningobject.

Figure3alsoplotsthepointswerethetraditionalcriteriaforflashoveraremet.
Onlythecriteriafortemperaturesweremet.Theshoestoragereachedthecriteria
ataheatreleasearound1.5MWduringarapidincreaseoftheheatreleaserate,
whereasthebookstorereachedthecriteriaataround1.0MW.Thebookstore
testdidnotshowanysignofflashoveratthetimeorafterthecriteriaweremet
andthataslightdecreaseoftheheatreleaserateandtemperaturewasfoundafter

Table2
FlashoverCriteria

FlashovercriteriaFOCHeatreleaseratewhen

TC=600�CThetemperatureexceeds600�Cmeasured25mm

belowtheceiling

Tslt=600�CThesmokelayertemperatureexceeds600�C
HFTheincidentheatfluxtothefloorexceeds

20kW/m
2

Ignitionofpaper(IP)Crumpledpaperonthefloorignites
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meetingthecriteria.Therefore,resultforthebookstorecannotbetakenasrepre-
sentativeofflashoverandonlyoneofthetestsisfoundtorepresentflashover.
Theheatreleaseratefoundwhentheflashovercriterionwasmet(1.5MW)is
higherthanwhatispredictedpredictionbyThomas’model(1.2MW).Therefore
theresultwaswithintherangeofwhattheThomas’modelcanpredict.Further
informationonothermeasuredvalues,suchasroomtemperatures,canbefound
intwootherstudies[13,15].

3.2.DesignFiresforCommercialPremises:Phase2(DFCP2)

3.2.1.Observations.Thefiredevelopmentforthesamefourtypesoffireloadsas
presentedforDFCP1areshowninFigure4.Allthefiretestshadagrowing
phasefollowedbyarapidincreaseoftheheatreleaserateleadingtoflashover.
Fromhereonthefirescontinuedburningasfullydevelopedfiresfor1minto
10min,dependingonthefireloaddensity,beforethedecayphasebeganfollowed
byburnout.Afterflashoveroccurred,theroomfilledwithsmokeandmassive
burningtookplacebothintheroomaswellasinthecorridoroutsidetheroom.
TheothertestsintheDFCP2programnotreportedherealsoreachedflashover
andhadsimilardevelopmentsoftheheatreleaserate.Thegrowingphaseswerein
allcasesaroundacoupleofminutesexceptforthebookstoretest,which,asfor
theDFCP1test,hadasignificantlylongergrowingphase.Asallthetestsinthe
DFCP2programshowedthesametrendinthedevelopmentoftheheatrelease
rateonlyonecharacteristicfiredevelopmentwasfoundandnotseveralasforthe
DFCP1tests.

Figure4alsoshowthatthetraditionalflashovercriteriaingeneralweremet
duringtherapidincreaseoftheheatreleaserateatarangeof1.5MWto
2.6MW,whichinsomecaseswereclosetothepeakheatreleaserate.Thebook
storedifferedasonecriterion(ceilingtemperature)wasmetatthebeginningof
therapidincreaseandatasignificantlylowerlevel.Ifthecriteriaingeneral
shouldindicatetheonsetofflashoverasthestartofarapidincreaseoftheheat
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meeting the criteria. Therefore, result for the book store cannot be taken as repre-
sentative of flashover and only one of the tests is found to represent flashover.
The heat release rate found when the flashover criterion was met (1.5 MW) is
higher than what is predicted prediction by Thomas’ model (1.2 MW). Therefore
the result was within the range of what the Thomas’ model can predict. Further
information on other measured values, such as room temperatures, can be found
in two other studies [13, 15].

3.2. Design Fires for Commercial Premises: Phase 2 (DFCP2)

3.2.1. Observations. The fire development for the same four types of fire loads as
presented for DFCP1 are shown in Figure 4. All the fire tests had a growing
phase followed by a rapid increase of the heat release rate leading to flashover.
From here on the fires continued burning as fully developed fires for 1 min to
10 min, depending on the fire load density, before the decay phase began followed
by burnout. After flashover occurred, the room filled with smoke and massive
burning took place both in the room as well as in the corridor outside the room.
The other tests in the DFCP2 program not reported here also reached flashover
and had similar developments of the heat release rate. The growing phases were in
all cases around a couple of minutes except for the book store test, which, as for
the DFCP1 test, had a significantly longer growing phase. As all the tests in the
DFCP2 program showed the same trend in the development of the heat release
rate only one characteristic fire development was found and not several as for the
DFCP1 tests.

Figure 4 also show that the traditional flashover criteria in general were met
during the rapid increase of the heat release rate at a range of 1.5 MW to
2.6 MW, which in some cases were close to the peak heat release rate. The book
store differed as one criterion (ceiling temperature) was met at the beginning of
the rapid increase and at a significantly lower level. If the criteria in general
should indicate the onset of flashover as the start of a rapid increase of the heat
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release rate, it would have been expected that some of the criteria would have
been met around the end of the growth part or the beginning of the rapid increase
of the heat release rate curve, and not all during or close to the end of the rapid
increase. This was only the case for the book store test where the criterion for the
ceiling temperature was met around the start of the rapid increase.

All the peak heat release rates were measured to be in a narrow range from
2.4 MW to 2.7 MW, which is significantly less than the theoretically estimated
value of 4.5 MW. The difference may be caused by the corridor restricting oxygen
supply to the room as well as saturation of the hood, but no certain answer can
be given at this point. It should also be mentioned that the theoretical estimate of
the ventilation limit is based on an ideal assumption where the airflow to the
room is only being restricted by the opening, as well as a full consumption of all
the oxygen flowing into the room. Therefore, the theoretical estimate can only be
used as a rough prediction of the upper bound of energy that may be released in
the room, and is not expected to have a perfect match with the measured values
in this particular experimental setup.

Further information on other measured values as room temperatures can be
found in two other publications [13, 16].

3.2.2. Flashover Investigation. In order to further investigate the rapid develop-
ment of the heat release rate found for the DFCP2 tests, the heat release rates
versus time for all seven tests are plotted in Figure 5. The time is changed and set
to zero when a rapid increase of the heat release rate starts. This point is found as
the time where the heat release rate increases more than 25 kW/s. It can be seen
that the heat release rate curves are more or less alike from the onset of the rapid
increase, indicating that the compositions of the fire load were not a dominating
factor from this point on. This is in contrast to the DFCP1 tests, where the fire
load seemed to dominate the fire development. Therefore the onset of the rapid
increase of the heat release rate for the DFCP2 tests also represents a significant
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Figure 4. Heat release rate versus time and heat release rates at
various flashover criteria, DFCP2.
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releaserate,itwouldhavebeenexpectedthatsomeofthecriteriawouldhave
beenmetaroundtheendofthegrowthpartorthebeginningoftherapidincrease
oftheheatreleaseratecurve,andnotallduringorclosetotheendoftherapid
increase.Thiswasonlythecaseforthebookstoretestwherethecriterionforthe
ceilingtemperaturewasmetaroundthestartoftherapidincrease.

Allthepeakheatreleaseratesweremeasuredtobeinanarrowrangefrom
2.4MWto2.7MW,whichissignificantlylessthanthetheoreticallyestimated
valueof4.5MW.Thedifferencemaybecausedbythecorridorrestrictingoxygen
supplytotheroomaswellassaturationofthehood,butnocertainanswercan
begivenatthispoint.Itshouldalsobementionedthatthetheoreticalestimateof
theventilationlimitisbasedonanidealassumptionwheretheairflowtothe
roomisonlybeingrestrictedbytheopening,aswellasafullconsumptionofall
theoxygenflowingintotheroom.Therefore,thetheoreticalestimatecanonlybe
usedasaroughpredictionoftheupperboundofenergythatmaybereleasedin
theroom,andisnotexpectedtohaveaperfectmatchwiththemeasuredvalues
inthisparticularexperimentalsetup.

Furtherinformationonothermeasuredvaluesasroomtemperaturescanbe
foundintwootherpublications[13,16].

3.2.2.FlashoverInvestigation.Inordertofurtherinvestigatetherapiddevelop-
mentoftheheatreleaseratefoundfortheDFCP2tests,theheatreleaserates
versustimeforallseventestsareplottedinFigure5.Thetimeischangedandset
tozerowhenarapidincreaseoftheheatreleaseratestarts.Thispointisfoundas
thetimewheretheheatreleaserateincreasesmorethan25kW/s.Itcanbeseen
thattheheatreleaseratecurvesaremoreorlessalikefromtheonsetoftherapid
increase,indicatingthatthecompositionsofthefireloadwerenotadominating
factorfromthispointon.ThisisincontrasttotheDFCP1tests,wherethefire
loadseemedtodominatethefiredevelopment.Thereforetheonsetoftherapid
increaseoftheheatreleaseratefortheDFCP2testsalsorepresentsasignificant
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changeinthefiredevelopmentoccurringearlyinthefirecoursethatisnotfound
fortheDFCP1tests.

TherapidincreasesoccurringintheDFCP2experimentsareseenasathermal
runaway.Attheonsetpoint,theheatreleaserateswereintherangeof550kW
to700kW,exceptforthebookstore(965kW),seeTable3,andthetemperatures
measuredbelowtheceilingwereintherangeof300�Cto420�C[considerably
higherforthebookstore(725�C)].

Thetemperaturesattheonsetofthermalrunawayareplottedtogetherwithtra-
ditionalflashovercriteriainFigure6.Thefigureshowsthatforthreeoutoffour
tests,thethermalrunawayoccurredbeforeanyoftheflashovercriteria,asshould
be.Inthebookstoretest,ontheotherhand,thetemperaturecriterionwasmet
beforethermalrunawayoccurred.

Duringthetestsitwasinmostcasesobservedthatignitionofthesecondfuel
packageappearedasradiationignitionatthetopofthesecondfuelpackage,
quicklyfollowedbyignitionofcrumpledpaper,whichalsomeansthatthesecond
fuelpackageignitedduringtherapidincreaseoftheheatreleaserate.Assuch,
thestartoftherapidincreaseoccurredbeforesignificantfirespreadwasobserved.
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Table3
MeasuredHRRandCeilingTemperaturesattheOnsetofThermalRun-
away

TestTimefromignition(s)HRR(kW)Tc(�C)

Computershowroom(COM)122710300

Storageroom(STO)68560n/a

Clothingstore(CLO3)94555380

Toystore(TOY)268650n/a

Shoestorage(SHO)192565n/a

Bookstore(BOO)766965725

Fastfood(FAS)156690420
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change in the fire development occurring early in the fire course that is not found
for the DFCP1 tests.

The rapid increases occurring in the DFCP2 experiments are seen as a thermal
runaway. At the onset point, the heat release rates were in the range of 550 kW
to 700 kW, except for the book store (965 kW), see Table 3, and the temperatures
measured below the ceiling were in the range of 300�C to 420�C [considerably
higher for the book store (725�C)].

The temperatures at the onset of thermal runaway are plotted together with tra-
ditional flashover criteria in Figure 6. The figure shows that for three out of four
tests, the thermal runaway occurred before any of the flashover criteria, as should
be. In the book store test, on the other hand, the temperature criterion was met
before thermal runaway occurred.

During the tests it was in most cases observed that ignition of the second fuel
package appeared as radiation ignition at the top of the second fuel package,
quickly followed by ignition of crumpled paper, which also means that the second
fuel package ignited during the rapid increase of the heat release rate. As such,
the start of the rapid increase occurred before significant fire spread was observed.
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Figure 5. HRR versus time correlated to the onset of the rapid
increase (thermal runaway) of the HRR, DFCP2.

Table 3
Measured HRR and Ceiling Temperatures at the Onset of Thermal Run-
away

Test Time from ignition (s) HRR (kW) Tc (�C)

Computer showroom (COM) 122 710 300

Storage room (STO) 68 560 n/a

Clothing store (CLO3) 94 555 380

Toy store (TOY) 268 650 n/a

Shoe storage (SHO) 192 565 n/a

Book store (BOO) 766 965 725

Fast food (FAS) 156 690 420
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Because the traditional criteria generally are related to fire spread, this may also
explain why the traditional criteria for flashover were met during the rapid
increase and not around the start. It should however also be noticed, that as flash-
over is not directly caused by fire spread, using heat release rates found at the tra-
ditional criteria for flashover would overestimate the actual heat release rate that
was needed for the onset of flashover. Therefore, these values should not be taken
as representative of the onset of flashover, but an assessment of fire spread.

As the traditional models for prediction of the heat release rate needed to cause
flashover is based on a temperature criterion of 500�C to 600�C and uses simpli-
fied assessments of the energy balance, these models cannot be expected to predict
the onset of flashover, which for the DFCP2 tests in most cases occurred at signif-
icantly lower temperatures. Instead models also taking thermal runaway into con-
sideration could be used [5, 19, 20].

It should be mentioned that for the book store test, fire spread seems to be the
dominating process in causing flashover, indicating that for fire loads composed
only of wood/celluloses the traditional temperature criterion should be valid for
predicting flashover. Thomas’ model [10] is, however, not able to predict the heat
release rate at 600�C for the book test (550 kW). This may be because Thomas
assumes the linings to be of concrete and not ceramic fibers which were used in
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Becausethetraditionalcriteriagenerallyarerelatedtofirespread,thismayalso
explainwhythetraditionalcriteriaforflashoverweremetduringtherapid
increaseandnotaroundthestart.Itshouldhoweveralsobenoticed,thatasflash-
overisnotdirectlycausedbyfirespread,usingheatreleaseratesfoundatthetra-
ditionalcriteriaforflashoverwouldoverestimatetheactualheatreleaseratethat
wasneededfortheonsetofflashover.Therefore,thesevaluesshouldnotbetaken
asrepresentativeoftheonsetofflashover,butanassessmentoffirespread.

Asthetraditionalmodelsforpredictionoftheheatreleaserateneededtocause
flashoverisbasedonatemperaturecriterionof500�Cto600�Candusessimpli-
fiedassessmentsoftheenergybalance,thesemodelscannotbeexpectedtopredict
theonsetofflashover,whichfortheDFCP2testsinmostcasesoccurredatsignif-
icantlylowertemperatures.Insteadmodelsalsotakingthermalrunawayintocon-
siderationcouldbeused[5,19,20].

Itshouldbementionedthatforthebookstoretest,firespreadseemstobethe
dominatingprocessincausingflashover,indicatingthatforfireloadscomposed
onlyofwood/cellulosesthetraditionaltemperaturecriterionshouldbevalidfor
predictingflashover.Thomas’model[10]is,however,notabletopredicttheheat
releaserateat600�Cforthebooktest(550kW).ThismaybebecauseThomas
assumestheliningstobeofconcreteandnotceramicfiberswhichwereusedin
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thetests.Concreteliningswillallowforamuchlargerenergylossandthusa
higherheatreleaseratewouldbeneededtogivetherequiredtemperature.

3.3.ComparisonoftheTestSeries

ThetestresultsshowthatfortheDFCP1teststhefiresdevelopmentsweremostly
dependentonthecompositionofthefireload.Thiswasonlythecaseinthe
growthphasefortheDFCP2testsasathermalrunawaytookplaceforthe
DFCP2testafter,inmostcases,arelativelyshortgrowthphase.FortheDFCP2
testitwasalsofoundthatthesecondfuelpackage,inmosttests,ignitedduring
therapidincreaseoftheheatreleaserate.TakingtheheatreleaserateforDFCP2
testsuntilignitionofthesecondfuelpackageandcomparingthesecurvestothe
DFCP1tests,itispossibletostudytheinfluenceofchangingnon-combustiblelin-
ingsforcomparableobjects,asthetestroomfortheDFCP1andDFCP2testare
comparableinsizeandventilation.Asthetestsalsoarecategorizedbythediffer-
entcompositionsofthefiresload,itisalsopossibletostudytheinfluenceofthe
differentflammabilityparameters.

3.3.1.InfluenceoftheThermalInertia.Fourdifferenttypesoffireloads(com-
putershowroom,clothing,shoestorageandbookstore)fromtheDFCP1testand
DFCP2testsarecomparedinFigure7.Toeliminatetheinfluenceofdifferencein
theignitionphase,thetimeonthegraphsissettozerowhentheheatreleasecon-
tinuouslyexceeds30kW.TheheatreleaseratesfortheDFCP2testsareonly
plottedforthepartoftheexperimentthattakesplacebeforethesecondfuel
packageignites.Asonlyonefuelpackagewastestedfortheshoestorageinthe
DFCP2tests,thefullgraphisshown.Therefore,thegraphsshowtheburning
behaviorofcomparablefuelpackageswithcomparablefireloads.Thethermal
runaway(rapidincreasesofheatreleaserates)isalsomarked.

Figure7showsthatthereisasignificantdifferenceintheburningbehaviorfor
alltypesofcombustiblesexceptthebookstore,astheheatreleaserateforthe
DFCP2testsincreasedsignificantlycomparedtotheDFCP1tests.Inallthree
casesthermalrunawayisfoundtooccurshortlyafterthedeviationbetweenthe
heatreleaseratecurvesstartsandbeforethesecondfuelpackageignites.After
thethermalrunawayoccurred,thedifferencebetweentheheatreleaseratesforthe
twotestseriesbecamemorepronounced,evenbeforefirespreadtothenextfuel
package.Thisisnotthecaseforthebookstorewheretheheatreleaseratecurves
arecomparablealmostuntilthesecondfuelpackageignites,whichisaboutthe
sametimeasthermalrunawayisfound.

Asthethermalinertiawastheonlyvariedparameterfortheshownperiodof
thefourfiretests,theresultsshowthatloweringthethermalinertiacausedboth
theincreaseoftheheatreleaserateandsubsequentlyflashoverforthreeoutof
fourtests.Thus,theresultsareinlinewithpreviouspoolfireexperiments[12]and
aresupportedbymodels[21,22]whichbyisolatingparameters,haveshownthat
thecriticaltemperatureattheonsetofthermalrunawayisstronglydependenton
thethermalinertia.
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the tests. Concrete linings will allow for a much larger energy loss and thus a
higher heat release rate would be needed to give the required temperature.

3.3. Comparison of the Test Series

The test results show that for the DFCP1 tests the fires developments were mostly
dependent on the composition of the fire load. This was only the case in the
growth phase for the DFCP2 tests as a thermal runaway took place for the
DFCP2 test after, in most cases, a relatively short growth phase. For the DFCP2
test it was also found that the second fuel package, in most tests, ignited during
the rapid increase of the heat release rate. Taking the heat release rate for DFCP2
tests until ignition of the second fuel package and comparing these curves to the
DFCP1 tests, it is possible to study the influence of changing non-combustible lin-
ings for comparable objects, as the test room for the DFCP1 and DFCP2 test are
comparable in size and ventilation. As the tests also are categorized by the differ-
ent compositions of the fires load, it is also possible to study the influence of the
different flammability parameters.

3.3.1. Influence of the Thermal Inertia. Four different types of fire loads (com-
puter showroom, clothing, shoe storage and book store) from the DFCP1 test and
DFCP2 tests are compared in Figure 7. To eliminate the influence of difference in
the ignition phase, the time on the graphs is set to zero when the heat release con-
tinuously exceeds 30 kW. The heat release rates for the DFCP2 tests are only
plotted for the part of the experiment that takes place before the second fuel
package ignites. As only one fuel package was tested for the shoe storage in the
DFCP2 tests, the full graph is shown. Therefore, the graphs show the burning
behavior of comparable fuel packages with comparable fire loads. The thermal
runaway (rapid increases of heat release rates) is also marked.

Figure 7 shows that there is a significant difference in the burning behavior for
all types of combustibles except the book store, as the heat release rate for the
DFCP2 tests increased significantly compared to the DFCP1 tests. In all three
cases thermal runaway is found to occur shortly after the deviation between the
heat release rate curves starts and before the second fuel package ignites. After
the thermal runaway occurred, the difference between the heat release rates for the
two test series became more pronounced, even before fire spread to the next fuel
package. This is not the case for the book store where the heat release rate curves
are comparable almost until the second fuel package ignites, which is about the
same time as thermal runaway is found.

As the thermal inertia was the only varied parameter for the shown period of
the four fire tests, the results show that lowering the thermal inertia caused both
the increase of the heat release rate and subsequently flashover for three out of
four tests. Thus, the results are in line with previous pool fire experiments [12] and
are supported by models [21, 22] which by isolating parameters, have shown that
the critical temperature at the onset of thermal runaway is strongly dependent on
the thermal inertia.
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At the onset of thermal runaway the room temperature for these tests (except
the book store) were around 300�C to 420�C (see Table 3). Therefore the results
also support that by lowering the thermal inertia thermal runaway could occur at
significantly lower temperature than the traditional flashover criteria of 500�C to
600�C and that the traditional criteria do not in all cases implicitly take thermal
feedback into consideration. This is the same result as was found for the heptane
pools [12] which shows that thermal feedback may be a dominant process in
bringing about flashover also for other combustibles than pool fires. The results
further show that thermal runaway need to be considered when assessing flashover
for highly insulated buildings with low thermal inertia.

3.3.2. Influence of the Type of Burning Material. Figure 7 showed that three out
of four test resulted in thermal runaway before the second fuel package was
ignited. The test that deviated on this point was the book store test. This corre-
sponds well to the difference in temperatures at the onset of flashover by thermal
runaway, as this happened at a higher temperature (725�C) for the book store
than for the other tests (300�C to 420�C). The fire load in the book store was
composed of pure wood/cellulose, whereas the other types of fire loads also inclu-
ded various amount of plastics, food, textiles and rubber/leather.

At the onset of thermal runaway, an approximate linear correlation may be
found between the ratio of the effective heat of combustion and the heat of gasifi-
cation (DHeff/Lg) and the room temperature T3 for a fixed burning area in the
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Figure 7. Comparison of HRR versus time between DFCP1 and DFCP2.
TR is thermal runaway.
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Attheonsetofthermalrunawaytheroomtemperatureforthesetests(except
thebookstore)werearound300�Cto420�C(seeTable3).Thereforetheresults
alsosupportthatbyloweringthethermalinertiathermalrunawaycouldoccurat
significantlylowertemperaturethanthetraditionalflashovercriteriaof500�Cto
600�Candthatthetraditionalcriteriadonotinallcasesimplicitlytakethermal
feedbackintoconsideration.Thisisthesameresultaswasfoundfortheheptane
pools[12]whichshowsthatthermalfeedbackmaybeadominantprocessin
bringingaboutflashoveralsoforothercombustiblesthanpoolfires.Theresults
furthershowthatthermalrunawayneedtobeconsideredwhenassessingflashover
forhighlyinsulatedbuildingswithlowthermalinertia.

3.3.2.InfluenceoftheTypeofBurningMaterial.Figure7showedthatthreeout
offourtestresultedinthermalrunawaybeforethesecondfuelpackagewas
ignited.Thetestthatdeviatedonthispointwasthebookstoretest.Thiscorre-
spondswelltothedifferenceintemperaturesattheonsetofflashoverbythermal
runaway,asthishappenedatahighertemperature(725�C)forthebookstore
thanfortheothertests(300�Cto420�C).Thefireloadinthebookstorewas
composedofpurewood/cellulose,whereastheothertypesoffireloadsalsoinclu-
dedvariousamountofplastics,food,textilesandrubber/leather.

Attheonsetofthermalrunaway,anapproximatelinearcorrelationmaybe
foundbetweentheratiooftheeffectiveheatofcombustionandtheheatofgasifi-
cation(DHeff/Lg)andtheroomtemperatureT
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sameroom(seeequations4and6in[12]).Thecorrelationshowthatformaterials
withalowratioof(DHeff/Lg)ahigherroomtemperatureisneededtogivethe
samegradientoftheheatgainedintheSemenovdiagram,andthereforethata
materialwithalowratioof(DHeff/Lg)islesssensitivetothermalfeedbackthat
materialswithahigherratio.

Forcharringsolidssuchaswoodtheeffectiveheatofcombustion,DHeff,will
normallybeintherangeof5MJ/kgto15MJ/kgandtheheatofgasification,Lg,
willbeintherangeof5MJ/kgto8MJ/kg[23].Formelting,non-charringsolid
suchasplasticmaterials,DHeffandLgwouldbeintherangeof20MJ/kgto
40MJ/kgand1MJ/kgto3MJ/kg,respectively[23].Thus,(DHeff/Lg)formelt-
ing,non-charringsolidscanbeanorderofmagnitudelargerthanforcharring
solids.Thisdifferenceinthecompositionofthefireloadand,thusflammability
parameters,maythereforealsoinfluencethedifferenceintheonsettemperatureof
thermalrunaway,andassuchindicatewhythermalrunawayisnotevidentforthe
bookstoretest.

4.Summary

Twoseriesoffullscaleroomfiretestscomprising16experimentsareusedfora
studyoftheonsetofflashover.Thefireloadswerevariedandrepresentedseven
differentcommercialapplicationsandtwonon-combustibleliningswithsignifi-
cantlydifferentthermalinertiawereused.Thetestresultsshowedthatbylower-
ingthethermalinertiaandtherebyatthesametimeloweringtheheatlossfrom
theroomandincreasingthethermalfeedback,athermalrunawayoccurredbefore
significantfirespread;butonlyforobjectscomposedofamixtureofplastic/rub-
ber/textilesandwood/celluloses.Inthesecasestheonsetofthermalrunawaywas
foundtooccuratroomtemperaturesintherange300�Cto420�C.Thissupports
thattheroomtemperatureattheonsetofthermalrunawaywasstronglydepen-
dentonthethermalinertia.Italsoshowsthattheonsetofthermalrunawaycan-
notinallcasesimplicitlybepredictedbythetraditionalflashovertemperature
criterionof500�Cto600�C.Asthetraditionalflashovercriterionoftenisabasis
forsimplifiedtraditionalmodelsaswellasthesemodelsusessimplifiedassess-
mentsoftheenergybalance,thesemodelscannotbeexpectedtopredicttheonset
offlashoverasfoundbythetests.Inthesecasesmodelsincludingthermalfeed-
backaswellasthermalrunawayshouldbeapplied.

Forfireloadscomposedofpurewood/cellulosestheonsetofflashoveroccurred
aboutthesametimeasfirespreadirrespectivelyofliningsandatsignificantly
higherroomtemperatures(725�C).Thiscanbeexplainedbyflammabilityparame-
tersmakingwood/celluloseslesssensitivetothermalfeedback.

Thisinfluenceofthethermalinertiainbringingaboutflashoverisalsoimpor-
tanttoacknowledgeasincreasingrequirementsforthermalinsulationcanlower
thethermalinertiaespeciallyifthermalinsulationismountedontheinnersur-
facesoftherooms.Forthesebuildingsthestartingpointofflashovermaynot
alwaysbefoundbytheuseofthetemperaturecriteriaforflashover.
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same room (see equations 4 and 6 in [12]). The correlation show that for materials
with a low ratio of (DHeff/Lg) a higher room temperature is needed to give the
same gradient of the heat gained in the Semenov diagram, and therefore that a
material with a low ratio of (DHeff/Lg) is less sensitive to thermal feedback that
materials with a higher ratio.

For charring solids such as wood the effective heat of combustion, DHeff, will
normally be in the range of 5 MJ/kg to 15 MJ/kg and the heat of gasification, Lg,
will be in the range of 5 MJ/kg to 8 MJ/kg [23]. For melting, non-charring solid
such as plastic materials, DHeff and Lg would be in the range of 20 MJ/kg to
40 MJ/kg and 1 MJ/kg to 3 MJ/kg, respectively [23]. Thus, (DHeff/Lg) for melt-
ing, non-charring solids can be an order of magnitude larger than for charring
solids. This difference in the composition of the fire load and, thus flammability
parameters, may therefore also influence the difference in the onset temperature of
thermal runaway, and as such indicate why thermal runaway is not evident for the
book store test.

4. Summary

Two series of full scale room fire tests comprising 16 experiments are used for a
study of the onset of flashover. The fire loads were varied and represented seven
different commercial applications and two non-combustible linings with signifi-
cantly different thermal inertia were used. The test results showed that by lower-
ing the thermal inertia and thereby at the same time lowering the heat loss from
the room and increasing the thermal feedback, a thermal runaway occurred before
significant fire spread; but only for objects composed of a mixture of plastic/rub-
ber/textiles and wood/celluloses. In these cases the onset of thermal runaway was
found to occur at room temperatures in the range 300�C to 420�C. This supports
that the room temperature at the onset of thermal runaway was strongly depen-
dent on the thermal inertia. It also shows that the onset of thermal runaway can-
not in all cases implicitly be predicted by the traditional flashover temperature
criterion of 500�C to 600�C. As the traditional flashover criterion often is a basis
for simplified traditional models as well as these models uses simplified assess-
ments of the energy balance, these models cannot be expected to predict the onset
of flashover as found by the tests. In these cases models including thermal feed-
back as well as thermal runaway should be applied.

For fire loads composed of pure wood/celluloses the onset of flashover occurred
about the same time as fire spread irrespectively of linings and at significantly
higher room temperatures (725�C). This can be explained by flammability parame-
ters making wood/celluloses less sensitive to thermal feedback.

This influence of the thermal inertia in bringing about flashover is also impor-
tant to acknowledge as increasing requirements for thermal insulation can lower
the thermal inertia especially if thermal insulation is mounted on the inner sur-
faces of the rooms. For these buildings the starting point of flashover may not
always be found by the use of the temperature criteria for flashover.
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Abstract
This report presents the results of three fire experiments (one free-burn and two room tests) that 

were carried out to investigate the influence of thermal radiation feedback on the rate of surface flame 
spread and heat release rate (HRR) for a horizontal block of furniture-grade non-fire-retarded 
polyurethane foam measuring 1200 x 600 x 200 mm and weighing approximately 4.8 kg. The room 
tests were conducted in a small compartment measuring 2400 mm wide x 2800 mm deep x 2400 mm 
high with a rectangular vent (opening under a calorimeter hood) measuring 740 mm wide x 1500 mm 
high (a ventilation limit of approximately 2000 kW) located in one of the 2400 mm walls. The room 
was lined with one of two different non-combustible materials – 12.7 mm thick cement board or 50 mm
thick mineral wool insulation – with substantially differential thermal inertias in order to subject the 
test specimen to one of two thermal environments. Measurements were taken to quantify the temporal 
variation of heat release rates (HRRs), smoke density, radiant heat flux, temperatures and the 
concentration of O2, CO2 and CO in the test room. The tests were also recorded using an infrared 
camera in order to determine the surface rate of flame spread.
The free-burn peak HRR was found to be 498 kW at 172 s from ignition, plateauing at this value for 
approximately 34s before it rapidly declined. The peak HRR for the test conducted with a cement board 
room lining was 526 kW at 159 s from ignition (with immediate decline), while that for a mineral wool 
insulation lining was 965 kW at 176 s (with immediate decline). The maximum room temperatures for 
the tests with cement board and mineral wool linings were 435 � and 850 �, respectively. The results
indicated that for the test with a cement board lining, there was no significant change in the peak HRR 
compared to the test conducted under free-burn conditions. Lowering the thermal inertia (with a 
mineral wool lining) resulted in a considerably greater (~ 90%) increase in peak HRR compared to the 
other two tests, which confirmed that radiation feedback from hot layer and walls was responsible for 
the dramatic increase in the peak HRR.
From the analysis of data record with an infrared camera, it was found that surface flame spread rates 
were higher (~ 12 mm/s) when the PUF was burning in the room than under free-burn conditions 
(~ 8 mm/s), regardless of the lining material used.
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An Experimental Studyof the Effect of Thermal Radiation Feedback on the Room 
Burning Behaviour of Horizontal Blocks of Polyurethane Foam

by
Annemarie Poulsen

1
and Alex Bwalya

2

1Introduction
During the last decade many countries adopted performance-based fire regulations for the design 

of buildings. As part of the documentation of fire safety, the designer may select one or more design 
fires based on the knowledge of the expected occupancy. One of the key parameters that must be 
defined is the evolution of the heat release rate (HRR), which defines the temperature conditionsin the 
room or building. 
Much data on fire growth and HRR rates for burning items are available in the literature. However, 
most of the data has limitations asthe experiments were conducted in open conditions, and therefore 
enclosure effects such as radiationfeedbackfrom the hot gas layer and surrounding wallsare not 
reflected. During a room fire, radiation feedback is believed to have an impact on fire development. 
Radiation feedback can affect the rate of surface flame spread, burning rate and,consequently, the rate 
of fire growth and onset of critical events such as flashover[1]. One groupof variables known to have 
a significant effect on the radiation feedback arethe thermal properties of the wall lining materials
since different values of thermal inertia will affect the temperaturelevels inthe smoke layer and the 
room surfaces.
This report presents the results of fire experiments with horizontal blocksof polyurethane foam (PUF) 
conducted as part of a joint research project between NRC-IRC’s Fire Research Program and The 
Technical University of Denmark, department of civil engineering, DTU Civil Engineering. The 
experiments were also part of the Thesis work on Fire Modelsand Design Firesfor the first author, a 
PhD candidate at DTU Civil Engineering,who was a visiting worker at NRC-IRC.

2Objectives
The aim of the experiments was to study the effect of radiation feedback on surface flame spread,

rate of fire growth andpeak HRR during thepre-flashover phase of a fire. For this reason a test
conducted in the open,under the calorimeter hood (also referred to as a “free-burntest”),and two room 
fire tests were conducted with identical blocks of non fire retarded polyurethane foam (PUF), which is 
commonly used in the manufacture of upholstered furniture. The room tests had non-combustible 
linings with vastly different thermal inertia to subject the test specimen to one of two thermal 
environments. The thermal radiation feedback is in this context understood to occur due to radiation 
from the smoke layerbelow the ceiling and heated walls.

1
Technical University of Denmark, department of civil engineering, DTU Civil Engineering, Copenhagen, Denmark.

2
NRC-IRC Fire Research Program, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.
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3 Test specimens
The test specimen was required to be sized so that the resulting fire did not exceed a heat release 

rate of approximately 1000 kW, which was the flashover threshold for the small room used in this 
study [2]. The type of PUF material used in the study was the same as that used for constructing a 
mock-up sofa in a previous project [3] conducted at NRC-IRC in order to take advantage of existing 
experimental data in preliminary estimates of burning behaviour. In that project, a free-burn experiment 
with a 610 x 610 x 100 mm PUF block placed on shallow aluminum pan resulted in a fire with a peak 
HRR of 298 kW.  Based on these results, it was estimated that a PUF block of approximately twice the 
size would produce a free-burn HRR of slightly greater than 500 kW, which has been indicated as a 
minimum value at which the effects of thermal feedback would be expected to occur in a small room 
[4]. Therefore, the dimensions of the PUF block was chosen to be 1,200 mm long x 600 mm wide x 
200 mm thick. The dimensions and mass of each PUF block are given in Table 1. A 100 mm square 
grid was drawn on the surface of the PUF block (Figure 1) for the purpose of measuring the rate of 
surface flame spread.

 

Figure 1. Photograph of the PUF block showing the 100 mm grid marks.

Table 1. Dimensions of test specimens.

Specimen 
number

Length 
[mm]

Width 
[mm]

Thickness 
[mm]

Mass 
[kg]

Density 
[kg/m3]

1 1213 600 203 4.760 32.2
2 1201 609 204 4.812 32.2
3 1206 601 204 4.702 31.8

4 Experimental Design
The test facility was comparable to the ISO-9705 room calorimeter [5], but the depth of the 

standard room was reduced from 3600 mm to 2800 mm while the width and height each remained
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2400 mm. This was done to lower the flashover threshold sincepreliminary tests showed that the free-
burnHRR was only expected to be slightly greaterthan 500 kW. A ventilation opening of 740 mm
wide x 1500 mm high was provided in one of the 2400 x 2400 mm walls. The opening was directly 
under a fume hood, which was connected to an exhaust duct having a diameter of 406 mm.
Two preliminary tests (presented in Appendix A) were conducted to refine the test setup(including the 
position and strength of the burner)and test procedures. 
The experimental matrix consistedofthreetests:onefree-burntest and two room tests.In the room 
tests the walland ceilingliningmaterialswerevaried in order to alter the radiation feedback.Thenon-
combustibleliningmaterials used were 12.7mmthick cement board with a density of approximately
1257kg/m

3
and 50 mmthickmineral wool with a density of approximately 100 kg/m

3
. The mineral 

wool insulation was attachedtothe cement boardlining. The thermal inertias (c k� ��)for the cement 
board and mineral wool wereapproximately0.6and 0.004 W

2
s/K

2
m

4
,respectively

Table 2lists thethreeexperiments that were conducted with identical pieces of PUF. 
Table 2. List of experiments conducted.

Test No.Specimen 
No.

TypeRoom Lining

12Free-burnNA
1

21Room test(uninsulated)Cement board
33Roomtest(insulated)Mineral wool

1 
Not applicable (free-burntest was conducted under the hood).

Previous experiments [3]showed that the PUF had a tendency to melt and form a pool on the pan after 
it was ignited. Only a small amount of char residual was left on the pan in those experiments.
Therefore, to contain the melt-pool and limitthe burning area, the test specimen was placed on asteel 
pan measuring 1400 mm long x 800 mm wide x 50 mm deep. The pan was supported on a 750 mm 
high load-cell apparatus that was designed to measure mass loss, see Figure 2.
Based on the results of preliminary experiments (Appendix A), the burner was designed so that it 
produced two flames of approximately equal strength and having a total HRR of 75 kW: a horizontal 
flame to ignite the PUFblockand a vertical flame to attenuate the horizontal flame and provide the 
balance of the burner HRR output, see Figure 3. The burner was left on for the entire duration of each 
test.
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balance of the burner HRR output, see Figure 3. The burner was left on for the entire duration of each 
test.
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Figure 2. Photograph of pan and load cell.

 
Figure 3. Photograph of dual-flame T-burner.

4.1 Instrumentation
Figure 4 is an illustration of the floor plan and instrumentation of the test setup for the free-burn

experiment. The test specimen was located directly under the hood to allow combustion products to be 
collected. Measurements of mass flow rate, gas temperature and concentrations of oxygen, carbon 
dioxide and carbon monoxide were taken in the exhaust duct to facilitate calculation of the heat release 
rate by using an oxygen consumption method [6]. The smoke density was measured in the duct using a 
pulsed white light meter. In addition, the mass loss rate of the test specimen and heat flux at two 
different locations was recorded. One heat flux gauge (HF#1) was positioned in a vertical plane at a 
distance of 600 mm from the pan and height of 1200 mm above the floor facing the flames. The second 
heat flux gauge (HF#2) was positioned in a horizontal plane at the end of the pan facing upwards 
towards the hood. The tests were also recorded using an infrared camera to aid the study of flame 
spread.

 

Figure 4. Layout of instrumentation for the free-burn Test 1.
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Figure 5shows the layout of instrumentation for Test 2. The depth of the standard room was reduced to 
2800 mm by constructing a light-weight frame partition wall using cement board. The instrumentation
wasrepeated from Test 1 (free-burn). In addition to these measurements,temperatures in the room 
wererecorded at different locations in the room as shown in Figure 5. TCs nos 1, 2 and 3 were 
positioned at 200 mm below the ceiling whereas TC no. 4 was installed at a height of 200 mm above 
the floor. TC’s5 to 8 were mounted on the back wall to measure surface temperatures insidethe room 
and on the backside of the lining. Two thermocouple trees were installed in opposite corners.
Figure 6shows the layout of instrumentation for Test 3. All surfaces in the room,except for the floor,
were coveredwith a layer of 50 mm thick mineral woolinsulation.In order to maintain the same 
volume of the room as in Test 2, the depth of the room was extended by 280mmbefore the mineral 
wool insulation was installed. The instrumentation wasthe same as that used inTest 2,except thatthe 
thermocouple trees were adjustedto give the same relative positions (eg. distance from the pan, walls 
and ceiling) as those in Test 2.

 

Figure 5. Room burn test setup with cement board lining (Test 2).
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Figure 6. Room burn test setup with mineral wool insulation (Test 3).

The Infrared camera used was a JENOPTIK VarioCAM HiRes infrared (IR) camera incorporating a 16 
bit micro bolometer (an uncooled thermal detector) with 384 x 288 pixels. Additional technical data for 
the IR camera are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Technical data for the VarioCAM� IR camera.

Spectral 
sensitivity 

Temperature range Measurement 
accuracy 

Thermal resolution            
( at 30oC) 

7.5 – 14 �m -40oC - 2,000oC 0oC - 120oC: � 1.5 K 

>120oC: �2% 

<60 - 80 mK 

4.2 Data Acquisition System
A 16 bit Solartron (Schlumberger) Instruments distributed data acquisition system with 

3595 series isolated measurement pods (each having 20 channels) and a personal computer interface 
was used to record all measurements directly to a hard disk drive at specified intervals.  All temperature 
data were instantly processed by the data acquisition system and recorded as temperature values with 
an accuracy of better than 1°C. Outputs from heat flux gauges, load cells, pressure transducers, gas 
analyzers and the smoke meter were recorded as either direct current (DC) voltage or current values 
and were converted by applying the appropriate calibration constants after each experiment. The
sensitivity of the data acquisition system for voltage and current measurements is 1 �V and 10 nA, 
respectively. 
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4.3Test procedure
The dual-flame propane T-burner was positioned at 75 mm from the edge of the PUF blockand 

33 mm above the surface of the block. The test procedure is given in Table 4;itwas designed to 
measure pre-and post-test conditions (includingburneroutput)foreach test.

Table 4. Planned test procedure (sequence and timing of events).

Time (sec)EventComment
0Start data loggerRecord pre-ignition conditions
60Light burner (without specimen)Measures of burner output

120Switch-off burner
180Place specimen in panMeasures initial specimen mass
240Re-light burner (to ignite PUF 

block)
This is where the actual test starts

Wait until complete burnout
+ 60Stop burner
+ 60Stop measurementsMeasures end conditions and allows for 

correction of any drift in measurements

5Results and Discussion

5.1Measurements
The measured HRRprofilesare presented in Figure 7 and the measurements of smoke density

are presented inFigure 8.The HRR resultsshow that Test 1 (free-burn)and Test 2 (cement board
lining)had two peaks, whereas Test 3(mineral woollining)only had onesignificantly greater peak. 
The second HRR peak was likely caused by a combination oftwo factors: a) burning of unconsumed 
PUF material around the edges of the block after the material in the central area was initially 
consumed; and b) deflection of the pan (observed to occur around the time that the peak HRR was 
reached), which caused the molten PUF to collect at the opposite ends of the pan. 
Tests1 and 2had comparable fire growth rates and HRR profiles,but there was no considerable 
increase in HRR in Test 2 due to room effects–Test 2was onlyslightlyquicker in reaching the peak
(498 kW at 172s in Test 1 versus 526 kW at 159s in Test 2).Test 1 exhibited a plateaued peak lasting 
34s before the HRR begun to decline. A second peak of 499 kW occurred at 206 s (towards the endof 
the plateau). However, considering thatthe accuracy of HRR measurements using the oxygen 
consumption method [6]is not better than 5%, the first peak HRR value of 498 kW is here considered 
to be more importantin describing the rate of fire growth in Test 1, i.e. within the stated margin of 
error,there is a negligible difference between 498 kW and 499 kW, but selectingthe secondpeak HRR 
valuewould give an inaccurate impression of the rate of firegrowth leading up to the peak.
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The measurements of smoke density show similarities with the HRRs except that the first peak for the 
test with mineral wool lining is not significantly larger than the other two tests, which may suggest that 
smoke production may be a function of combustion stoichiometry and material properties given that the 
same material was used in all of the tests. Further research and analysis is needed to determine if the 
trend of HRR magnitudes should have been repeated. Detailed information about peak values is given 
in Section 5.5. 

 
Figure 7. Graph of HRR vs. time. Figure 8. Measurements of smoke optical density in 

the exhaust duct. 

Figures 9 to 14 show the results of temperature measurements at corresponding measurement locations 
in Tests 2 and 3 (presented side-by-side). Figures 9 and 11 show that peak temperature in the room 
during Test 2 was generally below 435 °C, although TC2 recorded a peak temperature of 659 °C, 
which was a localized effect since it was located directly above the burning specimen. In contrast, in 
Test 3, all peak temperatures in the upper smoke layer (up to 1.2 m below the ceiling) exceeded 600 °C 
(Figures 10 and 12), which is indicative of the attainment of flashover conditions. In Test 2 
temperatures in the lower level (at 1.6 m below the ceiling) were less than 100 °C, which indicated that 
a two zone division of the room existed. In Test 3, the temperature at the same position had peak value 
of more than 300 °C, indicating that the smoke layer had likely descended to that level. 
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Figure 9. Test 2: Temperatures profiles from TC 

tree #1. 

 
Figure 10. Test 3: Temperatures profiles from TC 

tree #1. 

 
Figure 11. Test 2: Temperatures profiles from TC 

tree #2. 

 
Figure 12. Test 3: Temperatures profiles from TC 

tree #2. 

 
Figure 13. Test 2: Temperatures profiles from TCs 

1 to 8. 

 
Figure 14. Test 3: Temperatures profiles from TCs 

1 to 8. 
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Measurements of heat flux by gage HF#1 (located at 600 mm from the center of the pan) are given in 
Figure 15. Since the heat flux meter was facing the flame, the measurements followed the trend of the 
HRR. The difference between Tests 1 and 2 is more distinct than indicated by HRR measurements; the 
higher peak heat flux record in Test 2 is consistent with the peak HRR and temperature trends.  
Figure 16 shows the heat flux measured by gauge HF#2 located at the end of the pan (in a horizontal 
plane). The measurements give an indication of the background radiation from the room, although 
when flames were approaching the rear of the pan they likely influenced the measurements. Figure 16 
also shows that the background radiation levels were comparable for Test 1 and Test 2 whereas Test 3 
(mineral wool lining with low thermal inertia) had significantly higher background radiation due to 
higher room temperatures (and hotter smoke layer). 

 
Figure 15. Graph of HF#1 vs. time. 

 
Figure 16. Graph of HF#2 vs. time. 

The results of velocity measurements in the room opening are given in Figures 17 and 18 for Tests 2 
and 3, respectively. The velocity profiles followed the HRR trend, as can be expected. 

 
Figure 17. Test 2: Velocity profiles in the 

ventilation opening. 

 
Figure 18. Test 3: Velocity profiles in the 

ventilation opening. 
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Figures 19 and 20 show the O2, CO2 and CO measured in the room for Tests 2 and 3, respectively. The 
results are consistent with the respective magnitudes of HRRs for the two Tests – lower O2 (high 
depletion due to increased HRR) and consequently higher CO2 and CO concentrations in Test 3. 

 
Figure 19. Test 2: O2, CO2 and CO measured in the 

room. 

 
Figure 20. Test 3: O2, CO2 and CO measured in the 

room. 

5.2 Mass Loss Measurements 
Analysis of the results of mass loss measurements did not show meaningful trends after the peak 

HRR was reached.  Contrary to expectations, there was an inexplicable period of significantly negative 
readings followed by a rebound to positive readings. Therefore, these measurements have been omitted 
from this report. 

5.3 Observations from Thermal Images 
All three experiments were recorded using an infrared camera. Figures 21 to 24 show examples of 

thermal images taken during Test 3. 

 

Figure 21. Thermograph at ignition. 

 

Figure 22. Thermograph showing flame spread at 
about 44 s after ignition. 
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from this report. 

5.3 Observations from Thermal Images 
All three experiments were recorded using an infrared camera. Figures 21 to 24 show examples of 

thermal images taken during Test 3. 

 

Figure 21. Thermograph at ignition. 

 

Figure 22. Thermograph showing flame spread at 
about 44 s after ignition. 
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Figure 23. Thermograph at 100 s after ignition 
during Test 3, 

 

Figure 24. Thermograph at time for peak HRR 
during Test 3, 

Table 5Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference. lists the flame spread rate versus time as 
recorded by the infrared camera. To avoid influence of the burner, the flame spread rate was measured 
from the time the flame front reached the longitudinal center of the slab until the flames reached the 
end of the slab.  The observations show that the two room burn tests had comparable flame spread 
rates, which were faster than the free-burn test. The average velocity of flame spread was found to be 8
mm/s for the free-burn test and 12 mm/s for both room tests.

Table 5. Flame spread rate recorded by infrared camera.

Distancea

[mm]
Timea

[s]

Test 1
(Free-burn)

Test 2
(Cement Board)

Test 3
(Mineral wool)

0 0 0 0
200 32 22 20
400 58 46 40
600 78 52 48

a Measurements of distance and time starts when the flames reaches the middle of the slab.

Table 6 summarizes the observations that were made by reviewing the thermal images. An interesting 
observation was that the pan was deflecting, in all three tests, by which two opposite corners bent down 
leaving the middle of the pan and the other two corners to form a ridge. This caused molten PUF to 
separate and flow towards opposite ends of the pan, see Figure 25. After flaming had ceased, it was 
observed that there was some char on the ridge which may also have contributed to the separation of 
the molten PUF.
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Table 6.Observations from the recordings from the infrared camera.

EventTest 1
[s]

Test 2
[s]

Test 3 
[s]

Ignition000
Flame spread to the center of the specimen 1464

Flame spread to the end of the specimen925852
Full surface involvement, 965854

Center of the specimen melt down186158
a

120
a

Burn out at the middle ofthe specimen232212
a

228
a

The pan starts to deflect15496
a

70
a

Max pan deflection222264
a

122
a

a
 Events occurringin the room were very difficult to seefromthe infrared recordings, which means that an even 

greater uncertainty is associated with these observations.

 

Figure 25. Test 1: Deflection of the pan and separation of molten PUF.

5.4Test sequence

Table 7lists the actual sequence and timing of the tests,including the duration of the test. All test 
durations were comparable. 
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5.4 Test sequence

Table 7 lists the actual sequence and timing of the tests, including the duration of the test. All test 
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Table 7. Actual sequence and timing of events.

Event Test 1 
(Free-burn)

Test 2 
(Cement board )

Test 3 
(Mineral wool)

Start data logger 0:00 0:00 0:00

Horizontal flame lit 2:00 0:32 1:08

Vertical flame lit 
(burner fully lit)

2:00 1:02 2:02

Switch-off burner 3:30 2:00 3:12

PUF block placed 
on load cell

Burner re-lit ( to 
ignite PUF)

6:00 4:23 5:30

PUF ceases to burn 30:30 28:30 28:00

Switch-off burner 31:30 29:30 29:10

Stop data logger 32:30 30:30 30:10

Test duration (from 
PUF ignition)

23:30 24:30 22:30

5.5 Summary of Test Results
Table 8 summarizes selected test results. The results show that flame spread rates are faster in the 

room than for free-burn conditions, regardless of the lining material used. The flames spread to the end 
of the block before the peak HRR occurred. When flames had covered the entire PUF surface, there 
were no significant differences in the magnitude of the HRRs. This indicates that the HRR may not be
the only dominant factor in estimating the flame spread rate, as other phenomena such as air flow
patterns (likely induced by the exhaust suction) and the specific different boundary conditions may 
influence the flame spread rate. Since peak HRRs occurred at more than double the time it took for the 
flames covered the entire surface, it suggests that peak HRRs may be dependent on other parameters
than the ignited surface area alone. Since peak HRR appeared to occur after the center of the specimen
had completely melted, pool formation and build up of room temperatures are likely to influence the 
time for peak HRRs as well.
It is noted that Test 3 had almost twice the peak HRR of Test 2, and the room temperatures were 
considerably higher in Test 3. This indicates that radiation feedback, due to higher room temperatures,
was mainly responsible for the enhancement of burning rate (and consequently higher peak HRR) in 
Test 3.
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Table 8. Summary of selected test results.

Test Flame travel 
time 

a

[s]

Peak HRR

[kW]

Peak OD/mPeak Heat 
Flux

[kW/m
2
]

Peak Room 
Temp

b

[°C]

Peak Lining 
Temp 
[°C]

Test 1
(Free-burn)

78498(172s)1.078(HF#1)
8 (HF#2)

--

Test 2
(Cement board)

52526 (159 s)0.985 (HF#1)
11 (HF#2)

435 (TC#1)270

Test 3
(Mineral wool)

48965 (176 s)1.1NA
c

(HF#1)
65 (HF#2)

850 (TC#1)660

a
Measured time it took for the flame front to travel from the center of the blockto the end.

b
As TC#2 is influenced by flame/plume this TC is not included in the finding the peak temperature.

c 
NR -Not recorded, instrument limit exceeded (maximum reading was 150 kW/m

2
)

6Conclusion
This report presented the results of three fire experiments (one free-burn and two room tests) that 

were carried out to investigate the influence of thermal radiation feedback on the rate of surface flame 
spread and heat release rate (HRR) of a horizontal block of furniture-grade non fireretarded 
polyurethane foam measuring 1200 x 600 x 200mm and weighing approximately 4.8 kg. 
The free-burn peak HRR was found to be 498 kW at 172s from ignition, plateauing at this value for 
approximately 34s before it rapidly declined. The peak HRR for the test conducted with a cement board 
room lining was 526 kW at 159 s from ignition (with immediate decline), while that for a mineral wool 
insulation lining was 965 kW at 176 s (with immediate decline).The maximum room temperatures for 
the tests with cement board and mineral wool linings were 435 �and 850 �, respectively. The results 
indicated that for the test with a cement board lining, there was no significant change in the rate of fire 
growth and peak HRR compared to the test conducted under free-burn conditions. Lowering the 
thermal inertia (with a mineral wool lining) resulted in a considerably greater (~ 90%) increase in peak 
HRR compared to the other two tests, which confirmed that radiation feedback from hot layer and 
walls was responsible for the dramatic increase in the peak HRR.
From the analysis of data record with an infrared camera, it was found that surfaceflame spread rates 
were higher(~ 12 mm/s)when the PUF was burning in the room than under free-burn conditions
(~ 8 mm/s), regardless of the lining material used.
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Appendix A. Preliminary Experiments 
Two preliminary free-burn tests were conducted to refine the test setup and procedures.  

A1. Test 1P 

The PUF was ignited with a 19 kW propane T-burner positioned at 10 mm from the short edge of 
the PUF, as shown in Figure A1. The burner was turned off after 80 seconds. 

 

Figure A1. Ignition of PUF block with a 19 kW 
propane T-burner. 

 

Figure A2. Fire progression at 40 s from ignition. 

Test 1P had a peak HRR of 625 kW at 352 s from ignition, as shown in Figure A3. The results of heat 
flux measurements are shown in Figure A4. It was observed that this configuration resulted in the 
formation of a backward slope (Figure A2) and PUF material melted and flowed directly onto the pan 
(towards the burner end) and burnt in that position.  
In Test 1P, the PUF block was placed on pan that was in turn placed directly onto a weighing scale for 
mass loss measurements. The weighing scale failed to measure mass loss and was replaced with a load 
cell apparatus in Test 2P.  

Figure A3. HRR vs. Time for Test 1P. Figure A4. Heat flux measured by vs. Time for Test 
1P. 
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Conclusion: The melt-flow behaviour during the test was undesirable for the purpose of the study. 
Therefore, in the interest of preventing early formation a PUF melt pool on the pan, a second test 
(Test 2P) was conducted with the burner moved forward so that it was positioned at 100 mm along the 
length of the PUF block (i.e. 100 mm from the edge). As well, the HRR of the propane T-burner was 
increased to 75 kW in order to augment the HRR and ensure that the total HRR in a room test exceeded 
the threshold value 500 kW required for room feedback effects to be significant. The 75 kW burner 
HRR was used in previous studies [7] to simulate an ignition source provided by a large waste paper 
basket.

A2. Test 2P

Figure A5 shows the position of the T-burner in Test 2P. The HRR of the T-burner ignition source 
was set to 75kW and was left on for the duration of the test. The fire had a peak HRR of 573 kW at 
176 s after ignition (Figure A7).  The graph was plotted without subtracting the HRR of the burner. The 
second HRR peak is due to the burning of unconsumed PUF material around the edges of the block
after the material in the central area was consumed. In addition, it was observed that the pan began 
deflecting around the time that the peak HRR was reached, which caused the molten PUF to collect at 
the opposite ends of the pan. This likely contributed to the occurrence of the second peak. The results 
of heat flux measurements are shown in Figure A8. Due to the higher burner HRR, a larger area around 
the center of the PUF was ignited and the file plume was more centralized (Figure A6). This also 
resulted in a more rapid surface flame spread and rate of fire growth compared to Test 1P, as shown in 
Figure A9. One disadvantage of the burner arrangement used in Test 2P is that the initial ignition area 
was very large, which made it difficult to investigate flame spread.

 

Figure A5. Ignition of PUF block with a 75 kW 
propane T-burner in Test 2P.

 

Figure A6. Fire progression at 40 s from ignition.
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Figure A7. HRR vs. Time for Test 2P. 
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Figure A9. Comparison of HRR vs. time for Tests 1P and 2P. 
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Experimental study on the role of 
thermal feedback from different wall 

linings in a room fireg
A. Poulsen and  G. Jomaas

Room scale experiments on round heptane pools showed that:
• thermal feedback can lead to an increase of the heat release rate which may lead to thermal runaway
• before thermal runway the increase of the heat release rate correlates well with lining temperatures 

irrespectively of the type of lining material

Results
Only the tests with the large pools had a large enough 
energy to show a clear effect of thermal feedback. 

Measurements of HRR and temperatures, in this case 

p y yp g
• different thermal inertias of the linings are found to lead to different onset points for thermal runaway
• results of fire tests on pool fires may be affected by the room an type of lining

Introduction 
Thermal feedback induce an increased heat release 
rate and lead to thermal runaway, TR [1]

The objectives of this experimental program [2] was 

Effect of the thermal feedback
The effect of the thermal feedback on the 
development of the HRR can be found as [1]:
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given as the wall temperature measured 2.0 m above 
the floor,  showed that for both types of lining the 
HRR increased slightly in an incipient period followed 
by a rapid increase compared to free burn. The rapid 
increase is interpreted as a thermal runaway, which 
can be associated with flashover. Temperatures 
follows the trend of the development of the HRR.The experimental setup 

The ISO Room Corner Test facility was used.

The thermal feedback was changed by using two 

to investigate the influence of different linings on the 
increase of heat release rate and thermal runaway. 

Circular heptane pools are tested under  room burn 
conditions and  free burn conditions.

As the HRR increases initially compared to free burn 
this can be seen as an effect of the thermal feedback 
from the room before thermal runaway occurs. After 
the thermal runaway the HRR is theoretically only 
limited by ventilation. This is summarized in the figure 
below. 
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types of linings with substantially different thermal 
inertias. 

• Lining 1 (mineral wool), k�c = 0.0036 kW2s/m4K2

• Lining 2 (light weight concrete), k�c = 0.09 
kW2s/m4K2

Measurements included:

• heat release rate, mass loss rate, 
• heat flux and 
• temperatures (two thermocouple trees and back wall).
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Effect of different linings
By comparing the HRRs and the wall temperatures, it 
can be seen that the different linings show similar 
results until the onset of thermal runaway, at which 
point the two materials yield drastically different 
results.
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10 different tests were conducted for different pool 
sizes, burning conditions and linings comprising the 
following experimental matrix: 

Test no. Pan Diameter Amount of 
heptane

Burning condition

(m) (l)
1 0.70 25 Free burn
2 0.70 25 Lining 1
3 0.70 25 Lining 2
4 0.50 10 Free burn
5 0.50 10 Lining 1
6 0.50 10 Lining 2
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It is found that:

• The HRRs are comparable for same temperatures 
before thermal runaway but not after.

• For lining 1 thermal runaway occurred at a wall 
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6 0.50 10 Lining 2
7 0.50 15 Lining 2
8 0.35 4 Free burn
9 0.35 4.2 Lining 1
10 0.35 4.2 Lining 2

rooms with different wall linings. Fire Technology, 
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temperature of 330 °C and for lining 2 thermal 
runaway occurred at 460 °C, showing that the 
onset temperature is higher for higher thermal 
inertia.
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this can be seen as an effect of the thermal feedback 
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10 different tests were conducted for different pool 
sizes, burning conditions and linings comprising the 
following experimental matrix: 

Test no.Pan DiameterAmount of 
heptane

Burning condition

(m)(l)
10.7025Freeburn
20.7025Lining 1
30.7025Lining 2
40.5010Free burn
50.5010Lining 1
60.5010Lining2
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